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The

CHURCHES

THE

preaching

Sunday
vited.

of the
at the
service to call a

There will be parish meeting
Federated churches next Sunday

close of the rooming

minister._
The annual meeting of the North Congregational church will be held at the
church parlors this, Thursday, evening at
7.S0 o’clock.
hold
The Universalist Church will
preaching services next Sunday morning
sermon
by Rev. William
at 10 45 with
Vaughan. Sunday school at noon. All
cordially invited.
Mias Charlotte Knowlton is assisting in
the absence
the I'uiversalist choir during!
who is visit0[ Miss Katherine E. Brier
ing in Boston and vicinity.
METHODIST CHURCH. People’s MethChurch, Rev. Charles W. Martin,
pastor; parsonage. No. 7 Court St.; telephone, 213.11. Sunday morning service
Sunday school, 12 m. Evening
at 10.45.
PrByer meeting this,
service at 7.30.
Thursday, evening at 7.30.
odist

Cornelius E. Clark, the son of Prof.
Calvin M. Clark ot Bangor Theological
Seminary, was recently elected pastor of
the Congregational church in Dover-Foxcroft and will take up his duties in that
town after his graduation from the semiMr. Clark is a graduate of
nary in June.
Yale University, winning a ,,Y” in track
athletics, and waa enrolled in the Hartford Theological Seminary for one year
before entering the local institution.
During the war he served overseaa in the
coast artillery, enlisting as a private and
returning as a second lieutenant.

i
I

Rev.
THE FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH.
Oeorge C. Sauer, pastor; residence, 13
Cedar; telephone, 133-11. Sabbath services at 10:45 and 7:30; Bible school at
12; Christian Endeavor 6:30; mid-week
devotional service Thuraday, 7:30.
The Sabbath morning message will be
“Servants of the Spirit” The congregational singing will be led by a large
At the evening service the
chorus choir.
pastor’s address will be “Volunteers not
Conscripts.” This service is full of good
cheer, stirring songs, bright addresses
Enga ements: Monday evening, 13 Cedar
street, Boys'Conference with the pastor.
Tuesday evening, picnic supper in the
vestry by the young ladies’ classes of
Bible school. Wednesday afternoon meeting of the Sewing Circle with Mrs. Edwin
Firkins, Union street. Thursday evening
mid-week meeting in the vestry. Friday
evening choir rehearsal in the vestry of
the church.
The large billboard in post office square
adve Using the services of this church
has been much admired.
It has been donated by one of the laymen of the church.

City Government
The

monthly meeting of the Belfast

City Council was held Tuesday evening.
Mayor Wescott presiding, and Alderman
Hatch, Councilmen V L Hall, Higgins,
Staples and Patterehall abseut.
The report of the tax collector
nd
trial balance of the city treasurer were
presented and placed on lile.
R. L. Cooper, H. R. Fernald, and C. K

Hopkins

were

elected city weighers.
was passed in

The roll of accounts
currence

as

con*

follows:

Contingent .$ 429 96
Highways
1,06j41

School Transportation
School Charity.
Machinery and Tools
Supt. of Schools.
K. Hayford Account.

Armory.,.

279 00
15 65
77 50
118 75
6 19
77 60

Street Lights.
403
Free Library...
128
School Contingent.93
Free Text Books.
9
Hapairs and Insurance.
4
..

26

28
26
75

37

Paupers.
Sewers.

9 83
122 68

lioad.

319 27

State

Fire

Department.

City Building.

Leneral School Purpoaea.

City Park.

T°t»*.
1* rederick

62
127
239
11

90
16
67
00

$3,737 84

W. Brown, who has been
Brown at the home of their
daughter, Mrs. Willis Arnold, sod family
in Warsaw, N. Y., since
leaving Belfast
last fall, left Wednesday for a visit in St.
Petersburg, Ffa.
with

Mrs.

Supreme judicial

Court

111: I.FAST. MAINE. THIHSOAV,

The News of Belfast.

The Waldo Avenue Lend
will

services at the
Federated Church next Sunday morning.
school at noon. All cordially in-

There will be

^

1._
lustice Lucre B Deasy, Presiding
The January term of the Supreme Judicial Court opened Tuesday with the
folowing officers and jurora in attendance:

Judge, Lucre B. Deasy of Bar Harbor.
Stenographer, A. H. Whitman of Portland.

Clerk, James H. Cilley of Belfast.
Sheriff, Frank A Littlefield of Belfast.
County Attorney, Ralph I Morse of
Belfast.
Chaplain, Rev. George C Sauer of Belfast
Messenger, Willis B. Fletcher of Belfast.
Crier, Deputy Silas E. Bowler of Palermo.
Officer of Gram) Jury, Deputy C. Mau
rice Liltlelield of Belfast.
Officers of Traverse Juries. Deptuv
Harry Brown of Brooks and Deputy J

Peavey of Lincolnville.
The Grand Jury
The following
Grand Jnrors reported tor the year’s
work and organized with E. D. Chase of
Unity, foreman; Ered Blood of Northport;
Maurice Braley, Monroe; B. D. Brown,
Palermo; W. G. Brown, Knox; George H.
Buck, Nearsport; Harry A. Clements, Belfast; Howard Colson, Stockton Springs;
Boardman E Cunningham, Liberty; Guy
Ellingwood, Burnham; L. W. Howard,
Montville. A. E. Knight, Lincolnville;
Charles C. Moody, Winterport; Harry
McLaughlin, Erankfort; O. C. Roberts,
Jackson; James Rainey, Prospect; James
Shibles, Troy; Arthur L. Thompson, Belfast; E. A. Ware, Thorndike; Roscoe E.
Webber, Brooks; Ernest Wing,Searsmont.
ElRSTjrRAVER.SE JURY Ered A Myrick of Troy, foreman; Edward L. Colcord, Belfast; Charles D. Curtis, Swanville; Clyde Elanders, Northport; Justin
V. Jackson, Montville; Ralph A. Light,
Liberty; W. S. Merrick, Unity; Erank
H

Meservie, Morrill; M. A. Pattershall, Belfast; H. A. Shibles, Knox; Justin D
Turner,' Palermo; M. R. Whitcomb, Bel-

fast.
Lester
Second Traverse Jury.
Marrmer of Searsmont, foreman; Edgar
B. Colcord, Stockton Springs; A. P. Gil-

key, Islesboro;

Roscoe

Harriman,

Pros

pect; Maine Hills, Belfast; Erank B. Ilolt,
Burnham; Chester A. Knowlton, Monroe;
H. E. Maddocks, Brooks; Owen Marden,
SearsportjN. E. Perry, Winterport; A. 1.
It. Pitcher, Lincolnville; Ered B. White,

stenographer.

Ladies

Night

with

Kewpie

the ladies.

The Jolly Nine Club w.a entertained
New Years Eve at the home of Misses
Louise McDonough and Helen Keech.
At 8 30 the guests were very much surprised by the entrance of Miss Keech in
costume

from the well laden Christmas tree.
As
the actual cost of the gifts had been limited to fifty cents, the opening of the
packages showed much forethought in
the ideas carried out.
Much amusement
was caused by the well directed “hits’’

which also

came from the tree.
After
confusion had subsided a delicious
picnic lunch was served from a prettily
appointed tablr. The guests departed at

the

a

late

hour with

many good wishes for

the New Year,
Waldo County

Hospital Notes

Seavey A. Piper and infant daughter Shirley were discharged from the
hospital Monday. They will visit Mrs.
Piper’s sister, Mrs. Wood, on High street
Mrs.

for

a few days before returning home to
Troy...Sana Grindle, a surgical case, returned to his home in Searsport Sunday.
...Mrs. Ralph Gross and four-year-old
son, Foster, are both convalescing from
pneumonia. They are being treated by
Dr. Harry L. Kilgore...Miss Evelyn Bowdoin of Searsport was operated upon for
appendicitis Monday by Dr. Carl H

Stevens....Miss Lylla Sprague of Belfa.t
is

a

surgical patient... Mr. Levi H. Rogers

of Searsport

admitted

was

Sunday,

Mr.

Hand Club,
Mrs.

Lincoln

Mayo, who lives on Cedar
street in what was formerly the Craig
house, had s hard experience with the
water pipe that runs from the kitchen
range to the bath room.
He did not realize that the pipe wss frozen when he
built the fire Tuesday morning, but soon
found it was about the time it burst, ruining his range, making a hole in thvr
ceiling above the stove and shattering a
nearby window. It is fortunate that
there was not loss of life in the accident

dolls for

impersonating Old Kriss Kring!e, who immediately began distributing

a

Emery E.

The Colonial is ofTering some pleasant
evenings next week. On Tuesday, Thursday andSaturday Fred W. Hart will be
the special attraction.
On Wednesday

ght.

with

These meetings are very pleasant and profitable neighborhood gatherings.

Barbour of East Belfast
has entered the office of the Coe-Morti-

li

Thursday

Wade.

Mrs. Clara J.

nier as

meet

A special from Portland, under date c.f
Dec. 31, says of the

distribution of dainty gifts. Sandwiches,
cake, and coffee were served. The spe-

Ethel Whiting in

a
very pleasing
President, Annie Frost; vice
president, Martha French; chaplain, Rose
Edison; treasurer, Ada Robbins; secre-

manner:

guests

cial

were

Mrs. Austin J.

Mrs.

Emelie

B.

mame

asst, guide Flora Bickford; color guard,
Elva Wyman and Bessie Willey; inside

guard, Georgie Juan; outside guard, Ida
Samson; press correspondent, Edith
Moody; musician, Mabel Webber; judge
advocate, Simon Wain ng; trustees,
Edith Danforth, Flora Bicttford, Mabel
Webber.

ONE
NINETY
FIVE
Three hundred pairs Men’s leather tops go on sale this morning

at ONE NINETY-FIVE

pair.
made by the
a

These rubbers are
Wales Goodyear Rubber Co. and
are
perfect. Serviceable 7 1-2
leather tops, with and without
heels. Sizes 6 to 11.

At the

close

of

W luting

with

a

m
...

THE PROGRESSIVE STORE

GREETINGS
We wish to extend to ali the Greeting of

a

Happy New Year

and also to tl ank all who have been customers of our store for the
patronage of the past twelve months, which have shown to be the

largest

since our

We

can

store>tarteu

bus ness.

account for this most excellent showing

only

Now

Waldo

New Year

have resolved

have entered upon
that the sales of our store shall show even a larger volume and we
reafz; tna t this is possible only by having the right merchandise
as to quality, having one cash price to all, acting upon the square,
and giving good value in each sale.
a

we

thank you for the patronage of the past year and
most heartily extend you a cordial invitation'to make our store
your home when in town and wish to wait or leave your wraps and
bundles.
Sincerely yours,
H. U. COOMBS COMPANY.
Again,

was

for

Lodge

a

and

ing, making a very interesting ceremony.
All members of the order are co'dially
invited to be present.

This, Thursday, afternoon the members
of the social committee of the Women’s
Alliance and any others who may wish to
sew, will meet at the home of Mrs. Jss.
Durham,

The New Year’s ball in the Armory
last Saturday evening, under the auspices of Company K of the Third Maine

Infantry,
was

a

most

was

very

PERSONAL

large

Mi»a Annie Smalley ia in Lynn, Mass.,
for a short visit, the guest of Mrs. Esther
Carter
Mrs.

Raymond R. Sherman has bee*
in Berwick the past

visiting relatives
week.

Mr. and Mrs. John A. Gilmore have
returned from visiting relatives in Chelsea, Mass.

Louis Ellia of Brunswick

There
enjoyable.
guest at the home
conaidering j B. Swett.

attendance

was a recent
of Capt. and Mrs. C.

the night was cnld with a thick fall of ;
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert O. Brier have relight snow.
McKeen’s orchestra furturned from a short visit with relative*
nished the best of music and all report a
I in Brooka.
very pleasant
which

time,

adjourned

at

Church

at

2.30

midnight.
A

with a national record of continuous bus

the Foundation

iness, has

son

been dissolved.

Mr.

George

R.

Doak retires and Frederick T. Chase will
continue the business at the old standi
| where he has been since a boy. The store
was opened at its present site in 1824 and
and was acquired by Timothy Chase, the
present owner’s grandfather, in 1826, and
has been held in whole or part in the
Chase

family

ever

since.

Hiram Chase

succeeded his father and

in later years
took his son into partnership under the

asked to go in per*
to the nearest local headquarters of
the Foundation and make their contributions at that time.
Those who cannot go
in person are requested to mail their
contributions during that hour.
The
local committee consists of Mrs. Ralph L.
Cooper and Selwyn Thompson with their
assistants. Please bear in mind that during the hour the committee are to receive
and not solicit contributions.
are

tha J. White.

Miss Wilda L. Vose returned Monday

Maas., after spending the
Christmas vacation with her parenta, Mr.
and Mrs. W. C. Vose.
to Norwood,

Miss Eloiae Lewis, who ia teaching in
the public schools of Searsport, spent the
holiday vacation with her parents, Hon.
and Mrs. Elton H. Lewis.

Harry McKinnon has resigned his poLeonard, Stevens, Bearce

sition with the

A young man givi ng bis name as Wal- Co. and will leave today for Auburn.
of Hiram Chase & Son.
In
Mrs. McKinnon and children will go
ter H. Douglass and claiming to
Messrs.
Doak
and
Chase
formed
the
belong
1897,
there later.
!
in
was
Massachusetts
to
the
brought
Belpartnership recently dissolved. The store
is known tar and wide for its square fast jail last Friday by Deputy Harry
Miss Louise R. Clement was in Bangor
Brown of Un ty. He was arrested in
dealing, good goods and excellent workI a few days recently, the guest of her
Un tv on account of disorderly conduct
manship and its present owner will conI brother, Dr. J. D. Clement and family.
and was evidently under the influence of
as
he
is
a
born
standing
tinue its high
She went from there to Skowhegac to
morphine. He told several contradictory visit
and bred jeweler and a graduate optomeMiss Alice Parker. R. N.
stories but showed a large wound on his
trist. The Unitarian clock, one of the
Dr. and Mrs. Arthur White Ogden, the
back which he said had been caused by a
oldest in the State, and known as the
while in the World War. He latter formerly Miss Louise Brown of
shrapnel,
and
made
was
designed
iQ
town eiock,
moved from
have
recently
also claimed that he had been gassed and Belfast,
part by Timothy Chase in 1836, and Mr318 South
No. Dak., to
Jamestown,
still
suffered
from
the
effects of it. He
Chase has as souvenirs, a treatise on
Quincy St., Green Bay, Mich., where
was in Waterville last week and
his
of
gave
clock and watch making of the date
located.
mme as Alfred
Douglass, had left his they are pleasantly
1826, and bills, gear, cutting machinery, suit
case at the Salvation
Charles
well
as
the
Mrs.
as
headand
Army
Mr.
Bradbury returnetc., used for that purpose,
and had received some
from Bangor, where
Chase.
Mr* quarters
assistance
ed
night
Sunday
of
limothy
sign
original
Irom A. E. Hanson in
charge. It was they went to attend the New Year’s exDoak retires on account of ill health and stated
that he had been in that
he
rest
before
city sev- hibition and ball given in City Hall byneeded
much
a
take
will
eral years ago and had
contracted a debt Mrs. Rosanna Odiorne and her dancincIn all these
undertakes other work.
with a business man and
still owed it
a
classes.
They were enthusiastic over
"iendship
years of close businc
Sheriff Prank A.
o[
Littlefield,
function.
realizing that the
ties there has uever

firm

name

joak

friction of hard fe?lint
tered the store in 1671 ai
8

years’apprenticeship.
he clerked for

tl.

E.

en-

red tb' e
-'ihpC time
.*

ji

McDonald in MaLate in

sonic Temple block.

went to Vim lhaven and

was

1874

he

in business

for himself until he returnedhere in 1897.

the young man was
suffering from the
of drugs, which he
may have contacted while under
treatment for his
wounds, used his influence to have
him placed in the Marine
Hospital in
Portland. He left here
Saturday noon
and seemed pleased to go to the
hospital.
use

Misses Louise H. Ferguson, Loula A.
Mason and Elizabeth A. Kelley deft Monto
day for Orlando, Fla., where they plan
Mrs.
spend the remainder of the winter.
Wm. A. Hartshorne will substitute for
Miss Kelley, the

stenographer

in Dunton

& Morse law office.

SERVICE
(One of the most forceful and expressive words in the English Language)
As proof of our efforts to render SERVICE to the people of Waldo Count
and the people of Castine, we quote excerpts from a statement recently mad
by Bank Commissioner Fred F. Lawrence:
“Whatever may be said with reference to the general policy of branch
banking, in a State of the large area and relatively limited population of Maine,
this is the only method through which many communities deserving of banking
facilities can safely be accommodated.”
a

reasonably accessible deposi-

“It frequently happens that a profitable field exists for the creation of a
branch which would not support a new institution. In such cases the resources
of the parent bank are behind the venture and no branches or agencies are authorized except those of institutions whose resources and earning capacity
warrant it.”
“The Brooks Branch of the Waldo Trust Company of Belfast, to which a
certificate was issued on September 1, 1920, was opened for business December
1, 1920.”
“The Castine Agency of the Waldo Trust Company of
ized by certificate issued under date of May 10, 1921, and
on the following day.”

we

as we

m.

Aurora
Rebekah
Lodge, I. O. O. F., will hold a joint installation of officers next Tuesday even-

from the

have tried to do business on the square and giving our
customers the real value of each dollar spent at our store.

fact that

given last Thursday about twenty-five tables. Refreshments
The proceeds are for
chimney fire in the will be served.
John F. Chapman house on Cedar street. their parsonage repair work. Admission
It was difficult to manage, but was final- ia fifty cents and the playing begins at
7,30.
ly controlled without damage.
A still alarm

at 5.30 p.

“It is difficult to encourage thrift without
tory for savings.”

the meeting
Miss Mattie Moody in behalf of the Aux-

iliary presented Mrs.
token of their esteem.

Mabie,

Mrs. Ruth Cot-

Fernald,

trell and Miss Katherine Fernald

Mooay; patriotic instructor,
Almeda Robbins; guide, Uoldie Vt arren;
mij,

Phoenix Lodge, F. & A. M., will have
The Unitarian Alliance will give a milimportant meeting this, Thursday, itary whist party in Memorial Hall, Frievening.
The ladies of the Baptist day evening, under the auapicea of ata
church will furnish the supper.
executive committee.
They plan to have

Walter R. Voae of Bangor spent the
holidays with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
ball
will
public
be
in
th
given
street,
“The war deW. C. Vose.
, ny K of Belfast is a part:
o’clock. More sewing is to be done for Armory, January I6tb, to raise funds
partment has granted the request of offiW alter H. Holmes has returned to hi*
to help meet
the children at the Girls’ Horae.
the
estimated
31,200
cers of the 3d Maine Infantry, National
expense of the Public Health Board’s borne iu Augusta, after visiting relative*
The Travellers’ Club will meet next
Guard, to change the name of this outfit
work the coming year. It will be under in this city.
to the 103rd Infantry.
The step is taken Tuesday with Mrs. Robert F. Dunton.
the personal direction of the Board’s vice
Mr. and Mrs. John B. Mclntire were
I he program will include the following
to perpetuate the name of the 103d Regichairman, Mrs. Ralph L. Cooper. Several recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
ment of the 2J5tb division, composed papers: Colon and Panama, by
Mrs.
special features are being planned and the E. Mclntire in Camden.
largely of Maine volunteers who fought Chas. M. Craig; The Disease Battle of the ball will be a social
succeaa as all are inCapt. J. Woodbury Burgeaa and daughwith distinction in Prance.”
Isthmus, Miss Mabel R. Mathews; la It terested in the work
of the Bosrd. An ter Mona have been spending a few day*
Worth
Wbilel
Mrs.
Charles S. Bickford.
Miss Pauline, the daughter of Mr. and
entensinment will be given at 8 o’clock. with relatives in
Augusta.
Mrs. Charles T. Stackpole, was delightThe engagement of Daniel N. Mclnnia There will be a refreshment booth.
Miss Edith C. Wilson left Monday for
fully and completely surprised Monday of New London, Conn., and Miss Gladys
White of Newport, a former member Westboro, Mass., after spending a short
evening at her home on Cedar street, the Elliott of Somerville, Mass., has been anof the Heal team of Bangor, well koown vacation with Belfast relatives.
occasion of her
15th
The nounced.
Mr. Mclnnia is teacher of the
birthday.
in this eit'\ arrived last Wednesday night
Russell Peavey haa returned front
evening was verv pleasantly spent with Commercial Department of the B. H. S
and will act as captain and coach of the
Chelmsford, Maas., where he viaited hia
games and music, after which refresh- and Miss Elliott, a senior at the Boston
Belfast b sket ball team. Soper of Dover,
grandmother, Mrs. Sarah £. Peavey.
ments were served.
She was the recipi- University. The wedding will take place
also a former member of the Heal live,has
Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Woodman, who
ent of many lovely gifts.
Those pres- in the early summer.
been engaged as center.
Both men were
ent
were Florence
spent the paat six months at Shore Acres,
Parsons, Margaret
Mr. and Mrs. Edmund P. Brown, two supposed to plsy on the Belfast team
left Tuesday for their home in New York.
Enton, Esther Sanderson, Dorothy Spear, good authorities on
birds, reported see- scheduled to mert the Sesrsport A. A.
Verna Jellison, lone Judkins, Theora
Miaa Mabel C. Swett has been the rea
ing mocking bird on their lawn Wed- five in the Armory Wednesday at 8 30 p.
Gross, William Cook, Ermo Scott, Wescent guest of her parents, Capt and Mrs,
nesday noon. The bird has long white m. The rest of Belfast’s lineup could not
ley Patterson, Edward Martin, Floyd
feathers in its tail and white spats on its be announced as practice was still in C. B. Swett and has returned to BrunsWinchester, Russell Peavey, Marion
wick.
wings. If it is seen about town by any progress under the direction of White,
Rhoades.
All report a delightful party.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Peters have been
one a telephone call to Mrs. Brown or to who will make hiB choice of several
in Monlvilie the paat week, visiting the
Adjutant General John H. Hadley of Edmund Wilson in the city building or to men.
latter’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank A.
Augusta was in Belfast Tuesday evening the Journal office will be greatly appreThe "Wilson Hour.’’ Tuesday, Jan.
to attend an important meeting of Com- ciated.
Luce.
16th, the hour between 12 and 1 p. m.,
pany R, Capt. Basil R. Allen having
Wm. H. White of Newton Upper Falla,
A National Record.
The jewelry will be nationally observed as "Wilson
served for four years most acceptably as
has been in Belfast over the holifirm of Chase & Doak, one of the best Hour.’’
Mass.,
During that hour, all friends of
a commissioned
officer has resigned on known in New
England, and one of two Mr. Wilson and all those interested in days, the guest of his mother, Mrs. Marthe 3rd

j

Mrs.

FIVE CENTO 1

an

change of name of
Maine Infantry of which CompaC.

James C. Meservey of Lincolnville, MonJohn H. Chase, day, for surgical treatment, and George
SUPERNUMARIES.
Jackson; William G. Clegg, Erankfort; Bray for medical treatment.Robert F.
L. J. WJugate, Thorndike.
Dyer of Srarsport is recovering from account of ill health.
He recently unASSIGNED CASES
pneumonia and neuritis under the care of derwent an
operation for appen licitis.
Dr. Clark of Searsport_The monthly
| He has been transferred to the National
Tuesday
meeting of the board of directors was
Guard of Reserve with the rank of capPelker vs Bennett—Coolidge; Buzzell & held at the hospital Saturday evening,
tain.
First Lieut John E. Wright and
Thornton.
Charles S. Bickford, a new member, beWednesday
Second Lieut. Vance Norton, the latter
Fred W. Brown vs Enoch F. Anderson, ing present for Uie first time. It was an overseas man with the
rank of Sergt.
voted to rename the Himes room room
Brown; Buzzell & Thornton.
; in the 303rd Field Artillery, waived their
The Odd Fellows Building Asso. vs B
for the late Charles F. Swift, and to have
rights of promotion. Principal Harry A.
O. Norton—Dunton & Morse; Harriman
a
suitable brass name plate put on the
and Taylor.
Foster of the Belfast High school, an exdoor.
Rules of conduct for patients and
Thursday
service man with over-seas service and
Bertha Sears vs Town of Limestone,
the
admission
of
regulations concerning
well qualified in every particular, has
Ritchie; Crawford.
visitors were discussed among other busbeen commissioned to succeed Capt. Alassignments
GENERAL
iness.
is
now
in
the
wards
Hour
Visiting
Worthing Brothers vs George Bourdeau, from 2 to 3 p. m. and 7 to 7.30 p. m. len. Company R is one of the best in
the State and ranks well in the National
Chapman; G. C. Wing, Jr.
j Guard and
B O Norton vs Stockton Garage, Chap- daily.
with the natural leadership,perman; T B Towle.
The G. a. R. Installation.
The sonal
popularity and high moral standing
University Research Ex Co vs J H
joint installation of Thomas H Marshall cf
Wardwell— Chapman.
Capt. Foster, will retain al’ its good
Perrine Co vs Harry E Walker—Chap- Test and Circle officers was held Tuesday points and acquire whatever is required
afternoon in Memorial Hall preceded by of it.
man.
M M Krikorian vs W II Arnold and an oyster dinner.
The following Post
Ritchie.
Co, Trustee,
New Years was observed as a holiday
j Waldo Trust Hustus
officers were installed by Dr. A. O StodW
Eli
vs
Knowltou,
Charles E
Monday
by the banks and post office.
dard:
James
Senior
Commander,
Dunton;
Ritchie
Geo U Bradstreet, Admr vs Town of Vice Commander, E. S. McDonald; Junior The stores and factories were open as
1
Palermo; Andrews, Nelson & Gardner.
Vice Commander, John W. Fergnson; Ad- usual and the regular school sessions were
Frank L Rowe vs John Pelkie,Peacock.
and
Thomas
jutant
Gan- held. There were no public observances.
Quartermaster,
Mrs. H. E. McDonald entertained a twoAmong the out-of-town attorneys were non; Surgeor, James Fairbrother; ChapLit- lain, A. W.
Eben
F.
Pittsfield,
table
of
whist party during the afterCoolidge
Officer
of
the
Harry
Hassan;
Day,
tlefield of Portland, W m. H. Gulliver of R. B, Smith; Officer of t e Guard, I. F. { noon and evening last Saturday with a
Portland, Frank Plumstead of WaterCards
of Winter- Kendall; Quartermaster Sergeant, Israel picnic supper at 6 30 o’clock.
; vilje. Judge Ellery Bcwden
On account of
A. Gardi cr; Sergeant Major, I. A Co | were played from 3 to 6,
port.
The following officers of the Cir- : the storm the visit in the evening to the
The term will be a snori one uu.css nant.
that
the Grand Jury return indictments
cle were installed by Mr
Rose Fair- | Colonial Theatre New Year’s party was
! will call for criminal trials when it reassisted
Miss
Rose
F. Fair- cancelled and the game and music enjoy
by
brother,
ports, probably late Wednesday.
There were favors
ot brother, with Lucille Burgess as pianist: | ed until midnight.
Pelker
Adeline
of
case
civil
The
Wafor
all
and
four
of
the winners being
Bennett
A.
Horace
Mrs.
vs
prizes,
Annie M- Frpst; S. V
Burnham
President,
was an action to recover $440 on
Mrs.
I.
Mrs. Carroll A.
i terville
George
Mrs.
Ethel
M.
Keating,
j.
V
Mrs.
Alma
I
Collins;
a
lumbering account annexed. It was
Mrs. H. H. Carter and Mrs,
Thompson,
Mrs.
Julia
G.
had
and
Ryder;
treasurer,
Tuesday
Ferguson;
case
j
opened
tirst
the
Mrs. J. L, Sleeper
not reached a verdict when The Journal
secretary, Mrs. Alice Gannon; chaplain, Marion E. Brown.
frank Mrs. Jane
went to press Wednesday p. in.
Mias Minnie also entertained a New Year’s party
Con.,
McDonald;
Flumstead of Walerville was a witness.
Shaw; asst, com, Mrs. Mary Hollis; Monday evening when two tables at 10The drawn jury included Messrs. Marri40 whist were played.
There were most
E. B. Colcord, guard, Mrs. Susan Patterson; asst, guard,
and
L.
E.
Chase,
ner,
Flanders, Harriman, Hills, Marden, Mer- Mrs. Viola Downs; patriotic instructor, attractive favors, but no prizes. A most
Mrs Dora Bridges; delegates: Alice Gan- delicious luncheon was served later trom
rick, Perry, Meservey and Wingate.
The action of the I. O. O. F. Asso. vs
the daintily appointed table in the at$200 damage non, Addie Wellman, Hannah Wilson,
j B. O. Norton was to recove
window in A. A. Belle Towle, Isa Morse, Susan Patterson, tractive dining room. Then came an exglass
the
for
plate
j
I Howes’ store broken by Tige, the Great Viola Downs; alternates: Rose P. .Fair- change of the season’s greetings and a
j Dane pup, owned by the defendant.
brother; Ethel Collins; Mary Collins; short social session. The S. S. Club had
Etl)el M. Collins, Mary Hollis, Hattie their regular New Year’s session and
Riggs, Alice Burgess. The joint instal- were guests of Mrs. B. H. Mudgett at her
lation of A E. Clark Camp and Auxil- beautiful new home on Franklin street.
iary was held Monday in G. A. R. hall. The first feature was an en masque apSupper was served at 6.30 and the fol- pearance with an exchange of garments.
lowing officers i istalled by past president Then came the Christmas tree and the
Belmont.

.lA.M'AI,'V 5, 1022.
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Out of six branches and two agencies established
have two of them. We are working for YOU.

Belfast,

opened

was authorfor business

by Maine banKs this year

WALDO TRUST COMPANY
BELFAST

we

OASTINE

BROOK8
P. S.

The

underscoring

is

ours.

UNITY

State Auditor Roy L. Wardwell haa J
resigned sod the State of Maine loees the
aervicea of a dignified, capable and courBeltast. Thursday, January 5, 1922. teous onicial. Mr. Wardwell has been
nominated three times without opposition
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY
in the primaries, watch shows the estifellows.
journal Pub. Co. mation in which he is held by »-?e
The
He will at once enter upon his dutiee as
the accountant and financial adviser of
A. L BROWN. Editor.
Guy P. Gannett in connection with that
gentleman’s extensive business. Goverf or one square,
ADVERTISING TERMS,
nor Baxter haa appointed Elbert D. Havfor
-50
cents
in
column,
one inch length
to the office vacated by
one week and 35 cenU for each subsequent ford to succeed
Mr.
the resignation of Mr. Wardwell.
insertion.
In advance, Hayford has had 12 years experience .n
Subscription Terms.
$2.00 a year, SI.00 for six months; 50 cents the Auditor’s office as law adviser and
for three months.

The Republican Journal

Republican

chief clerk.

QUOTATION

The French

representatives

threw

a

bombshell into the conference at Wash-

YEAR.

DEAD

THE

ington when they said with emp asis
■'Rich gift of God, a year of time.
that France would build a submarine tleet
What pomp of rise and abut of day;
What hills wherewith our northern clime about three times as large as she now has
Marks autumn’s dropping woodlands gay;
aod would build cruisers and other war
What airs outblown from ferny dells.
And clover blooms and sweet briar smells. craft up to a tonnage of 320,000 tons. Is
Wbst songs of brooks and birds,
it possible that France haa forgotten that
Wbst fruits snd flowers.
the United States and Great Britain savGreen woods and moonlit snows
ed her national life? The whole civilized
Hsve in its rounds been ours."
world is interested in limitation of naval
France haa had the sympaequipment.
ALASKA.
thy of the nations. This she will lose if
The United State* purchased Alaska she persists in her announced determinafrom Ruaaia in 1M7. Andrew Johnson tion.
was then President and William IL SewThe price
ard was secretary of State.
During the year just ended strikes have
paid was (7,200,000. We remember that, cost the strikers hundreds of millions of
at the time of the purchase, the administration was widely and severely criticised
such a large sum of money
country for which we had no use.
knew nothing of its mineral re-

for

expending

for

a

We

Nothing saved. Most
lost and, in moat instances, the strikes won brought no gain.
Business also lost heavily by reason of
strikes.
The public feels that it is the
All lost.

dollars.

of the strikes

were

sources and very little about its inhabiAll we knew about it was that it
tants.

supporter of
employer, and the time is not far distant

was farther north than Labrador and that
:ur bearing seals could he killed there at

when the public will insist

a

certain

season

A

quantities.

on

•*l

population

census

was

contained about 33,000 Indians and

of

a

new

silver

would bloat until I was so short of breath
I could hardly move. It was thought that
I would have to go to the hoepitai for
and I was awfully worried

treatment,

about my condition.
"However, Tanlac haa relieved me of
all thoae troubles and I never felt better
in my life than I do now I eat ,ust anything I want and never have a bit of pain
I used to be ao weak I could
or distress.
hardly hold my head up, but now I believe I could chop wood without getting
tired. I certainly am grateful to Tanlac.”
is

sold

in

Belfast by Read &

viile; Sear.port Drug Co., and by the
leading druggists in everv town.

A Balanced Government
BY JOHN ADAMS, IN 1789

of them

settled.

trial

begun.

will be coined is not definitely
It will not be long before Borne
For every
of them will be in circulation.

perfectsbility. Cold

will still freeze,

to burn; disease
and fire will
ami vice will continue to disorder, and
Emulation
death to terrify mankind.
never cease

Esquimaux and 430 whites. For 17 years
be popuafter its purchase it had no government day use the silver dollar will not
lar.
It is probable the most of the dollars
whatever. In 1834, a district court and a
will forever be
coined will be held in reserve and that the r^xt to self-preservation
governor was established by Congress.
the great spring of human actions, and
currencyamount
of
silver
certificate
paper
to
set
up
In 1912, Ala-ka was authorized
the balance of a well-ordered governwill be increased.
ment will alone be able to prevent that
a territorial government, to consist of a
emulation from degenerating into danSenate composed of
eight members'
There are y# United States Senators. gerous ambition, irregular rivalries deHouse of Representatives, comprised of
and
The structive factions, wasting seditions,
More than 60 of them are lawyers.
a
and
This
governor.
sixteen members,
civil wars.
bloody
House of Representatives has 436 memThe great question will forever remain,
legislature was authorized to make laws,
bers and mAe than 250 of them ate law- who shall work? Our species cannot all
was
to
send
of
these
the governor
copies
Leisure ior study must ever be
Can we reasonably hope for less be idle.
laws to the President of the United yers.
the portion of a few. The number em
busimore
and
business
in
government
States, who was to submit them to Conployed in government must forever be
we have less
ness in government until
Food, raiment, and habitavery small.
gress, and if Congress did not approve
and more business men in Con- tions, the indispensable wants of all, are
these laws they became null and void. It lawyers
not to be obtained without the continual
gress?
;.s pi amly to beaeen that “territorial govtoil of ninety-nine in a hundred of man\s rest is rapture to the weary
One of the best assurances that we are kind.
er ament” amounted to nothing more or
little will always
leas than government by the Congress of on the way leading to normal conditions is man, those who labor
those who labor much,
The “territorial gov- the fact that Liberty bonds have increas- be envied by
the United States.
though the latter in reality be probably
ernment” was a subterfuge to satisfy the ed their negotiable vaiue more than two the most enviable. With ail the encourpoliticians of the territory and a farce in billion dollars during' the last year. A agements, public and private, which can
education, and
its administration. Congress turned ita one hundred dollar Liberty bond which ever be given to general
it is scarcely possible they should be too
will
administration over to the Department of could be bought at one time for (82
of
many or too great, the laboring part
The
Agriculture, the Department of Interior, now sell in the open market for (97.
the people can never be learned.
_

the Department of the Treasury, the Depaitment of War, the Department of

Commerce and
sions and

more

bureaus.

than thirty commisWe may say that

;prior to 1912 Alaska had no government
whatever, and since then has been governed too much, but never wisely nor
well.
It is a countryhaving an aiea about onefifth that of continental United States.

It has vast forests. Its fisheries are wo
derfully valuable. It has gold and copIts soft coal fields are extensive
per.
and it is believed it bas plenty of oil beneath its surface.

We nave owned Alas

ka for more than 50

years and have allowed private individuals and big corporations to exploit it and its development
ixieng businss lines has been arrested by
overlapping of authority, division of re-

sponsibility, delay, confusion,

red tape,

incompeter.cy and waste.
I be distance from Belfast to Boston by
rail is 237 miles. The United States Government

is building

a

railroad in Alaska

which, when completed,

will be 700 miles

controversy

between

the rich

and

the

During the last year about (350,000,000 poor, the laborious and the idle, the learnhas been paid on the principal of our na- ed and the ignorant, distinctions as old as
extensive as the
tional debt and the interest on the entire the creation, and as
distinctions which no art or policy,
globe,
been
has
debt of nearly (24,000,000,000
philosophy can
no degree of virture or
It is said that there was ever
paid when due.
woolly destroy, will continue, and
These
left at the en 1 of the year a surplus of re- rivalries will spring out of them.
will be represented in the legislaceipts over expenditures of about (200,- parties
ture, and must be balanced, or one will
000,000.
oppress the other. There will never probbe found any other mode of estabA humpbacked whale was killed off ably
lishing an equilibrium than by constituVancouver island a few weeks a o. The ting the representation of each an indeanimal yielded a thousand pounds of pendent branch of the legislature, and an*
such as
steaks, 25 barrels of oil, a ton and a half independent executive authority,
to be a third
that
in our government,
After
of bone and twa tons of fertilizer.
arbitrator
branch and a mediator or
between them.
Property must be secured, or liberty cannot exist. But if
unlimited or unDalanced power of disposing property, be put in the hands of
those who have no property, France will
find, as we have fiw,nd, the lamb comin
of the wolf,
mitted to tl
hetic exhortations
sue
ional assembly to
ana
the
property, will be
he warbles of the
reg;
The great art of
son,
dancing the poor
law
gislature, and in
agai
ve a perfect balcom
an

reading the aoove we fail to find
thing incredible in the Jonah story.

any-

Falls Power Development
Nears Million Mark.

Niagara

Buffalo, Dec. 28. Completion of the
!2 1-4 mile Cbippawa Queenslon channel
by the Ontario Hydro commission brings
water power development at Niagara
Falls to the threshold of 1,000,000 horsepower, equivalent in steam generated

j

be

a

dead

taxpayers of the United
States. We predict that it will not pay
its running expenses in any one of the
loss

the

to

next 50 years. The entire population of
\lasfca is not more than that of the city
On ah average the popillation of Alaska has increased less than

jf Portland, Me.

year for the

fifty years.
reasonable hope that this
ever make any money carrying
ipassengers. There are no factories along
the line of this road, nothing except coal
to furnish freight, and the coal mines are
as yet but little more than prospect holes.
There will be no great outside demand
It will not be shipped
for Alaskan coal.
in great quantities to the United States,
because here, in 37 of our States, we
have about 10,000 mines producing soft;
coal. The building of thia road gives us
another illustration of the waste and fol,.■100 a
There is
road will

last

no

ly which ia seen in government ownership and operation all the world over
——-

.One of the dangers in a government
wuch aa ours ia that the people, busy with
the task of getting a living and paying ;
their taxes, will aot give time end study
to public questions. The mease* of the <
people are patriotic and a very great majority of them are honest in their purposes, and if they read and talk about
public questions will form a reasonably
accurate judgment and act upon it A
aoaap eratively low will be misled by
peep agenda, but the majority will do
what see mm beat for the general welfare

all._

removed from Cuiebra Cut at the time
the Panama route was taken over by the
United states. The maximum depth of
the Cbippawa ditch is 145 feet and at one
point the engineers were confronted with
They also
a rock cut 85 feet in depth.
had to change the course of Cbippawa
Its natural course was southerly
creek.
into the Niagara while the completed
canal will flow northerly.
The Chippawa-Queenaton canal cost
An additional (15,about 465,000,000.
000,000 will be required to complete installation of the 10 unit generating ma-

chinery.
The output of the super-power plant
There are
will be 650,000 horsepower.
now three plants operating on the Canadian side of the river with a total output of 450,000 horsepower, so that if all
of them are continued in operation, Canada’s Niagara production alone will be
over the 1,000,000 horsepower mark.
Existing and projected development on
the American side has a potential production of 420,000 horsepower from upper
river diversion. The Niagara Falls Power
company, in control there, has other
hydro-electric and steam plants giving it
a
total marketable output ot 610,000
horsepower, but from Niagara river alone
the production is 420,000 horsepower.
The reaching and passing of the million
horsepower mark has been accomplished
in approximately a quarter of a century,
for it was in 1895 that tbe wheels of the
first industrial plant at Niagara Falls
were turned by hydro- electrical energy.
The first turbines on the Canadian side
were installed ten years later.
Power development on the Canadian
side has been under government control,
while on the American side it has been
largely in the hands of one corporation,
Canada’s power has been scattered over
a wide field, serving many municipalities
within a radius of 250 miles with current
for light, heat and power. The pol.oy on
the American side has been to concentrate users of power at or near Niagara
Falls. Buffalo and cities as far east as
Syracuse get sufficient power from Niagara Falls to run street cars and for a
few industries, but the bulk of power is
used within a short distance of tbe gen-

Senator Watson haa thus far failed to
••plaia his charges concerning the hangi—j •( (bbw in Prance without trial.
|t ppw appears that the Senator had |
erating giants.
agr unto taioe witnesses.

is a

the

B

|

J''

on

Hallowed, who has been vishill, has returned to

Whitten

a

nice veal calf
Mr

How-

Boston before Thanksgiving and

to

was

Mrs. Alice Stewart

was

called to

No

Women

in

State Prison.

Mrs. Mary Thompson, the only woman
of the Maine State prison in
Thomaston, was ordered removed to the
woman’s reformatory inSkowhegan, following a hearing last Thursday before
Judge Lauren M. Sanborn of the Cumberland County Superior Court.
Prison
officials sought the removal because a
inmate

section that has been reserved
women prisoners heretofore i*
verted to the use of the men
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RUTH P. PACKARD.
Collector of Texes for the Town of Searsmoet

Dec. 19 1921._3w51
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Collector’s Notice of Sale

Main Street, Belfast.

OF MAINE
City of Belfaat. in the County of Waldo. lor the year

STATE
Unpaid

QUcvseG>llins

dJMr

Hlllmftne

y’lictapaphic/tounlingsf

FLORIDA
BY SEA
Two S liirp Wwkly
Tuesday* and Saturdays. .5

Boston

to

Fares, Bostoc

$67.24

536.65

w

1

To St.Peter*bursr

%
*;•%*

P. M

Savannah

First Claaa Passenger

551.28
$95.25

o

Jacksonville

W

$42.82
$78 32

mr-als and stateroom
accummwut kku

Including

Wit Tax

s%

taxea on

’lands situated

addition**

e-,.

owner* in the City of Belfaat,
The following list of taxea on real estate of non resident
for said city, on the fourth day of August,
lor the year 1921. c, mmitted to me for collection
that if said taxes, interest andchsrges. are
1921 remain unpaid; and notice is hereby given
as is sufficient to pay tb amount due
out prevt- usiy pai 1. so mucn of the real estate taxed
ublie auction at the -fficaof the ity
at
will
sold
bu
therefor including interest and cnarg-s,
of February. 1*12, at mna
Clerk, in the Memorial Building in said city, on the first Monday
o'clock, a. m.:
btreeia.
Bounded north
LILY A RAKER. Lot on S FT comer of Congress and Braobury
>
s- nth by City of Belfast and west by
ongress
r-y Braur-ury .street, east by Bradman,
Div 1; tot, .19; acres, 1 4; tax. Jb.BB.
Street.
Land bounded byline of it 25 and Bangor r.-ad. Dir 3; lot,
WlNNlF'RFU) 1. K ERWIN
2j-28: acres. 12 16; tax. 16 60.
Laud and buildings 1st S, of cross-road from Smart Bridge ts
GEORGE E. MICHAELS
y Lugeno
Bounded north by highway, east by Thomas Nickeraon r. ad. west
bears port.
Div.. 2; lot, 35; acres. 31 1 2; tax. *13 20.
Achorn
ALONZO A SEEK1NS. Land formerly of W illiam Cunn-nghatn heirs. Div.. 3. lot. 27; acres,
tax. *1.76.
d north by
EMMA F. WHITTEN HEIRS. Lard bett g S E corner of lot 26 in div. 2. Bound
1-ottie Croghy. east by .Staples, south by lot owned by City of Belfast and west by shore.
Div., 2; lot*26; scree, 6; tax. *4 40.
EDMUND WILSON,
Collector of Taxes for the City of Belfast.
1
Belfaat, Maine, December 22, 1921 —3wol

COLLECTOR'S NOTICE OF SALE

Pier 42. Hoouc Tunnel Dock*. Bo*toe

lands situated in the town of Stockton .-springs. in the County of Waldo, for
the year 1921.
a
-ocxton
.wiirs in t.,e town
1 he following list of t xes on real estate of ron-resident
for said town on the sixteenth day of
Springs for the year 1921. Committed to me for collection
that if said taxes, interest and charges
Vlay 1921, remains unpaid; and notice it hereby given
due
a., much of the tea estate taxed as la sufficient to pry ihe amount
are not previously psi
at Hichborns Hell in
tnerefor, ircludmg interest and charges, will he sold at public auction
said
of
town
annual
meeting
ast
sliere
the
tbe
receding
j
said town, (the same being
place
town waa held) on the first Monday of February. 1922. at nine o'clock a. m
1 nt No 3 n plan of Speed property on Cape Jeilieon. Rec'd Plan. Bcok 1,
( arson, Frank J
Page 7, Waldo Registry of Deeds. Amount of tax due, $1.14.
land of A. M
Ames: south by
Dickey, M. [„ Lot on School street, bounded north and eaat by
Amount of Ibx due. $1 90.
W. G. Moulton beirs; west by School street.
Lot No 12 of W. J. Creamer Plan recorded in W aldo Registry of Deeds,
Lawrence. James W
Amount of tax due. *1 14
Book 1. Page 11.
12 Lots. No. 1 2 20 21 22-30 31-32-33 34-39 41. on the rrest propManchester J W. Heirs.
in Waldo Reglatry, Book 1. Page*. Am-unt
erty on the east «ide of the mill road, recorded
of tax due. *13.68.
S. B. VERR1THEW,
Collector of Taxes for the Town of Stockton Springs, 1921
3„51

Unpaid

For 5ale
The ten-room house with bath on Cedar
as the Dorman residence.

stieet, known

Pleasantly

located and in the best of rehot water heater of the bear
make Double garage.hen house and about
three acres of land The lot extends from
Cedar to Court street and borders on Salmond stree1, with a line view of the Bay.
pair.

New

B. L.

MUDGETT,

ANNUAL MEETING

Stockton Springs, Maine,

on

Tuesday,

the 17th day of January, A. D. 1922, at
12.30 p. m., to hear the reports of the officers and act upon the same, to elect a
Board of Directors for the ensuing year
and to transact any other legal business
that may properly come before said meeting. Per order.
ALBERT M. AMES, Secretary.
Stockton Springs, Me.
January 5, 1922.
2wl

ANNUAL MEETING

Stockton

taxes on

Springs Water Co.

The annual meeting of the stockholders
of the Stockton Springs Water Company
will be t eld at the office of the Secretary
at

Springs Trust Co.

The annual meeting of the stockholdof the Stockton Springs Trust Company will be held at their hanking rooms
on Tuesday, the 17th day of January, A.
D. 1922, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, to
elect a Board of Directors for the ensuing
year and to transact such other legal
business as may properly come before
said meeting.
Per order.
ALBERT M. AMES, Secretary.
Stockton Springs, Me.,
January 3, 1922.
2wl
ers

Collectors’s Notice of Sale.
aituated in the Town of Palermo, in the County of Waldo, for tn# yra»
1921.
Palermo,
The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners in the Town of
on the tenth day of June 1921.
for the year 1921, committed to me for collection for said town,
mat if said taxes, interest and chargea are mtpreremains unpaid; and notice is hereby given
to pay the amount due therefor,
vtoualy paid, so much of the real estate taxed as is sufficient
at Branch Mills Grange Hail Town
i ictuding interest and charges, will be sold at public auction
the
iaat
wnere
tbe
preceding annual town meeting
same
being
place
.tfioe in said town, (the
at nine o'clock a. m.
of said town waa held) on tbe first Monday of February, 1922.
WM H. BLAKE. W. W. Pullen farm. Bounded on N. by land of Mayo Nickerson and U.
W by
Bradbury, E. by land of E. C. Bi.iiey. S by land of A. H. Abbott and E. C, Bailey,
land of J. N. Quigg. Value *200. Tax, *9 00.
Land bounded on N. by land of A. W. Worthing. E. by C. A. Newnail, S.
CODY and BURNS
Land bounded on N. by land of A. Jby A. J Lang, W by China Town line. Value *350,
W. by China town line.
Lang, E. by .land ot Maths Turner. S. by Lawrence Crummett.
Value *250 and *600, tax *27 00.
tax
ELP1N. ABBOTT & MciiARKAH AN. Standing lumber on M. T. Hitler lot. Value *400.

Unpaid

taxes on

land

*18.00.
Le
P. R. PORTER. Part of Alden ot ao called. Bounded en N. by land of E. C. Bowler and
town line, W. by town road. Actaa, 15
roy Rust. E by Sheepecot river, s by Somerville
D
J.
of
F.
land
Downer. E. by
Land hounded m N by land of C.
value *75; tax. *3 37
Turner. S. by land of P. R. Porter, W by China town line. Acres 40. value *100, tax. *4 50
W. A. NELSON.
Collector of Taxes for the Town of Palermo.
Palermo, Maine, December 19, 1921.—3w51

Collector’s Notice of Sale
STATE

Unpaid

taxes

on

lands situated

the

in

1921.
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the

in

1921.
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Tbe'following

list of

taxes on

town

real

OF

estate

of non-resident

o’clock

north
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A. Greer, on the
by Waldo line. Value,
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NOTICE OF SALE.
MAINE.
Knox, In the County of Waldo, for the yeer 1881.
late of non-reeident owners in the town of Knox for Ibe .'«**
said town on the 4th day of May, 1821. remain unpaid; am.
«•
rlth inlereel and charges are not previuuely pahl, «o mucu of
the amount due therefor. Including interest and charges, *1“
»
auction at the Town House in .aid town, on the first Monday

following list of

la

a

f

committed to me togiven that

tlce’ls hereby

real estate taxed as Is »uw
sold without farther not lie a.
February, 1822, at 8 o'eiock a.

GUY FERN a U).

of

m..

“•
Land bounded on north by County road and town line; east by J. D. Abbott
K Abbott estate; douth by Mrs. R. D. Abbott; weet by ArUeile Waning audK»»
value,
$460;
tax,
$21.62.
100;
acres,
No.
Hawthorne.
D. H. EASTMAN, Collector of Taxed for the Town of Knox.

Knox, Maine, Uecemuer 21, 1921.—3wS2

Charles R. Coombs Spencer
Stop Quick.

of

ATE OF

PLEASTNTLY

Undertaker

the town

H. P. WHITE.
Tax Collector of the Town of Swanville.

COLLF

GIVE US A CHANCE

Constipation reaulta from the inability
of the intestines to eliminate waste matAt 72 Main Street. Belfast.
ter.
Harsh cathartics and drugs of me
tallic origin force action; but they do not |
correct the cause of constipation.
Early settlers treat-d constipation with
An extract was made
natural laxatives.
from herbs, roots, barks and leaves with
Dr. True’s fcllxir. the
laxative qualities.
True Family Laxative, is a compound of
extracts from natural plants—a pure,
Colds
mild, pleasant and effective, old-fashioned, home-made laxative that for 71 years
Breaks up a cold in six hours; nothing
Its regular use rehas been a favorite.
lieves constipation and fortifies the body gives quicker relief in coughs and colds
You are than Hyomei. Goes right to the spot and
against more serious illness.
Money back if it falls.
safe with Cr. Trim’s blixir. 40c—60c— kills the germ.
*
A. A. Howes & Co.
*1.20.

in

a. m :

j R. BEAN, Thirty acres. Bou*
countv road, on the south by

We Are Good Buyers
bid on your furniture or anything you
have to sell.
Drop postal or call.
J. AUSTIN MCK.EEN,
tf 17
Belfast, Maine.

wnera

1921, committed to me for collection for said town on the 27th day of
unpaid; and notice is hereby g ven that if said taxes with interest and
April.
real estate taxed as is sufficient to pay tb®
chargee are not previously paid, ao much of ^be
notice at
amount due therefor, including intereBi and charges, will be aoid without further
said
town, on the drst Monday in February, 1922. at 9
public auction at the Town House
the year
1921. remain

ville for

December 19. 1921.—3»61
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Swanville. in the County of Waldo, for the year
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soujBrwiijowas^-'flfli tax.^138.
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NORTH ANSON LI MBER CO.
Cut lumber ..it A. O. Heal plate.

town last week, called here by the illness
of Mrs. Stanley Tweedie.

last week from Brunswick by the illness
of her daughter, Mrs. Stanley Tweedie.
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it

aerea.

northwest
V-ISfhVckunded Howes.
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received $20.62 for them.
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Apply to

good doctor

a

Ernest Penney dressed

Hall’s Catarrh Medicine

conditions.
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ot aoree

t,

acres,

,IAlpraui£inorthbv
T L.

por-

~

opening

for Ralph Howard recently.
ard sent it to Boston.

the 100 mark.

is a
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE
Tonic and acts through the blood upon
of
the
the mucous surfaces
body, thus
reducing the inflammation and assisting
conditions.
Nature in restoring normal
Circulars free.
All Druggists.
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Game shipments over the Bangor &
Aroostook for the 1921 season, closing
Dec. 1, totaled 5632 deer, against 5036
Twelve bears were shipped,
last year.
Greenville shipped
against 40 in 1920.
the largest number of deer, 1050, followed by Patten, with 373; Ashland, 348;
Masardis, 249; all the others being below

Those who are in a “run down” condition will notice that Catarrh bothers them
much more than when they are In good
health. This fact proves that while Catarrh is a local disease, it is greatly In-

goo

barn and Orrison

Miss Lois

ens
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Hill's—Standard remedy tor
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the consequences at a tenons Cold.
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F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo. Ohio.

Two Others

Sea Dove.

a

Pleasant

on

The ornithological editor has had a tine
time this week trying to solve the mystery of the web-footed bird found by
Harry Hauser on a Pleasant street lawn.
The investigation revealed the interesting fact that two other birds of the same
description had also been found about the
same time.
In its sesrch the Courier-Gazette appealed naturally to J. H. Brubaker, secretary of the Knox Academy of Arts and
Science, and oddly enough he was one of
the persons who had made a similar dis
Mr. BrubaKer said:
covery.
"The fact that within three days three
birds of a species, seldom seen on land,
should be found at three widely separated
points, in a starved condition, is a matOne was
ter of considerable interest.
found in South Thomaston Sunday, utterly exhausted, and when brought to me
for idenlification, proved to be a Dovekie
i.Alcidae Nigricausi known as the Sea
Dove
Another was found on Pleasant
street, Rockland, Monday, by Mr. Hauser, and was at first supposed to be a
Brunswick Murre (Una Conivii) known
as the "Foolish Guillemot,” but was later identified as a Dovekie.
The third
was reported as found on Dodge MounThis has
tain by Mrs. Beulah Oxton.
not been identified, but is believed to be
of the same species.
“These are truly marine birds, never
seen with
inland, and seldom on the
shores except at the nesting season.
They are some of our most boreal birds
and in the far north large colonies may
be found nesting along rocky cliffs, while
in the winter some solitary birds are seen
straggling down our coast as far south as
Long Island; frequently they are blown
on
land by storms, and since they live
exclusively upon animal substance procured from the water, and being umble
to return to sea, they invariably starve.
"In their form and marking they closely resemble the Black Guillemot, found
in numbers along the Maine coast, but
the Dovekie is only 8 50 inches in length;
15 50 extent; wing, 4.75; tail, 1 50; tarsus, 0.80; cord of culmen, 0.50; gape, 1 00;
gonys, 0 20; height and width of bill, 0.35'.
The Guillemot measures, length, 13 00
inches; extent, 22 50; wing, 5.75; tail,
2.00; tarsus, 1.25; bill, 1 30; gape, 1.75;
The Foolish Guillemot is
gonys, 0 65
even
larger, measuring 17 inches in
length, 30 extent, with an 8-inch wing.

iting

INHUMANITY.

constitutional

IT

Cures Within
24 Hours
La Grippe and

kJidSn.rth-.-fpond.

CASCARA^OlilNINE
against
G^AFEGUARD
dangerous ejects.

pr*

»

southwest

blew down.

Dr Raymond F. Bacon, director of the
Mellon Institute of Industrial Resealch,
University of Pittsburgh, who introduced
the poison gas resolution, declared that
the campaign against the use of poison
gases is based on ignoranee.
“Men whose technical training enables
them to understand such matters, know
that the use of poison gases during the
war baa come to stay, and that such
methods are far more humane than those
formerly used,” he said.
Dr. Bacon added that if we must have
in the
war, “let ua be prepared to wage it
most efficient and at the same time most

by

....

MARK

Mason

tion.

fluenced

Lawn

In

Resolutions demanding continuation of
chemicals in warfare and such proportion as will enable the United States to
manufacture poison gasses in large quantities in time of war, was adopted unani
mousiy by the American Institute of
Chemical Engineers in annual conven-

j

Found

ity or in Thorndike for
locate.

royalties.

humane

issue

THE MYSTERY SOLVED.
Bird

owners in

F*bm*r,

Colds Become
Serious

the

before maturity at the redemption value
stated on the backs of the certificates,
upon presentation and surrender to the
Treaiury Department, Washington, and
in that event yield interest at the rate of
about 3 1-2 percent per annum, comThe $25 cert li
pounded semi-annually
cate bears the portrait head of Theouure
Roosevelt, the $100 ctrwlicate of Washthe $1000 certificate tbit of
ington an
Lincoln. The new certificates are issued
only in registered form, iu order to afford
protection against loss and theft, and will
be recorded on the books of the Treasury
Department in Washington. The name
and address of the owner and the date of
issue will be inscribed on each certificate
by the issuing agent at the time of issue.
The terms of the certificates have been
much simplified as compared with previous issues, and the offering is on a basis
which should prove particularly attractive to small investors.

Strange

«»orty of Waldo, for t|«
7nt
.-

of non-resident

real estate

on

?

1-2 percent per annum, compounded semiannually. The certificates are redeemaoie

There

Even in
power which con control them.
the simple monarchies, the nobility and
the judicatures constitute a balance,
though a very imperfect one, against the

DOLLAR

offered for sale at flat

WLST

le executive power, at me
long. The Senate committee on Terri- electricity to a coal consumption of more anct
tories recently reported that the t ost of than 10 0000,000 tons a year. The mighty same time that no individual or party
The essence of a
can become its rival.
this road had already been $35,000,000 i cataract, long one of the wonder eights
free government consists in an effectual
and that $21,000,000 more would be re- of the world, has become the world’s control of rivalries. The executive and
quired to complete its construction. The greatest center of hvdro-electrical power. the legislative powers are natural rivals;
and if each bas not an effectual control
optimists, who are responsible for this
Dredges which have been cutting
over the other, the weaker will ever be
expensive undertaking, express the hope through earth and rock north from Chtp- the lamb in the paws of the wolf. The
that the road after completion will earn pawa and south from Queenstown for nation which will not adopt an equilib3 1-2 vears in a wide swing about the i rium of
E between one and two per cent on its cost.
power must adopt a despotism.
They
fails was removed this month.
Rivalries
alternative.
The building of 700 miles of railroad at a have taken out 13,200,000 cubic yards of There is no other
must be controlled, or they will throw
of
cubic
beyards
rock, all things into confusion; and there is
cost of $80,000 a mile should have
earth, and 4,182,000
the French had
fore .t a higher hope. We venture the a total slightly more than
nothing but despotism or a balance of

assertion that thia road will

in

as

the

in

|f

^

ed.

We should remember that the perfectability of man is only human and terres-

“Peace Dollar” has

are

discount basis,

a

of Senrsmont.

town

t

the town of
The following
***1^
committer* to me for collection for -aid town on the twelfth
*f, rersid. 'or the >e*r 1921.
that
if
said
tames
with
ard notice ta hereby giaero
of M»\ 1921. r» rosin or paid;
r-efcwsly paid, so much of the real estate famed sa it -i.fflnsnt t.
rhirsts -re ot
me aflirg interest and charges, will be sold without further
*m« uni due therefor,
noties
Hall in said town, (the same being the place where ths M<
ub ic auction at l)iri*o
aid town was held) on the first Monday in
of
ing annual town meeting
nine o’clock a. m.
vus*vK\<• KI l.F.R. Helm of
byT L wm
IV
t alue, *«o.
lax, *jo.
No. .>( aaree. .0,
Heal amt
list of tames

the new issue, until further notice, will
be as follows: $20 for the $25 certificate,
$50 for the $100 certificate and $800 for
the $1000 certificate.
The certificates mature five years from
the date of issue in each esse, ms;ead of
at a uniform maturity date, and if field
to maturity, yield at the rate of about 4

Hills; S. J. Glidden, freedom; S. M.
Grant, Sandypoint; A. M. Ross, Lincoln-

arbntration

called the
How many

so mucb

on

lands •♦lusted in the

'ame# on

1921

instead of at prices which increase
The prices for
month to month.

from

loyal service.
"I had the 'flu’ two years ago and after
that I was so run down and weak I could
hardly take care of my duties. The way
be
I was getting along I actually don’t
lieve I would have pulled through many
My
more weeks if I hadn’t got Tanl;c.
stomach was so completely upset I could
to
had
scarcely eat anything and often I
at a
stay at home for three or four days
time on account of an attack of indigesEver, bite I ate hurt me, and 1
tion.

and if necessary will enforce it.

Coinage

past, but
prices

me

Tanlac

issued

are

of Tanlac sod what
that i must have told
it has done for
everybody in town about it,’ said Miss
Cecilia Comer, 38 Park St., Keene, N. H.
Mias Comer is a valued employee of the
Keene Shoe Company, with which conshe has a record of twenty years
cern

"I think

Unpaid

The Treasury Department offers for
sale to the public, beginning December 15,
1921, a new issue of savings certificates
in denominations of $25. $H>0 and $1000
'maturity value'. The new certificates

AM SO STRONG I RELIEVE I
COLLD CHOP WOOD." SAYS
MISS COMER—PRAISES
TANLAC.

Cvnen

STATE or MAINE

Part of Plan for Nation-W ide Thrift.

of the year in enormous

taken after we had owned it for 13 years,
when it was learned that the whole conntry

both the workman and bis

Collector’s Notice of Sale of Lands of Non-Resident

Unde Sam Issues New Certificate

Corsetiere

I will be glad to call and explain the
special designing service of the Spencer
Rejuveno Corset and Supports. See full
page illustrated ad. in December Womans
Home Companion, page 33.
MRS. ISAAC S. HILLS,
Registered Spencer Corsetiere,
Belfast, R. F. D., No 6.

Telephone

72-23

47

FOR SALE
Lou> Drice second nand parlof
and kitchen stoves,
J. AUSTIN McKEES

For Sale
MAN’S

FUR

COAT.

INQUIRE OF

MRS. ROY GURNEY.

j

LARGEST RUOM

IN

rHB

WORLD

THE DIFFERENCE.

Visitors to the conference

are amazed
of the passenger concourse of the Union station
Few know,
however, that it is regarded ss the largest room in the world under one roof.
It is 760 feet in length, and an army of
50,000 men could be accommodated with
ease on its floor.
The other rooms of the station are of
similar gigmtic proportions.
The msih
waiting room is 220x130 feet in area,
with a height of 120 feet, the circular
window in each end being 75 feet in diameter
The Union station itself is larger than
the Capitol, with a length of 760 feet and
343 feet in width.
Daniel Burnham was
the architect, and he copied some of the
details after the great triumphal arches
of Rome.
The material used was Vermont marble
Trains from the South reach the station through twin tunnels piercing Capitol Hill.
At some points these tunnels
are 40 feet below the ground.

at the

Stored-up Sunshine of Other Ages Is Handed
Down as a Heritage to Modem

Hie

Civilization
(Told In Eight Sketches)
By JOHN RAYMOND

No. VI
PREHISTORIC
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be

producing approximately thri c billi. >n
dollars' worth ot
products rvt ry yea;
are directly d- pendent
dyes
upon

ui f 1 .;• it
years ago
tee
-r.ito en
commerce extracted from

fyw

of

s

gors

dir cult

Take,

for

in-'ance,

paper and pi nt.
.New wonders

by-products.

are

text

constantly

r■ .ng

little of
ryt
it
hat goes to make up trees but
imagine that
would be a mistake t
rvervthing that comes out f coal tar
While t' re arc
s contained within it.
only about a dozen primary products
•xtracted from coal tar. from these the
chemist is able to develop hm: 'red- iyi
thousands of new substances This :■«
■
f
synthetic chemistry, or the pro -s
building up intricate compounds step

discovered in coal tar.
Recently
French scientist succeeded in prod
ing several small but p rt’ert diai:
and synthetic rubies have b en on :
Ir-' ad
market for some time.
sending traders on perilous que
th.e four corners of the world f
need'd things a man m »y now -tny
home an 1 trust to the chemists to p:
duce every necessity and most t
luxuries. No longer need we he d

by

prudent upon the potash deposits
Germany it we make our own tort:

Coal contains

mg

e\

a

step.

Raw material for the d' velopmcnt of
these coal tar by-products—war materials, fertilizers, colors, drugs and a
host of other thing—exists in abundbe
ance in this country, but we must
sufficiently interested in our future
indep cmlence to
it.

save

W

e

Far off rubber trees are not s
if we manufacture our ow
rubber in the laboratory.
Brigadier-General Amos A Fries
Chief of the Chemical Warfare Si r
vice. I* S A in a recent paper said:
"What a thrill it must have given the
German himself when he realized thalmost limitless power the control
the dye industry would give him when
waging war. He felt that with that
control he could win in a war against
the whole world. And few indeed are
they who know just how close Germany came to winning that war. The
lesson which that bit of history teaches
us is to make ourselves masters of the
chemical industry in all its ramifications. resting secure in the knowledge
that if we do so no power on earth can
vercorrte us for lack of war materials.”

zers.

important

can

indctinatelv wasting billions of d o 1 ! a r s’
worth of this invaluable substance if
in future years we
hope to stand on an
even
footing with
those nations that
long have recognized its value.
The development
of these products
and compounds
not

go

(Released by

the

on

In**

tu’e

American Ruvncss. New York)
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MAINE FREIGHT BUSINESS IS UGH T

WOOD

GEN.

STARTS HEALTH

CAMPAIGN IN PHILIPPINE
lighter at this
ISLANDS.
time than it has been for several years,
MANILA, P. I Nov. 2, —(By Mail.)
several men employed in the freight and
Governor General Wood has started an
car repair departments of the Maine Central railroad here and at Northern Maine intensive campaign to improve health
Junction have been laid off indefinite^ conditions in the Philippine Islands by
and 600 men employed in the car repair ! teaching the people how to avoid and
Because freight traffic

shops

is

!

Waterville, Portland and South
been given a two weeks’

at

1

vacation.

Experiencing the same conditions in the
freight business, the Bangor & Aroostook
railroad

has laid olT 300 workmen

at

the

Derby shops for one week, from Tuesday,
Dec 37, until Tuesday, Jan. 3 No reductions have been made in the fright department, however, although it is said
that the personnel of this department is
much smaller than it

was

last year attbis

time.

Ordinarily the Maine railroads do a big
busiuess with the lumber companies and
potato shippers during the winter mouths.
This year, the volume of pulpwood and
potatoes hauled by th; Maine Central and
Bangor & Aroostook s almost negligible.
Paper mills have a large supply in reserve
and are not cutting this winter.
Other

I

lumbering

concerns

sequently,

no

are

Con-

inactive.

combat the most

common

diseases which

He has
the vitality of the country.
instructed the director of the Philippine
health service to prepare a circular sitting forth the causes of various diseases
and the methods which can be used to
The
prevent them and stamp them out.
circulars are to be posted in public places
in every municipality of the islands, and
are to be read
to every class in the public schools throughout the archipelago.
We must spare no effort to improve
general health conditions in the islands,”
"We must especisaid General Wood.
ally pay attention to the need for combating infant mortality. We must avoid
unnecessary wastage of life.”
Addressing the women’s clubs of Manila, ^General Wood said: “Politics has
been and still is being played against human life, but we arc going to stop it here
We must have a
in the Philippines.
centralized control of the sanitary system of the islands—one that will act
We need
without political hampermgs.
more hospitals throughout the islands,
we need
more nurses throughout the
sap

Portland have

supplies such as hay, gram,
are being conveyed mtQ the

and groceries
woods and no pulpwood is coming out.
Aroostook farmers, dissatisfied with the
market price offered for potatoes, are not
shipping their product to the metropolitan

provinces.
two-tnirds

markets,—Bangor Com'l.

cl

tne

Dimes

wno die in

infancy could be saved. One-third of all
babies born die In the first year and twothirds of these deaths are preventable,
l'be sanitary system is responsible for
Undernourished
many of the deaths.

Maine corn a r Chicago.
For the first time of the world famous
International Hay and Grain Show, held
in Chicago, the greatest show of its kind
held in the United States or Canada and

motners form the second great reason for
the many deaths, .ind too much polished
rice is tb? chief reason for undernourished mothers. More meat and vegetables
and unpolished rice should be eaten.”
one of the greatest in the world, Maine I
Governor General Wood mentioned
this year sent to this exhibition some of four necessities for oetter
living:
Kirs*—More hospitals throughout the
its farm products for competition with

the world.
Word has just been received at the Deparlment of Agriculture that Dr. H. H.
Brock of Portland had won aecond place
in the Northern Zone with his exhibit of
8-rowed flint corn, 10 ears, and fourth
place with a single ear of 8-rowed corn.
The Northern Zone of exhibitors includes Canada aiid the northern tier of
the United States, from Maine to the
Pacific coast.
“This achievement of a Maine exhibitor of a Maine-grown farm product in a
world conteat undoubtedly will mean a
larger number of exhibitors next year at
Chicago,” said E. L. Newdick of the
Maine Seed Improvement Association,
“and it also undoubtedly means that
Maine will bring home at least as many
prizes as this year and probably more.”

John Oinamen,

Finn tells the Lewiston Journal a woods story that reada like
a Wild West or Far North yarn.
He and
a companion left a lumber camp, No 3 on
the upper Penobscot, for home, a 20 mile
hike on foot to Grant Farm being the first
a

j
!

1

instalment. They had covered 23 miles,
it was in darkness, when they were attacked by wolves. They succeeded in getting into trees where the ferocious »nimals kep^ them until daylight, hungry
and nearly frozen.
The wolves then
«!unk away, and the lired men finished
their hike to Grant's where they separated,
Oinamen going to Lewiston and Arvo
Aarsman for B ngor.

ACT

QUICKLY

quickly in time of danger.
o{ kidney danger, Doan's Kid-

ney Pills are most effective.

vcur

neighbor?

°f

Belfast evidenca

j
wortKty
“yS:
'ears
agoa?ehadR°»binSOn
Ai^xii
ess ,^-tlon*
is?- \bothered
na"'s
when passing
>ne

as

Institutions.

Many complaints

are

being received by

the street department in Biddeford about
sewers being blocked and storm waters
hacking in cellars in several sections of
For the most part these cases
the city.
of blocked sewers are caused by the manufacturers of honae brew dumping mash
The street crew hardly
into the sewers.
gets one sewer in working order before
they are called to open another one blocked by the same cause.
During the past
week the men received two complaints of
blocked sewers and after many hours of
hard work they uncovered sections of
pipe that was choked solid with the ingredients of home brew.
The drilling at the well of the Piscataquis Oil Co. at Dover has been stopped
for the winter, to be resumed in the
spring. The well has been sunk 1700

feet.

DID PAIN DISTURB
YOUR SLEEP?
and torture of rheube quickly relieved
by an application of Sloan’s
Liniment. It brings warmth, ease and
comfort and lets you sleep soundly.
Always have a bottle handy and
apply when you feel the first twinge.
It penetrates without rubbing.
It’s splendid to take the pain out of
tired, aching muscles, sprains and
strains, stiff joints, end lame backs.
Ask
For forty years pain’s enemy.
your neighbor.
At all druggists—35c, 70c, $1.40.

THE

pain

matism

required.
During the recently prevailing aDnormal interest rates it was undoubtedly true
that opportunities were alTorded with relarelalively alight risk to secure relatively higher yield thin that alTorded by
The essentially abnormal anu
banks.
temporary character ot this condition,
however, has oeeu strikingly demonstrated by the almost phenomenal increase in
the price of high class investment bonds
witn correspondingly reduced yield.
“T or the first time in the history of the
State the interest rate on deposits in savings banks is a uniform one, 4 per cent,
per annum, four institutions having in| creased their rate trom 3 3-4 per cent and
two from 3 1-2 per cent, during the year.
This policy of uniformity has a distinct
advantage, as competition based on varying interest riles is inadvisable.
"four percent, under normal conditions
must he recognized as representing tbe
maximum of safe yield on deposits practically subject to call, and Maine institutions are to be congratulated upon their
refusal to follow the less conservative
dividend policy of some out of stale instiThe rate ot interestsiiould obvitutions.
ously not fluctuate with changing temIt is true that the inporary conditions.
stitutions are mutual in character, but excess earnings aflord protection to
every
depositor through the increased reserve
or
and where good management
good fortune increases such earnings above normal, they can be distributed, when occasion
requires, in the form of extra dividends.
“Complete audits of banks under our

can

Sloans
Liniment

From Chicago Tribune.

Democratic

senators say that the four
ply treaty is Article X of the covenant
of the league of nations in a new dresa.
It is about as much like that article as
Henry Cabot Lodge is like Senator Watson of Georgia

Europe’s wood and use none of it.
In the latter we saw our own wood with
the help of France and England.
If the Democratic senators think the
treaty is Article X, they will vote to ratiThe United States should worry
fy.
wbat they think or say they think.
BUS VS. TROLLEY

Electric railway systems can never be
supplanted by motor busses, in the opin-

ion of the bus men themselves.
In a recent speech G. A. Green, general manager of the Fifth Avenue Coach
Co., New York City, said:
"In my opinion, the theory that the
car systems in any of the larger cities
can be supplanted by any standard type
of bus now obtainable is absurd and not
worth any serious consideration.
No
man with any elementary transportation
knowledge would think of backing such
a statement.
The bus is not more economical than the troliey car on ihe basis
of cost per passenger carried, which is
the only real basis.”

o'

thsir

,Wfe was a burning
•ensation
Mv bar *
time. I was wort ■** *°bed most all the
time and so mi- i1*.* 10 a lime kiln al the
c®
hard on my
r-*e*vy lifting made it
weak and r *ld'-ieya and I was feeling
UD
1 got a box of
down.
Doan’s K
Drug Str **dn,'y Pills at Poor & Son’s
soon r /
*’-id began using them. They
have
J*vr ed me of the trouble ana 1
P
/ been bothered since.”
s': all dealers.
Don’t simply
■'jj fT jr uOc
* b.idney remedy—get Doan’s
*eP Pill i—the same Mr. Robinson
v^r,
N y Faate f-Milbwn Cb ,Mfrs., Buffalo,

—a

CASTORIA
The winter time table of the BelfastBurnham R. R. is as follows:
Stations
A. M.
P. M.
6 45
Belfast.Lv.
12 30
6 50
City Point.
12 35
"
Sargents.
7 01
Waldo.
12 46
Brooks... “
7 14
1 02
7 29
Knox.
1 17
7 36
Thorndike.
1 30
7 45
Unity.
1 40
Winnecook
7 57
1 60
Burnham Junction.... Ar.
8 05
2 10

strengthens

Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.

TRADE

MARK

The
Restful

the whole

system and helps
drive out the pre-

disposing

Tea

cause.

Scott Sl Bowne, Bloomfield, N. J.
-ALSO MAKERS OF-

Ki-KOIOS
(Tablets

Granules)

or

-^.INDIGESTION

WHEREAS,

deed dated September 4, 1*93, and record*?
in said
Registry of Deeds, Vol. 238, Page 314.
And whereas the condition of *aid mo.
,y,e
has been broken,
Now. therefore,
reason of the
‘**■8
condition thereof, I claim a foreclosure
£&&»

Winter

by

Storage
Battery

mortgage.

Dated this fifteenth
D. & M.
3w52

day of December, A. D. 1921.
B. A. BALLOU,

..r

-—-

-,

A BOON
a

When

battery freezes it is ruined.

lay up your

breakfast,

la

62-30 ptrm.

Syndicate.

60c, 61.00 aad
American Proprietary

put up

la

Malden M, Mean.

and save money.

For Sale
at Milton

HALL & COLE, INC.
94

U49

Belfast.

For Sale
to

par'iculars apply

MRS. GEORGE A. PALMER,

Monroe, Maine.

tf46

102 Faneuil Hall Market, Boston, Mass.
Boston’s big market,

COMMISSION MERCHANTS
FRUIT AND PRODUCE

A COTTAGE AND LOT at Swan Lake.
For

to

Almost 75 years in the same location (in
established 1848.

Apples

Our

Specialty

furnished on application. References:
Prompt and efficient service. Stencils
13t42
Any commercial agency; Beacon Trust Co., Boston,

WANTED
Second

Hand

Kitchen

Range

Col lector’s Advertisement of Sale of Lands of Non-Resident 0vners

State price firat letter.

Box

STATE OF MAINE

185, Belfast, Maine

Trucking
prepared to do all kinds of truckFurniture and piano moving a
specialty. Leave orders at the stable,
corner of Main and Cross streets, and they
will receive prompt attention.
Telephone connection.
W. W. BLAZO & SON,
126 W aldo Avenue, Belfast
1

am

og.

Unpaid

tax's

Dr. A. M.

on

lands situated in toe town of Burnham, in the County of Waldo, for the*

The*foIlowing

list "of taxes on real eetatejof non-resident owners in the town of Burnham aforesaid, for the year .1921. committed to me for collection for said town.oe the teat*
internet
day of May, 1921, remain unpaid; and notice is hereby given that if said taxes with to
pay
and charges are not previously paid, so much of the real estate taxed as insufficient
notion
and
sold
without
further
interest
will
be
charges,
the amount due therefor, including
sine
at
in
on
tbs
said
first
in
1912.
Hall
Town
town,
Monday
the
February.
at
at public auction
o’clock a. m::
«

nuu uni ui

---..

..-.

Lothrop Holt^jrying.........

--

*

DENTIST
Colonial Theatre Building
TELEPHONE 336-3

27tf

ns* •* ■■

Including Ulm>t a*
Deeeriptioo of Property,
Chargee.
Name of Owner.
Eatate....9 I *
Baefoad. William, heir, of.Real **
"
.—..
Baxter, Ralph.
..—•••—»
J
Ellingwood, Mabel.
**
»«•
Ureen, A. ..
Libby, E. E..

Roaetone

con*

AT NORTON'S GARAGE, HIGH STREET, BELFAST, MAINE

j

arorka wonder* when need in connection with 3 frarn Touoiinc Tablet*.

discharged

LEWIS A. GANNON & CO.,

Hills’ Mill, Swan Lake Avenue.

Diacorered at laet.
Roaatooa applied night aad monuny

a

us explain our method of “dry storage” which stops
the chemical action and prevents deterioration of your battery whilejnot
in use.

Slabs and Sawdust

AReaJBost Developer

car

Any battery in

Store your battery with us when you

Come in and let

j

ambiguous

a

dition will freeze in cold weather.

j

aries.—Chicago Herald.

for Your

YOUR BATTERY OAN FREEZE

TO THE SMOKER
To insure clean teeth,
sweet, wholeao
breath and improved appetite for

2, Belfast,

CASTOR

too

Alonzo T. Nickerson of Belfast, in
the
County of Waldo and State of Maino,
by his mortgage deed dated the twenty-first day ef
July. A. D. 1008. and recorded in the Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book 285, Page 256. conveyed to me,
the undersigned, a certain parcel of real estate,
situated in Belfast, in the County of Waldo and
State of Maine, bounded and described as follows,
to wit: —Being the same premises conveyed to
Lucy J. Nichols by heirs of Lemuel R. Palmer,
late ot Belfast, deceased, by their deed dated September 4. 1893. and recorded in Waldo Registry of
Deeds, Vol. 238, Page 314. containing forty-tnree
acres, more or less, with the buildings thereon.
Also a certain lot of land, situate in said Belfast,
and being the same premises conveyed to Lucy J.
Nichols by heirs of Lemuel R* ''"rimer, by their

FnriiisN Rent

I A

tobacco,

Notice of Foreclosure

price.

FOR FLETCHER’S

—more

often tenacious,
are a drain upon
the vital forces.

Wanted

work.

smoke
smoke

COUGHS AND COLDS

Subscribe for ths

will

Children Cry

longer

—a sweeter

loyal supporters

About the meanest thing that has been
reported in Maine for some time was the
Grades
stripping of the Christmas tree cf
VII and Vill at Milo last Friddy mornof the
ing. The janitor left the deor
adbuilding open and the miscreant took
vantage of the fact to get in hia dirty

>HSIE3#

FOR FLETCHER’S

Today

supervision are ooviously impossible, Dut
the fact that the ordinary exview ot
amination does not permit of verifying
the deposits liabilities, me policy of periodically checking up this important Hem
has been in force for some years and affords depositors a practical protection of
In practice the work is acureat value.
complished through taking a group of institutions, savings banks and trust companies alike, in a certain section of the
.-tale, and making use of the entire force
On
at the command of the department.
certain days the depositors are asked,
their
through Hi: public press, to oriug in
books for verification.
“A gratifying percentage of the total is
1 his is followed up by
always secured.
sending out slips to the other depositors,
askiug for information from their passbooks, and tuese when recnved are comThe j
pared with the books of the bans.
Jesuits are such as to reach, so far as huI
of
this
manely possible, a verification

A clergyman about to enter a bus noticed a gentleman seated in the corner
and who had celebrated rather too well.
•'Do you allow drunkards in your bus?”
he asked the conductor.
“Well, not as a rule,” said the conductor, “but slip in quietly.”

plug

Children Cry

Come in

most important item of liability.
“At the present time there are in Maine
resources Or I
43 savings banks, with
(116,264,289 72, 55 trust companies, 31
never miss the
You
trust company branches and eight trust
agencies with resources of
company
provinces.
Be one of many
Second
More dispensaries in the (145,429,372.98, 39 loan and building assoof this
ciations, with resources of (10,176,9u8.38, [
provinces.
Third—Belter distribution of medicines. two loan companies with resources of
Kourth—Additional nurses iu the is- (727,114 21 and one industrial bank witn paper.
Last year at this
resources ot $270,843 21
lands.
time there were 13 savings banks, with
resources of $114,138,163.00, 55 trust comPROGRESS
EXECOUTOR’S NOTICE. The subscriber
panies, 25 trust company branches nnd
In 1822 there were no railroads—no six trust company agencies, with resour- hereby gives notice that be has been duly ap*
of the last will and teatatelegraphs—no telephones—no electricity ces of $141,732,240.26, 39 loan and building p inted executor
ment of
—no street railways—very little gas. Tne
associations, with resources of $9,248,960.
United states was small—enterprises 57, three loan cum ames with resources CAROLINE M. CUTTER, late of Belfast, in !
were small.
County of Waldo, deceased, and given bonds as
ot $915,766.64 and one industrial bank,
In 1922 there are more than 20 billion with resources of $227,820 93. It will thus the law dir- cts. All persons having demands
the estate of said deceased are desired
dollars invested m railroads.
W ith 7 I be seen that the resources of the stale in- against
to present the same for settlement, and all in20
during
we
$6
614,626
of
the
stitutions
increased
world's
percent
population
debted thereto are requested to make payment
have about 265,000 miles of uiaiu lines tbe past year.
immediately to my authorized agent, John R,
which is 38 percent of the world’s total
“It appears that the increase in resourDunton of Belfast.
FR XNUS J. STARRETT.
trackage—more than 6 billion inveated ces of the national banks in tbe state has
in street railways which employ normalbeen approximately at the same rate as
Springfield, Mass., Dec. 13, 1921.
ly about 300,000 men and pay wages of that pf the stale institutions and that the
over {300,000,000.
Twelve to 15 billion Combined banking resources of tile state
This now amount to $385,142,578 50.
passengers are transported yearly.
Is 12 times greater than the steam rail“The confidence of tile depositor in the ,
read total—more than 5 billion invested specialist in the savings investments—the
iu electricity.
In the past 10 years our mutual savings bank—continued to he
1
eulire population has increased slightly
justified by the results of the faithful and
less than 15
percent while the uumner of conservative management of theSe msti
•leetric customers of Central station elec- tutions,
,
tric light and power companies increased
For family of two, no children. Apply to
more than 250 percent.
Tne increase in
REAL 0t*EL>IENCE
amouut of electrical energy sold m A. W.
Maine. ,
U. is over 350 percent--aliout 4 billion
P. 0. Box
Four* vear-oM to her favorite doll, the
invasted in gas- 1200 uses and more than loan Of where arm exposes the sawdust:
300 billion cub1., fr-t consumed yearly.
"Ob, you dear, good, obedient dolly
ihe mileage of our gap mama is almost 1 know 1 told you to chew your food fine,
eu valent to encircling he earth 3 times bat I had no idea you would chew it as
—upwards of 2 billion inveated in tele- fiae as that.” London Post.
puonea. with 13,600,000, instruments and
%
100 limes at many milesot wire as there
HELP!
aeo utiles of railroad tracltkne.
Every
day over 33 million telephone conversaA missionary writes from the Fiji IsW ithin reach of your lands as follows:
tions take place.
“Our small force of brethren seem untelephona are united into a single system
more telephones than there,are in ail the
able to cope with the dtatress which prerest of the world put together.
vails in this dark and benighted land.
Many of the natives are starving for
food.
Please send a few more missionAN OLD bT«R*

I’ve been
Irate Visitor—Mr. Editor,
told that you have printed in your sheet
that J ara the greatest swindler the world
has ever snown.
Editor—No, sir! Not in my paper, it
contains only the latest news.

3-ounce

SCOTT’S EMULSION

and

son:

Some folks call this
whittlin' tobacco
old-fashioned, but
they don’t know
where the honey is!”

to saw

in

—

“Listen,

Article X would have involved the
United States in troubles where it had no
8t,ke. The four ply treaty extricates
the United Stales from troublea in which
it has a stake.
Article X would have made the United
States responsible if Roumania undertook to invade Jugo-Slavia or Russia
tried to get into Poland.
The proposed
treaty makes Great Britain responsible
if Japan tries to hop the Philippines or
Hawaii.
The difference between Article X and
the proposed four ply treaty is just this:
In the former we were to pledge ourselves

—

Do the right thing at tbe right time.

Act

Savings

Fred F. Lawrence of Skowegan, State
bank commissioner, in his annual report
which has been filed with the Governor
and Council, says that under (he prevailing conditions of liquidation and deflation
it is a matter of gratification to be able to
point to the generally excellent condition
of institutions under his supervision.
"There has been no failure in any State
banking institution during the year and
no
developments involving substantial
I'he laws of Maine
impairment of assets.
have thrown such safe-guards around the
deposits in its banking institutions that
public confidence in them is in the highest degree justified, and the fact that savings accounts have slowly increased dur
ing these limes of shrinking net incomes
and relatively high living costs testifies to
the continued thrift of our citizens.
"Much, however, needs to be done by
way of education to impress upon the
public the fact that general prosperity and
individual welfare alike are served by depositing savings in banking institutions.
"The public should be shown that investment is a science requiring constaut study
and supervision, and that no institution
can perform that function so satisfactorily as the bank, operating under public
control, strictly regulated by law and
having the opportunity for diversification
of investments which is denied to the orUnder such conditions
dinary individual.
the depositors receives the highest rate of
inleiesl compatible with safety, accompanied by that inestimable privilege which
the right to his
an
investment affords,
deposit in lull with accumulated interest
noon demand, or at most, after a brief
tice, which in practice is almost never

back to the
color i n d ustry.
This is not a large
itself
business in
but it certainly is a
strategic one iti
cause American industries employing
more than two million workers and

prrCoal may well be described
Ages before the
(istoric sunshine.
own era vast for -ts covlawn of our
earth's sured large portions of the
In this ancient vegetation were
acc.
and
itored up the treasures of nature the
of
ages it became
the
lapse
iftrr
icritage of civilization.
into itsc
For centuries after it came
on v
•oa' "as looked upon as valuable
is uel. Later coke was o' tainerl from
and
then sulphur and lampblack,
mu «tnm.
..f
inaliy gas f r topurposes
be the limit of its posFhat seemed

vi
irt;

Our

SUNSHINE

immensity

*

--~~
Bowden, US..-.
**g
Whitten, Wm. R. and George_~..—
Jg
*
*
—---—Colby. Wm.-...
*g
**
**
&§>
•«••••••
Spaulding, AbeL.•*•••••••—»«.
“
Pi
Coady, Patrick.
A. & WATSON. Oollsctor sf Taxes ef tbs Tews ef SstsbMb Weiss
Sw«
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Relieved—
Why Not You?

sn esteemed member,
attended in a body. The bearers were
Seth H. Morgan, Benjamin Eaton, SamE W.
uel Spurden and Edwin Element.
Haley was funeral director and the interment was in Oak Hill cemetery.

of which she was

tere

;

--S Does Harm

I

'atarrh of the

Get Rid Of It.

or throat
it becomes chrome weakens
’plicate lung tissues, deranges
digestive organs, ami may
1 to consumption. It impairs
taste, smell ami bearing, and
*s the voice.
It is a eonsti4
aal disease and requires a
itntional remedy.
Take Hood *9 Sarsaparilla, which
by [ vjrifying the blood removes
he cause of the disease, and gives
permanent relief. This alterative
and :onie medicine has proved entirel> satisfactory to thousands of
families in three generations.
I *1 there is biliousness or constipation, take Hood% Pilla
now*

/^VRDERS not taken
^ mail or
telephone

rt

BROOKS

at sale cannot be return-

Vlisa Mildred Beckwith went to Water-

ed

ville, Thursday.
E. W. Miller

was

a

caller

business

in

was a

or

exchanged.

business

Mrs D. B. Plummer and

Delta Aslpht S. S. class served
M. E.
supper snd enjoyed a social at the
night.
Saturday
vestry
The frienda of Mrs. Geneva Freeman of
this village regret her serious illness at
The

the home of her daughter in Malden,
Maas.

Miss Velma Brown of Unity la visiting
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. F. W.

Brown, Jr.
Pearl Crockett, manager of Crockett’s
Clothing store was a business caller in
Waterville, Thursday.
Morrill is spending

days with her grandparents,
L. J. Willis in Monroe.

of customers cannot be as well served, even with our tremendous force of 200 salespeople, so, to insure better service and give our out of town customers a cnance to
participate and get their share of the good things we are to offer, we elect Saturday
and Monday, January 7 and 9 as Nine Cent Days. Conditions have changed and
Drices have scaled downward and you will find the same good values as was given
Nine Cent Day 21 years ago. We make this announcement for the benefit of the many
We expect every family in our
new families recently added to our list of shoppers.
city to be represented as well as all the families from the surrounding towns and
villages. Many of the articles on sale will be listed in the Thursday issue of the
Rockland Courier-Gazette. This day to many of our patrons needs no advertising,
but to our new patrons this announcement will give some idea of what they may expect.

Mr. and Mrs

are

William Rowe of Hartford, Conn., and
Hiram Rowe of Boston, were called here

relatives in Brooks and Mooroe.

ast week by the death of their mother,
Mrs. Emily C. Rowe.

been at work in the Chase and

Mias Doiis McKinley of Jackson

Clothing

of the
Mrs. Joshua Treat Jr., chairman
Christmas sale of Red Cross seals,reports
sold, also the five dollar bond to

has

Varney

store for several weeks.

Miss Ella Morrill of Monroe is

spending

week’s vacstion with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. G. E. Morrill and family.
a

2,200

Cushing Chapter, O. K S.

Miss Annie Littlefield of Waldo Station
Court Waldo, Independent Order of
was the recent guest of Mrs. Dannie
a pleasant social dance at
held
Foresters,
Gonld at the home of her parents, Mr.
their hall Tuesday evening for the memand Mrs. L. H. Bowen.
oirs and their invited guests.
D. B. Plummer has made arrangements
Mrs. T. G. Fellows returned Saturday
with «he J. B. Pearson Co., one of the
here
she
was
night from Bucksport,
largest manufacturers of clothing in Boscalled Wednesday by the death of her
Hon. Oscar F. Fellows.

Waterman Mfg
will begin

ter meeting Friday afternoon. Selections

1

near

as

>

Our real

\

inter weather came in with

the new year, the mercury well
zero and the wind blowing hard.

below

Byron Hurder have returned to their home, after spending the
holidays with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs.

Gay Holmes has been quite ill
with influenza, but is improving.
Mrs.
Ezra Knowlton has also been seriously ill
tor several weens with stomach trouble.

GarUeid Lodge, 1 V. O. r., elected the
folio wing officers at its regular meeting

who

A. F. Hurder.
Mrs.

Mrs. Edna Shorey of

-Monday evening, Dec. 26th: N. G., Fred
Eernald; V. G George E. Cole; secretary, Charles C. Moody; treasurer, Jas.
A. Carleton. The officers will be install-

Capt.

the

by

in

her bereavement.

and Mrs. F

eign voyages.
School began Monday after the holiday
recess, pupils and teacher being promptly on hand in spite of the weather, the
teacher driving five miles to and from
her home in Waldo and many of the pupils living half a mile 'or more from the
sc booth ouse.

Metho-

Episcopal church on Sunday evening,
25th, was much enjoyed by the con-

With the

new

year,

1922, throughout I

the length and breadth of the United
States a spirit of opt.mism is spreading.
Financial reports show that business i-improving. Unemployment is deer'
ing by leaps and labor situations are
ing adjusted. Manufacturers are secu
ing advance orders in steadily increasing

The appropriate Christmas
gregation.
decorations and the home scene around
and effec-

tively arranged, and much credit is due
those who prepared the stage settings as
well as to those who took part in the
was

Springfield, Mass,

Searsmont

dom of country life after the risks and
responsibility of his several wartime for-

nie B. Clements.

pageant,which

to

A. Clapp are spending the winter at their home here, and
the captain is enjoying the quiet and free-

Hill, Mrs. Annie R. Fernald and Mrs. An-

message of the

called

many friends here

Cushing Chapter will hold its annual
installation Wednesday evening, Jan. 11.
Supper will be served at 6.30, with the
following committee in charge: Mrs. Es
teiia A. Campbell, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
L. Drew; committee on resolutions of respect for past matron Hannah S. Nason
and Emily C. Rowe are Mrs. Annie B.

tastefully

was

death of her sister, Mrs. Harry Paul, on
December 23rd, has the sympathy of her

ed on Monday evening, Jan. 9th.

were

quantities.
In over fifty

"Car-

ern

Lane.

ng a few months, Wednesday morning,
She was born in Sedgwick
Oec. 28th.
3 ver four score years ago, being the old-

|
j

daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs.
She was a woman of
Huckins Lufkin.
keen mentality, well educated and a suece asftfl school teacher before her marri
Although living to an advanced age
age.
she retained her faculties to a remarkable
degree, and held her interest in lifs until
her last illness, being good company for
young or old, her humorous sayings and
quick wit being much enjoyed by her

|

She was a great reader,
many friends.
fond of good literature and fine poetry, [
while in domestic attainments she was
unexcelled. She was the wiuow of the j
late Reuben Rowe and tbe mother of two ;
m wa, William and Hiram, both of whom
urvive her. Her only sister died a few
years ago. The funeral services were i
held at the Methodist Episcopal church,
where she was a regular attendant for
many years. Rev. C. A.

officiating clergyman.

Purdy being the

Cushing Chapter,

<Good Times bulletin No. 2
theatre tickets at 10c.
also on free admissions eliminated.
TALK. GOOD TIMES
THINK GOOD TIMES
HAVE GOOD TIMES
War tax

-mm*

under

on

lifted,

AT ROMANCE WEEK
Colonial Soon.
i

The title of

“Romance

Week” has

been selected because romance is what
screeoland depicts.
Romance, takes the
tired business man, the discouraged laboring man, the bored housewife into the
fields of pleasure and imagination. He
or she may never have traveled fifty
miles from home, but yet under the wand
of romance the whole world is a playground. One can go into the wilds of the
north, the heart of the tropics over the
waves of the sea, into the clouds with
the birds, on the plains with the cowboy.

er

a

The Colonial theatre is the local amusement house participating in “Romance
Week,” which will bring a wonderful
program of entertainment to Belfast theatre goers.

MRS.

BALL.

when the Belfast high school team won
from Winslow high with a score of 35 to
The game showed speed from the be19.

of

away

only

a

man,

ginning to end, and the result is the more
interesting because of the fact that Belfast played two substitutes, Grady at
right forward and Cramer at Center.

ARNO

CUSHMAN.

Lula A.

few weeks,

who died

Cushman,

a

of Chester

November 3rd.

born to her Dec

FRED T. CHASE

widow of
B

son

was

not

live

Mrs. Cushman

STORES

|

11th, which did
was

MANHATTAN
COFFEE
Talking

25c.

Diract Iipirtim Co.,

35-Acre Hay Farm

on,

If,

2

were

oteree, Wilson.

Brooks H S (16).
rb, Quimby
lb, Nickerson
c, Littlefield
rf, Basford, 4

lb, Bown,

Referee, Fairfield.

Both teams of the B. H. S.

Camden

as

at Mr. Cushman’s bur-

If you have found a home or farm you wish
to buv. and need more money for first payment, let us buy it for you; we will pay spot
cash to owner and arrange terms, so you may

Her casket was surrounded by many
beautiful flowers, silent messengers of
;
love and esteem.
She was laid to rest purchase
beside her husband.

won

Islesboro H S. (26)
Hatch, If 3
R. A. Pendleton, rf 3
R. E. Pendleton, c, 3
Z. P. Pendleton, lb 1
C. Pendleton, rb, 3

the same

ial.

from Brooks high
in Islesboro Friday night in a closely connected game, 21 to 16.
The summary:
high

Tuesday with

the

played

!

2wl

same.

OR KIN I. DICKEY

Insurance and Real Estate,

Belfast, Maine

SWANVILLE.
;

Schools in town began Monday, Jan. 2.

4

I

Mr. J. W. Smart, who has been confined to the bouse for several weeks with

in

following'

shingles

is

able to be out.

H.

Stanley Cunningham returned to
Bangor Saturday after spending a two
FIRST TEAM
Belfast 6
Camden 40 weeks vacation with his mother, Mrs. T1 rg Ogier | D Nickerson.
Grady If
Bowen rf 2
lg McCobb
Students attending Belfast High school
4 c Clark :
Cramer cl
5 rf Calderwood resumed their studies first of the week.
Hoffses lb 1
11 If Dodge i
Tompkins rg
Owing to the storm and other circumReferee, Magee.
stances the Green Lawn Cemetery AssoSECOND TEAMS
ciation did not hold any meeting, Friday,
Belfast 16
Camden 23 '■
Dec. 23rd.
Winchester If 1
(1) rg Warren j
Wadsworth rf 3
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Bridge arived Friday,
lg Stockwell
Orchard c 1 (1)
3 (1) c Rice Dec.
23rd, to spend the holidays with her
Nickerson lg 6
2 rf Snowdeal
Mrs. H. F. M. Phillips. Christmother,
Roberts
2 (1>
5 If Skwes
scores:

rg

mas Day they entertained Mr and Mrs W
S. Nickerson.
Mr. and Mrs. Bridge will
return to Sherbrooke, Canada this week.

Referee, Bresnahan.

Ohiiarorn Cry
FOB FLETCHER’S

CASTO R IA

While they last at $2.50 per
cord; sawdust at $1.00 otr
cord, at the mill on Swan
Lake Avenue, Belfast,

MILTON HILLS.

ltt

(SHORT

\

NOTICE
At the Charles E. Field blacksmith shop
on Washington Street, we are going to
run a cash business hereafter.
We are prepared to shoe horses for
cash cheaper than any shop in town,

FIELD & HERRICK.

lwl*

FOR

SALE

One parlor set, 1 dining room set, 1
parlor stove, phonograph and 1 high chair, :
1 baby’s crib and 1 baby’s stroller, all in i
good condition. Reasonable prices. ApA. R. BOYD,
ply to
Robbins’ Road, East Belfast.
ltf
\

PATENT)

MAKES WHITEST BREAD.
COST A LITTLE MORE—WORTH IT.

ud FRIDAY

YOU’LL SAY SO.

The Third Maine

Dutch Bros. Cash Store

Camp

^

TELEPHONE

ly belongs.
i

BELFAST

Home

WANTED

Bakery

A COOK

Will begin soon to run a delivery
team three times weekly and will
take telephone orders. They will

Experienced and used to working with a second girl, must be

neat and reliable; with no home
twice weekly and
ties, having best of references.
will also cover other near-by
Small family and wages $10 per
Your t rders are solicited
towns,
week, or $12 if willing to do fami
and will receive prompt and care,
ly washing. All-year-round posiful attention.
Patronize your
tion to right party.
Home Bakery, their products are
of the best.
go to

Searsport

WANTED

A reliable all round man as caretaker.
Must have good habits;

Notice

a

102

handy

man

with tools;

a

willing

Belfast City Laundry wishes to worker; with best of references!
announce to the public ttat after Jan. 1,
no home ties.
All-year-round job
1922, it will be run on a strictly cash
to
the right party.
No exceptions.
basis
Address
All work will be delivered promptly in
GEORGIAN HALL,
the forenoon.
Please pay the driver.
52
Belfast, Maine.
Thanking you in advance and for the
patronage of the past year.
The

Belfast

City Laundry

BANGOR LINE

BELFAST, MAINE

WINTER SCHEDULE

Notice of foreclosure

During the close of navigation at Bangor,
Steamship BELFAST wi 1 leave Winterport
on Mondays and
Thursdays at 10 a. m,. Bucks-

Stillman

Silver Spray Flour

THURSDAY

V

Begs to announce that with the arrival of the year
nineteen hundred and twenty-two “THE CHASE
JEWELRY STORE” begins its NINETY-SIXTH
YEAR.
Having taken over Mr. Doak's interest in the
firm of CHASE & DOAK. he takes this occasion
to thank his many friends for their
patronage
which he has been favored with and extend to all
his best wishes for a HAPPY NEW YEAR.

CushA little

Wi WANT YOUR BUSINESS
naturally
of a robust constitution, but her strength
and nerves were shattered with grief and
These men took the places of two of the
the loss of her husband and
best men on the team, Durham and Nick- anxiety by
not
she
could
rally from her serious illerson.
The line ups for the game are as
The One That Has
ness, though everything possible was
follows:
done.
A trained nurse from Portland atThem
Winslow High, 19
Belfast High, 35.
tended her, but to no avail, and four litWixon
lg,
tle daughters are left doubly orphaned.
Bowen, rf 12
4 rg, Wolfe
Grady, If, 7
Mrs. Cushman was born 36 years ago in
ib.
6
c
c, Reynolds
Cramer,
4
If, Hapworth Bethel, Me., the daughter of the late
Tompkins, rg
GET A POUND NOW
She waB
5, rf, McCausland Edwin and Carolyn Arno.
Hoffses, lg, 16
Parrel Post Orders Prepaid
from Gould’s Academy and
graduated
Hermon defeated Frankfort in a game
went into the office of the Oxford Counof basket ball at Frankfort, Dec. 28th, by
ty Citizen, where she met Mr. Cushman.
The summary:
a score of 16 to 14.
She came to Center Montville in DecemFrankfort
Hermon.
10 Main St, nelfast, Maine.
ber, 1910, where she has made many
Stores also:
rb, Bowen, 1 friends. She was a bright, intellectual
Libby, rf 2
If, Carmon, 5 lady with many accomplishments, and
Hillman, If, 2
PITTSFIELD,CAMDEN.ROCKLAND
c, Irving
Miller, c 1
rb, Alie, 1 her passing away breaks up a home and
Hunt, rb, 2
is a great loss to the 'whole community.
Cockrane
lb,
Cox, lb, 1
She was member of
Union Harvest
Searsport A. A. won from the newly
where her presence and musical
organized Belfast team Friday night in a Grange,
will be sadly missed.
She leaves
rather one sided game as the visitors ability
besides her children, her mother, Mrs.
have not yet d'
'oped team work. The
Handy to enterprising railroad city, excelCarolyn Arno, one sister, Miss Hazel Ar- lent mu eta. close to “choils, etc.; 20 acres
summary:
fertile
machine worked tillage, balance springboth
of
one
brother,
Davenport,Iowa,
Belfast A. A. no,
Searse
watered pasture and wood; orchard; good fiveIvan Arno of Errol, N. H. Rev. Chas. room
Fogg
rb,
cottage; sets high; house furnishings,
.Ja
If, Spencer H. Martin of Belfast was called to offici- fine shingled barn; tie up, 4 he id; wagon shed;
c, Getcbell, 4 ate at her fnneral, which was held 20x30; ample buildings f; r stock and poultry:
winter vegetables.
Your chance; terms.
rf, Norton, 4
Dec. 28th.
The bearers
rb
Dunham Wednesday,

Last Thursday night Sheriff Frank A.
Romance makes the drab routine of life Littlefield was notified by Vanceboro offiturn colorful, bright and interesting.
that James Delle, the young FrenchRomance week at the Colonial theatre cers
will be a joyous week, a festival week. man arrested here for breaking, entering
Be ready for it
and larceny and who escaped Dec. 21st
with George Rowe, was in their custody.
A* yet do one bag been appointed to fill
C. Maurice Littlefield went for
the vacancy in the post office at North Deputy
him and arrived back Saturday night.
Isles boro, at present Mr. Webster is actHe has a bad record and is known in that
ing as substitute.
part of the State. He tried to pick hia
handcuffs with a horae shoe nail while on
the way from Vanceboro to Bangor, and
told Deputy Littlefield that he bad been
abie to do it several times, when under
arrest before.
In Bangor he seemed to
enjoy telling reporters who visited him
in the jail what he called a good story,
but later said be was “stringing” them.
No one here believes what be says about
his wanderings after leaving the jail with
Rowe or where they parted company.
Both of his ears have been frozen and one
of his feet was bleeding as the result of
Devens
at
freezing. He evidently regrets that he
did not cross the bridge at Vanceboro and
.Spend a day in camp with Belfind safety in Canada, where he evident*
fast’s own Co. K.

Colonial Theatre

LULA

Deep sorrow has again invadsd the
Cushman family and many homes saddened Christmas morning by the passing

A fast game of basket ball was played
the Armory Friday evening, Dec. 50th,

Islesboro

theatres on the Black circuit stretching from northern to southNew Englaud, a week has been set
Rose Nickerson, Mrs. Annie Green, Mrs. aside to celebrate in a tangible way the
belief that there is with us a new era of
C. R. Hill, Miss Jessie D. Baker, Joshua
good times, and this week will be called
and
Arlene
Treat, Jr., Ethel, George
Romance Week, a week of enchantment,
Clark, Doris Arey, W. H. Lord, Adria in which the general public can forget,
Leonard, George Lord, Evelyn Thompson, and will be helped to forget, all the adversities of the past year, and when they
Ella Bolan, Arlene Staples, Lillian Bean,
leave the theatre will be prepared to go
Barbara
DunEdith
Bolan,
Earl Staples,
hume with a feeling of contentment, with
1
ton, Thomas Purdy, Joseph Eldndge, the feeling that “good times” are here,
Frances Dunton, Arthur Dunton, Guvan- to talk “good times” to think “good
times" and get into tbe spirit of optiua
Dunton, Donovan Gilman and John mism and
prosperity.
rying Chnst to the Child.” Those who
took part were: Rev. C. A. Purdy, Mrs.

The death of Mrs. Emily C. Rowe occurred at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Crockett, where she had been board

BASKET

at

Members of the twoWinterport granges
a re looking forward to the all day meeting Saturday, Jan. 7th. The officers of
Snnrise grange are to be installed bv G.
H York. Northern Light grange is invited.

fireplace

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS, ROCKLAND

CITY POINT

rothea Dix Lodge, Hampden, was the installing officer. Supper was served at
6.30

the

Loss

Work
o., of Portland.
the first of January as

possible.

by Knowles’ orchestra were enjoyed by
all. Refresbm-nts were served.
Mizpah Rebekab Lodge held its annual
installation Wednesday evening, Jan. 4.
Mrs. Carrie Coulliard, D. D. P. of Do-

dist

Sale Will Be Your

This

Miss

To

ton to have them take over and operate his
factory, formerly operated by the A. J.

Mrs. F. C. Knowles pleasantly entertained the C. H. M club at ita first win-

Dec.

eclipse all previous records. We think it wise to give our patrons two days’ sale
account of the congested conditions of our store throughout the day, as hundreds

on

few

a

PROMPT SERVICE

will

Mr. and Mrs. Donald Hogan of Belfast
spending a two weeks’ vacation with

few weeks’ visit

7 and 9

these 21 years, our Nine Cent Day has been growing each successive
of
year, from a small counter of 9 cent articles handled by two salespeople, to one
the BIGGEST EVENTS in our merchandising history, and as has been our custom to
make such successive sale bigger than before, we expect and know that the year 1922

G. A. Prime and L. I. Staples have been
wiring several houses for electric lights
here in the village recently.

Mrs. Eva Fellows of Bucksport, widow
of Hon. O. F, Fellows, returned with
Mrs. T. G. fellows Saturday night for a

JANUARY

Throughout all

her

Mias Doris

MONDAY

Sale

Day

200 SALESPEOPLE TO INSURE

of Waldo Station

the guest of friends in town recently.

Mr. and Mrs. L. P. Kenney of Bath are
their daughter, Mrs. K. E.

1

1922,

daughter,Thel-

the guests of
Webber.

Mrs. George English returned Tuesday
to her home in Mattspan, Mass.

Mrs. G. H. Clements is very comfortable st this writing, but is very ill.

Roy Littlefield

AND

SATURDAY, 9.00 A. M. TO 9 P. W.
MONDAY, 9 A. M. TO 5.00 P. M

callers in Belfast, Thursday.

were

Mr.

WliNftRRORT

The pageant presented at the

Nine Cent

Mrs. A. B. Payson and Mrs. A. R. Pilly
motored to Bangor last Wednesday.

was

husband’s uncle,

200

caller in Belfast, Thursday.

ma

SATURDAY

MARKS THE TWENTY-SECOND

Clerks to Insure prompt
Service.

Belfast last Wednesday.
Mrs. H. H. Hutchinson

Saturday and Monday, Jan. 7 and 9,

Goods bought

day.

this

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

by
on

D. Flood of Belfast.
of Waldo and State of
his mortgage deed dated December
1916, recorded in W'atdo Registry of

WHEREAS,
in the County

Maine, by
8ib, A. D.
Deeds. Book 319, Page 287, conveyed to me
the undersigned s certain parcel of land with
the buildings thereon situated in sail Belfast,
being the late homestead farm of William A.
Monroe, late of Belfast, deceased, bounded
and deacribed as follows, to wit; Bounded
northerly by the highway leading from Pour’s
Mills, so-called, to Belfast; westerly by land
of Joseph Jackson, land of George Patterson
and land of Maurice Wood; southerly by Isnd
of Maurice Wood ai.d land of Kicbard Merriam; and easterly by land of Ervin Jackson,
containing one hundred and eighty acres more
or less.
Being the same real es»*te conveyed
by me to Stillman D. Flood by deed of warranty dated December 8. 1916. and
Whereas, the condition of said mortgage has
been broken:
Now, therefore, by reason of the breach of
the condition thereof 1 claim a foreclosure of
said mortgage.
Dated this third day of January A. D. 1922,
ANNIE H. MONROE
DAM

3»f

12 noon. Belfast 2 p. m for Camden,
Rockland and Boston.
Return—Leave Boston Tuesdays, and Fridays at 5 p. m. I-eav** Rockland Wednesdays
and Saturdays. 5 a. m„ Camden 5 45 a. m., Belfast 7.16 a. m, for Bucksport, and
Winterport.
At Boston cornrction is made via the Metopoiitan Lina express freight steamers for
New York and prints South and West.
GEO. E. DUNTON. Agent,
Belfast, Maine.

P°d at

FOR RENT
Attractive Little Rent of 4 Rooms
Apply

|

j

to

ORRIN J. DICKEY,
Real Estate and Insurance,

2w52

j

Belfast,

Maine.

For Sale

f

The De Silver place situated io Prost pect below
Bucksport. Cottage house
and stable and about sixty acres of land,
extending back from shore of Penobscot
Cheater D. Croaa of Lincolnville I River. Inquire of
in the County of Waldo and state of
JOHN R. DUNTON or
Maine, by his mortgage deed dated the twenRALPH I. MORSE,
tieth day of Auguar, 1913, and recorded in ihe
*w23
Belfast, Maine.
Registry of Deeds lor said County of Waldo,
book 304 page 422, conveyed to me, the undersigned, s certain parcel of real estate
situate in said Lincolnville, and bounded and
described as follows, to wit: It being the late
homestead farm of Isaiah Croat, late of eaid
Lincolnville, deceased, and being the same deINQUIRE OF
»

Notice of Foreclosure

WHEREAS,

SLEIGH FOR SALE

scribed in a deed from E nma A. Cross and
others to said Chester Cross, dated the twentieth day of August, 1913, and recorded in
aaid Registry of Deeds, book 314, page 33; and
whereas the condition of said mortgage has
been broken:
Now, therefore, by reason of the breach of
the condition thereof I claim a foreclosure of
said mortgage.
Dated at Lincolnville, aforesaid, this twentieth day of December, A. D. 1921.
3w62
EMMA A. CROSS

_J.

H» llLLEY, Belfast.

LOST
A BROWN

FUR MUFF last
Finder please leave at
Journal Office.
week.

Winfield A. Marriner, who has
been bookkeeper at the Howes’ dry goods
store for a few years, resigned Saturday
Mr*.

January Clearance Sale

and

Waists and Furs
a

complete clear-

of the remainder of our
winter stock we have marked
prices very low and we are offering some very exceptional values.
ance

E

S.,

will

mittee to consist of the officers and chair-

Friends of Ur. Orris S.
an
entral Maine Power Co. publishes
dividend on
adv in regard to its 61st
Preferred Stock.
are
Hall & Wilkins announce they
and speed wagons.
agents for Keo cars
of service in
lhe Waldo Trust Co. tells
banks.
branch
to
regard
Modart
H H Coombs Co. advertises
extends New
corsets linens, etc. and
Year’s greetings.
her candidacy
I ouise Royal announces
Deeds.
for the office of Register of
for sale.
has
sleighs
McKeen
Auttin
J.

The Direct Importing Co. advertises
Manhattan ccflee.
New York Garment Store announces
January clearance sale of suits, coats,

sale.
Colonial Theatre

various articles for
announces

Romance

Vickery will be

is

Jammed right down to the stage, thats
happened at the Colonial at the

what

happy New Year show last Saturday and
was
one
Jessie Allen
happv.
pleased immensely, Fred W. Hart, the
old time minstrel boy, was right there
with the goods, and was recalled again
and again.
Manager Clifford immediateevery

ly booked him
week, Tuesday,
‘‘Ding” Clifford
JiTie Plante,” a
number, with

Uay

encore

Off.”

for

nights

three

Thursday

announced

next

and Saturday.

gave the "Wreck of the
French Canadian dialect
a

interpretation;

musical

Dickey offers 35

acre

farm.

he used "The Camp Cook’s
The show was timed so that

The Davis Sample Shop announces
lady in charge of fitting and alterations;
also after holiday sale of coats and suit*.
The Dinsmore Store offers men’s leather-tops at one ninety-live.
The City National Bank publishes ann ual report to stockholders and patrons.
tdward Evans announces his candidacy
for office of register of d.-eds.
See adv.
for sale.

of small house with garage

gives notice of

Belfast Savings Bank publishes list of
unclaimed deposits.
Field & Herrick gives notice of cash
business.
R. J. Mayo offers pullets and cows for
sale.

Belfast Home Bakery gives notice of

delivery

team.

full

Cross
of Silver
requested at their
meeting Wednesday evening, Jan. 11th,
to meet Louis A Jack, G. C., and Edgar
J. Brown, G, K. R. S
who will be

Lodge,

attendance

K.

of P.,

preceded by

is

guests.

a

R.

Dennett

another

was

name was

made

Mrs

Annie

member aim:

a

presented for member-

Greetings were received from Mrs.
Julia G. Ferguson who was unable to be
Mrs. Emma P.

Pitcher of Au-

Dillingham Chapter in Lewiston.
Lida Chase and Miss

Edyth

Mrs.

Jan.

j
j

Stevens of I

Unity were present. Then came the dis
tribution by numbers of gifts from the
Christmas tree.
In the post card game

We approach the New Year with Gratitude for past
Patronage, Growth and
Success, and in Absolute Certainty of a Continuance of the same in even GRE A I'KR

MEASURE.

$4,000,000 of Deposits is Our Next Objective

GENERALLY PREVAILED.

Net

Gamings 43% *

Our Net Earnings, after deducting all determined
per cent, on our Capital Stock.

Have You

a

Safe Deposit Box?

We installed another new nest of Boxes the past year and have still anotbe
Bear in mind that the Safe Deposit Vault of the
ordered tor immediate delivery.
City National Bank, has NO EQUAL in Waldo County and NO SUPERIOR in the
State for Protection.
Boxes rent at (3.00, (j 00, (6 50, and (8 00 per year.
Our Vault is already yielding us an income of (1200, which pays more than 8 per
cent

on

our

Banking House Investment, making NO UNPRODUCTIVE ASSETS.

Outgrown Present Quarters
We recognize as fully as do you that we have OUTGROWN our present Quarters, but we own the Building next to us and shall EXTEND our Rooms aa soon at
In the meantime we will give
decent values can be obtained for our Expenditure.
you the quality of Service tho a little cramped in doing it.

Points In Which We Excel
1st

An Increase of Capital Stock is contemplated before
and the same will probably be doubled.

long

the On y Bank in Maine, as far as we know, which
prints semi-annually a Full List of its Investments for PUBLIC
INVESTIGATION. We invite your inspection of the present
list herein.
We

P§

are

Under National Supervision.
2nd Members of ihe Federal Reserve System.
3rd Solid as a Mountain and Safe as the Earth on which you stand.
4th Our Service Unsurpassed and our Courteay Unequalled.
Money deposited in this strong Bank, acknowledged to be such, is an EXPRESSION OF YOUR STUDY, WISE FORETHOUGHT AND GOOD JUDGMENT.
We pay 4 per cent, on Savings Accounts; 3 per cent, on Certificates of Deposit
from date of issue, and 4 per cent, automatic lly if outstanding four months.

A Safe

Thing for

t e

Rich, A Sure Thing for the Poor

Our Christmas Savings Club will remain open thru January.
Already we have
exceeded the number of last year, but we want 1,000 Members. Join at once, if you
00
each
have not done so.
saved
Week
(2
count
( 10, ( 25, ( 50, (1.00,
up amazingly
at the end of the year, at Christmas time when most needed.
are
the
Affluence
and
and
Thrift
to
Wealth.
Signposts
Prudence, Frugality
The whole world approaches the New Year with greater confidence than ever
before in the ethical progress of Human Civilization and the visible and growing
application of the Principle of “Peace on Earth, Good Will to Men,” as evidenced
oy

me

loiiowmg Happenings:

Reduction of National Armaments.
The four-power Pacific Agreement
Establishment of the Irish Free State.
The Czecho-Slovakia Treaty for Settlemen* of all Disputes between Czechoslovakia and Poland by Compulsory Arbitration.
All these portend a coming spirit of National Reconciliation and Adjustment by
Brains rather than the Sword.
War is truly said to be “the unintelligent resort of
Ano.ber such
rrational people.’’ The last War could not be better characterized.
would be one hundred times more horrible and destructive.
It will require generations to recover from the loss of man power ant destruction of material of the recent War, to say nothing of tne horrors experienced and the lasting sorrows and
anguish, ever to be borne by the present generation.
President Harding most truly says: “There is a new spirit seeking and impelling
peace and it must agd to our Christmas happiness.’’
Certainly, unless this be true,
the millions who fell have died in vain.
The understandings for peace, the agreement to meet, look one another in the
face and discuss the preservation ol peace whenever it is threatened are the big
things arrived at in the four-power Treaty soon to be submitted to the Supreme
Legislative Bodies of the United States, England, France and Japan, for ratihcation.
Our own Senators should be made to understand that no narrow mindedness in its
Peace and Good Will and the Talkconsideration will be tolerated by the people
it-over Spirit must be the impelling lesson from the recent War and the forward
determination ant slogan of all mankind.
We extend to all our Best Wishes and pledge our utmost Co-operation for a
Prosperous and Happy New Year.
THE CITY NATIONAL BANK. OF BELFAST

January

thorough, bright and entertaining comparison of school life in his earliest youth
with the present day methods of teaching
His
and some of the fallacies of both.
ready wit and retentive memory made
the first branch most entertaining and

......

as teacher and superintendmaterial for a sound
abundant
ent gave
of the thought
common sense treatise

his life work

that “knowledge is

power.”

On

an

Capital..
Surplus,.
Other Undivided Profits.
Banking House Depreciation Account.
Circulation,.
Notes Redisccumted at Federal Reserve Bank.
Bills Payable at Federal Reserve Bank.

$100,000.00
50,000.00
41,934.74
9,668.25
58,300.00
50,155 99
75,1 00 00

Deposits.

3,191,751.33

im-

At

21.50

of the popular events of

recent meeting of the directors of

lie A.

County Genera'. Hospital, LesPayson was elected a director to

lilt

vacancy

a

caused

by

shia

dpath of

news.

The management of the Colonial have
Selwyn Thompson and Mrs. Ralph Coop- arranged with Adjutant General Hadley
Each contributor to the Foundation, to show the pictures o! The Third Maine
er.
(
it is announced, will be given a certificate V its last tour of duty at Camp Devens,
Mr.
of
.Wilson, sig- Thursday and Friday of this week. Here
bearing the portrait
nifying that he or she it a Founder of the is an excellent opportunity to spend a
Upon the day in camp with the boys of to. K and
W'oodrow Wilson Awards.
This is an extra at«
completion of the fund, it will be turned see how they live.
over by the executive committe to a na- traction and there is no advance in prices
tionally representative board of trustees,
Zero weather has been in evidence the
who will invest it and disburse its inpast few days, the thermometer registercome annually to the Jury of Awards.
ing a change of over thirty five degrees
Ernest L. Bartlett of Thorndike and from Sunday. A strong wind from the
Benjamin F. Ham of Unity are among northeast has made travelling uncomthe postmasters in Maine recently ap- fortable. There is one thing to be thank- J
pointed by President Warren G. Harding. ful for, the snow that arrived Saturday
and we are not obliged to
Instructions recently issued from Wash- still remains
brea'h street dust, a germ carrier at this j
ington direct newly appointed third and season of prevailing grip and pneumonia.
fourth class postmasters to present themselves at the central accounting office of
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT.
their respective districts for a course of ___j

intensive training in all departments of
postal business. In compliance with these

ing for such instruction. It has been arranged to have experienced employes
instructors

in

the

various

.wm

„...

We have taken the
agency for the Reo
line and know that
better
on

for the

same

buy

cannot

you

car

or

a

truck

the market todav

price.

We have the Speed Wagons and Touring
Cars ready to show you.

instruction plans have been made at the
local office ‘o accommodate those apply-

as

THIS IS A SPEED WAGON YEAR

Every issue of the Belfast Journal is
sale at the Old South News Company!
Washington street, Boston, opposite the
When in Boston call and
foot cf School.
get a copy of the paper with the home

The active canvass in this vicinity for
the Woodrow Wilson foundation will begin Jan. 16th, under the direction of

serve

14.95

one

on

No date
ager of a Chemical Company.
for the wedding has been announced.

10.95

$291,934.74

Total excess Responsibility for Security of Depositors.

William A. Mason.

with the Tapiey Hospital. Mr. Owen has
office mana number of years been

$13.95

a

191,934.74
100,000.u0

the Waldo

for

If you have been waiting for that January sale, now is the time,
don’t delay, be the first one here Thursday morning and get the
pick of those

Full Silk Lined All Wool Sport Coats at
Plush Sport Coats, Blue and Brown,
Full Length Air Wool Silk Lined Velour and
Polo Coats
Full Length Velour and Polo Coats,
Women’s Suits, Jersey, Serge, Tricotine and

Keep the date of January 27th for the
concert and ball by the Fire Department
in the Armory Friday evening, Jan.
27th.
K is
the season.

3,325,051.33

Total w: owe,.
What we own exceeds what we owe,.
Our Stockholders are additionally liable at all times for

$3,576,810.31

__

Women’s Coats and Suits

Velour.
One Special Odd Lot of Sweaters,

$3,576,810.31

LIABILITIES

won

.

%

Simplified

....

To our Friends, Customers and to the Public in General: We take
great pleasure in announcing that we have secured the services ot
MRS. LEONA BECKWITH to take charge of the fitting and alterations of all garments in our store. Mrs. Beckwith invites you,
one and all, to come in, look the stock over and get acquainted.
In fact, we are going to give you a special inducement to come in.
Thursday morning, January 5th, we start a price smashing, after
holiday sale of

jjHALL

di

& WILKINS, AGENTS,
Belfast, Maine.

visions.

In Case of Accidents

$14.95

up

3.95 up

Scalds, Burr.',
Sprains and Bruises, Insect or Mosquito Bites,
Cuts,

•

APPLY FREELY

Prepared by the Norway Midioms Co., Norway. Me.

WATCH OUR WINDOWS.

>

fo the Voters of Waldo
—

a

1

REPORT)__

84_43

12th at the

ANNOUNCEMENT

Yours for

(43,439

were

Dividends Paid 14%

“informaaginary blackboard he wrote
it might be obtainhow
told
The W. C. T. U. will meet Friday at
then
tion,”
defined it with 2 30 p. m. with Mrs. Clara E. Cottrell,
ed; “correlation,” and
and
High street.
examples; “expression,” written
the selection, ‘‘A Man and A Maid,” a
A
two.
other
the
of
an outcome
oral,
Mr. and Mrs. Hiram J. He of Bangor,
story of Fort Western at Augusta, writnormal combination of the three brings formerly of Winterport, announce 'the
a
to
Miss
Jessica
ten by
posenough
Josephine Haskell,
power to those fortunate
of their daughter, Lucina
former Belfast girl, now a teacher in the 1 sess them. He' was most cordially con- engagement
! Cora, to John Richard Owen of New
I gratulated.
Hallowell Hi h school.
|
Miss Ide is a registered nurse
York city
and is doing spgcial work in New York
city. She was at one time connected
was

Losses,

We paid Dividends of 14 per cent, on our Capital Stock, *14,000; 12 per cent.
Regular and an Extra of 2 per cent, toward Payment of Taxes. Next year our Stock
The Bank will pay the Taxes under the new Law.
wih be tax free to the owner.
We credited *20,797.25 to the Investment Account as a fifther Reduction of
Book Values.
Balance of Net Earnings, *8,642.59, was added to Profit and Loss Account.
(5,260.35 of the Determined Losses referred to as deducted before “Net Earnings”
were actually only a further Reduction of Book Values, as the same Securities on
which the losses were taken have been repurchased.
The Bank has, therefore, retained in its Assets (31.700 19 of its Gross Earnings
for the year as ADDED SECURITY FOR OUR CUSTOMERS

by Miss Amy E
Stoddard and the consolation by Mrs.
Miss Isabel Ginn read
Clara if. Seekins.
the first prize

—B—

■

.■■■■■

Have You Made Your Will?
home of Mrs. Thomas B, Dinsmore, when
Life is uncertain.
do this.
should
Let us make yours without
Person
will
J.
Every
the Rev. Fr. Timothy
O’Mahoney
cost.
Appoint this Bank your Executor or Trustee. It will cost your Estate no
read a paper on “Some Facts About IreWe |
more and You will be Sure tha.t your Wishes will be carried out as intended.
land.” The formal program of the af- have and always shall have Employees trained to look after this Service.
j
ternoon was opened with the reading of
several items of Unitarian religious news
Statement of the Condition of
The Financial Statement in the Opposite Column May Ferhaps
by Mrs. Arthur Ritchie. This feature
Be still More
by the Following Analysis:
has been of unusual interest the past
season showing the thoughtful attention
of Business
At the
1, 1922
W; hold Notes for Money Loaned.$1,803,203 00
and research of Mrs. Charles H. Walden,
We hold Bonds and Securities,.
1,457,431 75
the
mater
al.
tire committee for collecting
ASSETS
15,000.00
WTe value our Banking House, Furniture and Fixtures,
W. R. Howard was the speaker of the
3,000 00
We have due from the Treasury Dept, at Washington,
Loans and Discounts.$1,803,203 00
as
his
subject Bonds and Securities.
138 00
afternoon and announced
$1,397,431 73
$3,200,634.75 We have in Internal Revenue Stamps,
173,751.21
“An Educational Fallacy,” but said the Banking House,.
24,668.25 We have due us from Banks.
64,46? 11
to Secure Circulation,.
60,000.00 We have Cash on hand.
subject had little to do with his remarks U S Bonds
Due from U. S. Treasury 5 per cent Fund.
3,000.00
he should tje like the old colored
as
Total Property Owned,.
$3,516,986.07
138.10
Internal Revenue Stamps.
preacher who said he would “define the Notes Rediscounted at Federal Reser\e Bank.
50,155.99 We owe for Money Deposited.3,191,751.33
Borrowed
75,000.00
173,751.21 We owe the Federal Reserve Bank for Money
undefinable, explain the unexplainable Due from Banks,.
58,300 00
64,462.11 We owe for circulation money outstanding,
and unscrew the unscrutable.” It was a Cash on Hand,.

ship.

burn requested that her name be dropped
as she
wished to unite with the Mary

held

■

....

i

picnic supper at the home

of Mrs. Florencfc H. Slugg.

present.

See adv. of muff lost.
Belfast City Laundry
cash business.

New

John Cochran Chapter, D. A. R., had
their regular meeting Monday evening

(FROM ANNUAL

_____

Beginning

just time to wish everybody a hapYear.
Everyone went home
feeling that they had really seen something new for Belfast.
py

to be

■

Bank of Belfast

THE CITY NATIONAL BANK OF BELFAST

was

Milton Hills offers slabs and sawdust
for sale.

City National

sisting of Mrs. Elmer A. Sherman, Mrs.
George R. Doak and Mrs. S. C. Pattee.
The Market Value of our Investments is now approximately $15,000 in Excess
Among the interesting letters read was of Book Values, and the turn in prices has permanently set in for a long swing
One from Mrs. Harry Lutz, wife of a
upward.
former Belfast Unitarian minister, who
How We Are Assisting the Farmers/
to
from
has moved
Newton, Mass
We are loaning them $100,000 on Live Stock and Personal Property and $150,000
Sanford, Maine. It was bright and on Mortgages on Real Estate. We loan 50 per cent sale value of Live Stock and
Real Estate.
breezy, showing that the writer while
Let Us Help You!
vitally interested in home ties and their
We not only ask YOU to Help Us, but that You let Us Help YOU.
Come to us
new parish work, was also mindful of
Troubles and we will Assist You with Our Advice and Money.
That is
the welfare of her many Belfast friends. with your
To assist, to be of Service is our highest delight. To help
what we are here for.
The next meeting of the Alliance was OTHERS to win is to WIN Ourselves, for the Success of Others is Our Success.

at the end of the last reel of pictures it

Orrin J

A

the effects of

committees, who are
Durham, Mrs.
Mrs.
Arthur

discussion the remainder of the by-laws
were left with a special committee con-

Chapter,

improving from
bronchitis, which at one

that he

various

Allan M. Howes, Mrs. Sumner C. Pattee,
Mrs. George I. Keating. Mrs. Irving T.
Dinsmore, Mrs. Ben. Haze'itine. After

time threatened pneumonia.

as an

week.

|

Slad to learn

of the

Ritchie, Mrs. Edmund P. Brown, Mrs.
Edgar M. Hall, Mrs. S. S. L. Shute,
Mrs. Charles R. Coombs, Miss Charlotte
W. Colburn, Mrs. Irving L. Perry, Mrs.

Jan. 6th.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

dresses, etc.
A R. Boyd offers

men

at present Mrs. James C.
W.
Clement
Weacott,

held Friday evening

be

on

dent, read a new set of by-iawa submitted
by Mrs. Charlotte Phelan, formerly ot
Augusta, the director for this division.
It was voted to add an executive com-

Store,

A stated meeting of Primrose

report.was given of the exten-

their parsonage on Chur h
street. Mrs. James C. Durham, the presi-

Main Street, Belfast.

O

a

■

-of the-•

OUR DEPOSITS SHOW ANOTHER INCREASE THE PAST YEAR Of OVER
*100,000 00 IN FACE OK THE TRYING TIMES FINANCIALLY, WHICH HAVE

sive repairs

■■

To the Stockholders and Patrons

Women’s Alliance were pleasantly entertained last Thursday afternoon at the

a large

hospitable home of Miss E. Frances and
Mrs. Fred T. Chase.
At the business

Middies, Bath Robes, Sweaters.

The News ot Belfast

E.

number of the members of the Unitarian

an Educational Fallacy,

Included in this clearance sale
are: Children’s Coats, Children’s
Dresses, Corsets, House Dresses,

Tel. 228-).

Maurice

m

Absolute Safety, Unequalled Courtesy and Service,
Unsparing Labor and the
Square Deal to Every one. Rich or Poor, are the Vehicles on which we have so
rapidly speeded our Growth thus far, and on which we rely to bear us forward to
the set Goal.
Our Working Force now consists of 16 People

session

New York Garment

Mrs.

Oy

Camden business man, died last Thurs
day as the result of a paralytic stroke,
sustained that morning.
Dr West was
in partnership with George H Cleveland
here at the time of the great fire, under
the firm n.tme of Cleveland A West, and
will be well remembered by our older
people. Later he went to Belfast, where
he had long been settled as a successful
and skillful veternarian.
Dr. West was
prominent in Waldo county politics, having been a member of the Republican
State committee.
He was an energetic
worker and eloquent speaker.
He leaves
many friends in this section of the State
to mourn their loss

Suits, Coats, Dresses, Skirts,
accomplish

succeeded

The Camden Herald of Dec 2*Jth, says:
“Dr. W. L. West of Belfast, a former

OF

To

is

Roberts.

---

__—--

Prosperous New Year,

THE DAVIS SAMPLE SHOP
The Little Store with the Big Values
Phone 249-3
Next to Colonial Theatre.
High Street,

!

Good Times Bulletin No. 3
War tax has been lifted from sodas
and soft drinks.

TALK GOOD TIMES
THINK GOOD TIMES
HAVE GOOD TIMES

AT RUMANCE WEEK
Colonial Soon.

County!

_

Having served

honestly during

you

faithfully

the last eight vears

and
as

a

clerk in the Registry of Deeds, now as a
Republican caudidate lor the office of
Register I solicit your suppo.l. 1 promise
you the same unfailing and cordial interest and assistance in any work brought to
the office, which 1 have felt, and shown
far as I have been able, during my ser-

as

vice as clerk.

LOUISE ROYAL.

ROOM TO LET
With furnace beat and electric lighta.
JOHN F. ROGERS,
Inquire of
No. 18 Main Street
2*rl

For Sale
0

Small house with garage.
q lire at 29 Charles Street.

In*

PROGRESS SLOW
DURING THE YEAR

DOES NOTDAVETO
TIKE PHYSIC

Heavy Taxes. Chaotic Financial
Conditions and Minor Wars
Hamper Recovery in 1921.

WATCHFUL ETCS
the health of
•on and daughter and grandchildren. Grandma snows

if the Irish
her suit us.

HOPE GOMES NEAR ITS ENO

,•

••

-T’

■

Washington Conference
Limitation

By

Internal and External
100 years of Success

j

an extent which constitutes
the stability of the government, while the public s rvices, thougu
containing a reasonaole proportion of
men of good character and ability, are
now relatively inefficient, owing to lack
of inspections and tbe too rapid transfer
of control to officials who have not had
the necessary time for proper training.
The report recommends that Congrsss declsre null and void legislation enacted in
the islands diminishing tbe authority
granted to the Governoi- General under
the Jones act, and that in case of a deadlock between that official and the Philippine Senate in the confirmation of ap-

justice

to

,

|
j
j
(

|
}

j

menace to

|
|
|

pointments, the President of the United
States be authorized to render a final decision.
A BIG LOST LAKE IN NEVADA

geologic
During comparatively
time a great take flooded a nurnoer of the
Thia
Nevada.
northwestern
in
valleys
lake has now almost completely disappeared, but geologists have named it, in
its entirety, Lake Lahontan, in honor of
Baroo La Hontan, one of the early explorers of the headwaters of the Mississippi. At the time of its greatest expansion, according to the United States deological Survey, Department ot the Interior, this ancient lake covered 3,400 nines.
The deepest part of Lake Lahoutan,
which was 88d feet deep, >vas the site of
the present Pyramid Lake, one of its
remnants, so that its surface stood about
500 feet above the surface of Pyramid
Lake. The ancient lake had no outlet
except the one that led straight up, its
waters being dissipated entirely by evaprecent

oration.
A large area a few miles norht of Wiunemucca, Nev., is covered with sand duu.s
that were formed since Lake Lahontau
disappeared. These dunes are fully 75
feet thick, and their steep slopes are on
the east side, indicating that the whoie
vast field of sand is slowly traveling
The march of this sand is ireastward.
resistible, and its progress uaa necessitated a number of changes in the roads
in the southern part of Little Humboldt
Valley during recent years. In some
places in this region the lelsgrapn poies
have been buried so deep that they have
had to he spiiced in order to keep tne
wires above the cresta of the sand dunes.
The sand is of a light creamy-yellow
color and forms beautifully curved ridges
and waves that are covered with an artistic fretwork of wind ripples.

TRAFFIC CENSUS DISCLOSES SIZE
AND SPEED OF TRUCKS
How large is the average truck and
how fast does it travel? Thia question
and others of interest to truck owners
and uaers of the highways are answered
by information obtained in a recent traffic census taken by the Bureau of Public
Roada, United States Department of Agriculture on one of the most traveled
The census
highways in New England.
disclosed that 40 per cent of the trucks
were of 1 ton capacity or less; 33 per
cent between 1 and 2 1-2 tons; 5 per cent
between 2 1-2 and 5 tons, and that less
than 2 per cent of the trucks were of
more than 5 tons capacity
On a level stretch of road, over whicn
the speed of motor vehicles was timed, it
was found that mure truexa traveled at a
spaed of 20 miles an hour than at any
other rate.
Thirty-seven per cent traveled 20 miles an hour or faster.
One
truck, whqse driver said he was in a

hurry to get there, waa found
eling at a speed of 45 miles an

be travhour.

to

A Rockland woman, lately visiting in
Bouton. was greatly annoyed by a mouse
in the room, being "scairl to death of a
mouse,” as women are. When she arrived home and opened the trunk the
mouse popped out—which was carrying
tbajlhing too far. About 200 miles too
far.

Tbe Lewiston Sun reports, in connection with tbe announced campaign of tbe
tauaigration officers in this State against
people not legally in Maine, that about
ttiadividuala, mostly French Canadians,
have been departed from Lewiston in

the paat

year.
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delay,
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as
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from

relied on
Germain,

the
lot*

she sliowed signs of yielding to the
general
view.
Division of Upper
Silesia between Gertnauy and Poland
caused a lot of trouble. A plebiscite
was
held there in March, but both
sides asserted it was unfair and eariy
In May the region was invaded by

j
,

lieutenant of Ireland, failed of Its efOn May 2b the Sinn Feiners
feetburned the Dublin custom house, and
on June JO they re-electerl Eamouu de
Valera president of the "Irish repub-

son
to

io

Cuba to see what could be done
tinancial and economic con-
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Augusta aud it is underaiood on good au
thorny that James rvellcher, treasurer o'
the central Maine Power company, wilt
be Uie Oustneaa manager ot the concern.
Tne .Vdlum was at oue time, under Ihe
>jderailip of A K Titangdii, the leading Democratic puoncai o in the Estate,
but lor a year or two has ucen neutral 10
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estate

Estate of l'F.omaa W. Pitcher..ate of Belfast.
W eacott aid Hubert F Dunton

CieOMHit W

V J. ifc21.
k; punted executor* December
Estate of Frank A. (Jnahir.aa. au of M>atvine.
j .rneeA Clement appointed admmwtrat.»r dr Donta non December if. A D. 1921.
“*ra A.
m Pa.ermo.
1 t.
atEstate of
Martha Ai na itrvam appoint* a admimatratrir
i >-c ruber id. A. D 1921.

their respective
lbs *«tne *to be de-

and

and order

vi

of Cheater tv Cushman, lute of Mont*
as E. Bowier appointed ad min is uatur
Ij camber id A. D 192L
Deborah N Grant, tale of Frankstale of
fort.
E &xie M. opauiuinir appointed aumina*
iralrix December id. A. U 1921.
.ait

'state of Hufua r Lowell, late of M< ntie.
Petition of Belle J. Lowed, admimatra-

ni, it.

Applies-

petition.
required irern «a«a excuthe p«UUoo lor pr >uate

uetetminalion

vine.

innerit-

oi collateral

ance tax.

of Hufua F.
mu final
niiowane® p> Belle M.
-late

First

vn*,

late oi

Lowell,
Lowed,

Mont-

preset* tad

account

sooro.
A ;;arian i'r.co. tale of 1
Webster appointed aumicistrstrix
A.
U
1921.
December *d.
Estate oi Millard r* Black. iaie of ru>rmo.
Will S. Jones appointed administrator Deeem*

Estate of

for

Florence

ad minis uatnx.

ti. Bennett, late ot Bearsmont. de
WtH and petition for pr ims thereof
c*f d that, left ra of administration with lb
will annexed to laaue to -iiayuard M. Hr >wn or
sum*
other
suitable
the executor
person,
iiDtd in said will b vu g deceased.
Application presented by Irene ti. becneit, widow of
aid oa.wuci ti Bennett.
nmuei

ne

lien g

tbe executor named therein

said petition.
A; plication hat!
be required ir. m said executor is conttic petiiioa lor probate thereof.

tuieU iu

A.

of he Last, deceased.
tbereoi aid tbat
U tters testamentary issue to
Uia A. Mason,
»ne being the executrix named therein and
prtsenia said petition.
Application t* at uo
Moral be required fr.>m said eXecut/lX IS Codtamed in the peiilion lor probate thereof.
Haiti

u*.aoii,

aie

WiUaOii petition Iur proOate

!
;

iu. & dCfcsione, ,«ie of Unity, deceaaWin ai a ye it*on iur probate thereof ana
tetters usiametUery issue to Aroiine b.
named
executrix
;evens, she
being me
thereto and presents said petition
/-..pucati n in ii no bond oe required from said execucontained *t.
be petition lor probate
x

b

Mary

A

true

hereof.

c

Dated at Belfast, ir, said
ar.ii state ul Maine to.a uutb
A. D. 19:1.
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Waldo
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HAS. E. JOHNSON. KnisUf.
V\ \LL>0 SS
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KLLLUY HO* DEN.
uu>ik« ol *»iu Court.
Altttt;
copy of tbe original.
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Al holt, late of K ox, -:« c.eas*d.
Petition .pat Anna v* Abbott of Anox ur some
ether suitable person may be at pointed ad
mioiatrstor of aaui estate.
Application tuat
no bona he it quired from said administrator
>a contained in the petition for probate thereof. Petition presented by said Anna V» A.
Putt, widow oi «aiu Bumocr Abbott.

rial
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arias F Swift, late of
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K.ipbi M rae atuoin.ee executor December
D
1921.
A
lb.

:•

piesenla

no

t

said

therein

Decern bar 13

cate

termined accordingly.

erme O Leary, sale o
tieifast, dtceaaWill ana petition tor probate tuereol ami
le.lers lesiaujeutarv i»?ue to William t.

A

cutnx

ist-o.

O’Leary,
ai.4

tax.

Palate of i»f*<rge h fcrskice. isle of Morriii.
hyivia Hrskme, executrix, that tne
Judge of Probate may determine who are en-

at
that

Frank 1*.
K
A. D.

etttion ot

the eoi.
tti

hert I'. Ti er. late of
rank fort.
Tvler appointed executor lb camber
2921.
state of Jet me t arrow, late of RDfast.
Wvatt R. Cat row of Belfast appointed eteeutor December id. A. D. 1921.
Estate of Manr H. Smith, lata of I roapect
A mira F Ginn of I .mariaeotta ap.-ointdM ax<>f K

state

lets ©f
rnforth.
c» ^lateral

Grvertisw. guardian. ibat he may be hennaed
to sell ana convey at public or private saie
certain real e«>ate situated in North port beh > gi«g li aaitl, ward# and described in ea.d
] euuuo.

..

ii ti

-rnforth.

Iristkte of Vernal. Greemaw ana ii.-roid 11.
i '»■ titiuo of Dwiwni U.
Greemaw of Belfast

neoriall* L li* ckwiin. iaie oi beifaal.deA ll and petition Icr probat* laeraoi I
c
.iBtd.
and uiat triteis tesiammiMry ivui- lu Kusaen
heck with, he being ih~ rXeCOtuT named 1
£v

jr

(

M.

...

haiaie oi John h Vtrry, late of Montviiir.
drCtwwu. Ai 1 ana petition lor prooate ih«*rr•r una Uimi ieiiera kveiaineniaiy mu* to William A .Norton, at- bv.n* Uie «i cutot namao
herein and present® Maid petition.

aaid

Hattie

deceased.

see cauwe.

preamp*

>

tale of Jo»epn A. Baker, late of M nroe.
Petition of Abate
Lewis, formerly Aibie J.
bilker, * iow of said Joseph A Baker, t r an
ti
n
iwawse owe o
rtaoaf estate

nt*Hi for
to: owing EkiHilcr® iiavii g De**n p*
th*» action il.rrcui-iin tirrt-iMiier ini tested, it
it* h*ret>> ordered, nr.t notice thereof i»« given
•o fed person* 10 terra* *u by
eaumng a copy of
tuned once m wm iur
!hi® or !*f lo b* pi
three *•*•**» tiiccrwivoy h-fure lb<* uhoimi
Tuscit) oi Jacuar», A. U, 1^*2. m the Kj* »*p*»p*r
bb ican
urt**-, *
pubmmbed ai d
a* id County, that they
Mined at h« !••(. .■
n*i*» U'Uii to be held at
m ♦> appear at *
** i’t' bal* L'tfre® in aaio lieifaat on iflr rwuriO
I tfWM) ul WMUuary, A U. U4-2. a' ten u lock
ie turOKMin, ai
iflerrun 11 they
or nemd

.hereiu and

hstate of
horndiae

Petition ot Juan L i
administrator. fir determination of

vstates ncmnaiur named.
At a l ititmu*
for ibe l urty of
day ot Ueceiuner,

Estates1 Fre*man Ritchi*. iai» r.f y nros.
Vlarv K Ritchi at pointed executrix i -cemhar
13. A D. mu

of J< bn W-ird, tale of Belfast.
1 rat
priaented for allowance tty K »P«rt
troaiar.

•rate

Ward,

fir»

rMcetnraua

•'count

To ail rtrsons «*ttreated

>a

Strait J. trench, *at« of Stockton Springs,
£tate of Maine.
deceased. Will and petition lor prebate there*
to
issue
ot a. 0 tbat tellers teatauientary
Estate of Herbert U. Eetker. i»ie of S»**re«
eltcuuix
Am le u. ib mpsou, sne oen g me executrix
port. LiiJ.an ii. t krr appointed
nam«U tbeieia at-d presenls raid petition. Ap- ! December 13, A. b 1SI31,
plication tbat no b nu ne required inni said
Estate of Leonard t «ark, iatc of Winter port.
executrix is contained tn the petition iur pro*
Marta Clark appointed executrix December 13,
bate thereof.
A. D. 1#21.
Angie h G nature, .ate of oearapori, o»Estate of Olive E. Amu, iai* of Thorndike.
A
!l and petition lor pr<-nata thereof
C< aaeU.
Ci !tin appointed executor December 13,
ari
lid tbat ,etters testamentary issue to Naruy
d. mi.
P Merry man, aue neir-g tne executrix tihOuii » a.
thereto ana pit-sent# said petition
Applieslion that no bonu i>e required from said executrix is contained in toe petition for preoale
thereof.

1

ELLERY BOW DE>, iudW

A

Ai

true copy

iest;

lias.

JOHIWON,

L.

kt Ulster.

Children Jry
FOR FLETCHER S

CASTORIA

_

Collector s Notice of Sale (if Lands ot Non-Resident liners
Unpaid

leatau.entary issus lo Clement W.
Wescoll,
being tne executor named therein
and presents said petition
Application tbat
he may serve without giving surely or sureties on nia bond is con tamed »u the petition lor
probate tnereof.
ui tetters

taxes on land*

ai.ualeU

{^following
.tor«.«t.r“.r 021.

**"

ne

net

May

1221.

ot

taxea on

in

rea.

the

town

eatat.

committer
and uotice

oi

o:

said estate.

Aj pi

cation

that

required irom said aoruiniBiratur is containpetition tor probate ibereoi. Petition
pr« Rented by said Fastuet Erskioe Dutch, a
dieter and beir al>iaw ol said deceased.

remain

|

state oi Michael C. Stevens, iate ol JackFirst and hnal account presented lor
allowance by Henry M Btevena, administrator

son.

account

Frederica

L

presented

Paimer

and

for allowance by
Walter Bartlett,

executors.
1

Estate ol Ous B, Patterson. iaie ol SwanVi lie.
First and bnal account presented lor
ttiiowance by Duiu M. Patterson, executrix.
Estate ol Agnes Patterson, tale of Winterport, first and bnal account presented for
allowance by Charlotte A. obeehan, admim**
t r atnx.
rotate

ol

Worcester.
nc

cuuut

aco

lowance oy
tbe dials oi

Lift juana
t. Knowles, isle ol
fcittasecnuaeii*.
Jfjrsi sod dual
private eta mi presented lor albn “«i A. Lav is, auumiiatrator in

Maine.
Estate ol Aibertine b, bhaw,

frirat

and boat

mte oi Belfast,
account presenteu ior allow-

by Cbarlea K, Coombs, administrator.
Estate oi Sarah Cti*piee, late ol Belfast.
Firet and ftnai account presented ior alluwanca by brew Uiaptca, executor.
ance

.or

Hereby given mat

tot

u

toa

1. -ooro.
.e.d .own on me onto day td
.-aid taxee with mtereat •*
the town

BREWER, With. ALICE

01

w.

the North oy East coooi-cot Bay; East by East Peoobeeoi Bay .ooUtn
•“‘1 w*
by land oi G. W C. Dremei; W«t oy
H. L. Freeman and Prana Ladd.
.id

bout

Uea on

Buildings
scree, asj
LORD, EDNA id.
A lot oi land

and

thereon.

cottage tnereon,

a.

us***

Point.

A

|

CALDWELL, FRANCIS M.

Land bounded oo the North oy West Penobscot Buy; East by
land M Mary Cregar;
South by iand of L. E. Smith; West by land
of L. E. Smith. No. of acres, 'c and 4-5..

Estate of Della Ad. Lowe, iate of Bearsport.
First anti bnaJ account pr sented for allowance 1
by Adyron t Parker. auminiaLralor.
Estate of Alice W, Woodcock, late ol Bel* I DUDGE, HENRY M.
Lend hounded on tue North by isud of Annie
?Hat.
First anu linai account presented lor
A arren; East by Land of Annie A <*rrea;
allowance by HarlWt-ii L Woodcock, executor.
South by t/hariee Pierce; A e»t oy land of
Estate ol Jos« pt» Paltee, iate of Monroe.
Second

Uounly ot WaWo, Ur

This was formerly owned by B. C.
N- of acres. 4.
Serial.
MERRILL, LAURA A.
eis
CREGAK, MARY C.
Land bounded ou tne North oy land oi
Land ooundeu on th** North by A Penob- 1
Herbert; East by East Penobscot oay: o»-uth
Rued*
acot Bay; East oy land* of Mary Randielt I
by East Penobscot Bey; yveet oy Iown
ar^d lien A*Ten; oouta by land of Nathan I
N o of acres, 4.
Rendieloo; A r«t by laud of Francis M. Caid- 1
MITCHELL. ABBIE V.
well. No. ol acrea, a and f.
Oi iu*
A

t

i 'iate ol Abbie n Bimmona, *ate ol Belfast
h irat account presented lor allowance by Disc
A. Lori, ad min isir atnx.

rea.u.nt

co, ect.on

me

la

>ot of land at Dark harbor, it being
No. za. No of acrea. a and oh-lviU.

no bond

ed in tbe

non

Or

in tne

owner. ...

to

U. Ke.ley, iate of Bears* oft, deceased.
(bat James Kelley ol Belfast or some
other suitable person may be appumted ad'nm« o'ciocfc «. no.
ministrator ol aaia es ate
Application tost
no Pond be required ol eetd adminiatrato*. is
ATKINS. M. N. A E. ¥.
Land bounded uu the JNortn by laud of
contained in ihc petition 1 or probate ibereoi.
A : >ipn Rfalf; East by Town Ro-d; South oy
Petition pi'senieti by said James rvciiey, «
,n
f. Pendleton Estate; A *-at by iand ul A.
brother and ncir-at-taw ol said deceased.
E. RandletL No. oi acre#,
h .rrieite ad. Erskine. iate ol .be a report, deceased
Petition mat kaatnel Erskiue Dutch BAKSTOW. MBS M. P.
A tot ol ianual obipyard Point, it being lot
of Newtob, Adi Beach use its, or »o«ne other
bui table per sou cua> be appomted admimstraNo. Ob. No. of acrea, l end **-100.
illion

ui

oi l.ieaOoro,

unpaid,
a. u. •«drcient to ; .. t»*
a. much ol ib< .... ...... i.x...
charge, are not nreviou.iy paid.
oumea
arm chargee, will u acid without lurtner
amount due mereiol. .. c,doing int.reei
P
e
Min* being me p.aee wuere tae
ubuc auet on at ihe luwr, tia.i, in said town, (u
—
said town waa u«id> on me tirst alonday ol rebruary.
ceding annua, mwu meeting ol

on

P

MAINE

OF

STATE

George vv Burkett, isle of tfeifast, deceaaana petition for probate tnereof and
d. V.

vs ore

dltion* there, upsei by tbe collapse of
the sugar Doom. He remained on tbe
I Island for a long time and succeeded
lic.” Meanwhile the new government of in tiig mission to a onsiderabie exnorthern Irelaud was organized, with ; tent. On
Aprti 11 teiepbotie commuuiSir James Craig as premier, and on
catioii between the United States and
June 22 King George went across to
Cuiia was opened by an exchange of
open the Ulster parliament. De Valera
Presidents

Always

The rumor, which haa persisted in A se
terviiie Cor ine p*si two wrens, that
A atervhle &caueel had changed h ndi
wot conli rmeu through Associated P <*ms
e
report® in the Jojrnu of W ednesday.
ScnUnai i® now one ul the airing ot p'<olie.* lion* belonging to Guy P (uoncii o(

|

due

Mothers Know That
Genuine Castoria

GANNETT NOW' OWNS WATER
VILLX SHN1INEL.

|

money

For Infants and Children.

uoois, agricul lure,

roads,

—

j

to such

castiria

the p-*ople will
Control of

evervtning.

m

li'heries.
arc fiat b in*
and other departments
t.iHen over bv officials who assume that
they know more shout woat we need than
Maine baa purthe men on the ground.
uaaed two farm* lor experimental purpose* for Maine iarmers out noth are today controlled end directed tiy A ashmgton officials.
Up to the time that Trof.
Wooua left, no Maine uiao had a voice in
whet should be done and if any experiment ah attempted some whipper snapper from Washington would very likely
order it rooted o l because “not directed
It 11 high time lor
from neaoauarler*
the men of the biate to wske to the cerlainly that if this continue* we shall heme simply
toots under control of n -ii
who know ansoiuteiy nothing about conMaine partner.
dilionaor ureasot Maine.

1

■

he warns

when

avowed to conlinu

us is

ur

and defeated tbe Carlists in a .eai cutThe former emperor and empress
were Taken prisoner, as were a number
r <•
of prominent Hungarian nobles,
is
allies decreed t H < aries
Zif*
•
■>
exited, in >1 in November
were taken to Funchal, Madeira.
Russia's year was one *»f lighting*

Limited, OGliEliSBURG, N.V.

me

t

be dictated to

tle.

>

from FKFTT- A

chose

through,
his wife, Zita. 4w.uit hy airplane to
Hungary and raided u considerable
r.unitier of supporters who proclaimed
title en<’harii*i king.
Again t!'“
tente” prepared for miton, but lb-gent
Hortby ied his army .mt of Budapest,

box ol "F rmt-a uvea
•>»
X >w 1 am
them.

Frmt-a-l.ves

she

right

ts

the encroaching of special board*

connected with the naUoasi government
If
upon ughta belonging to the S'ate.

retaining

famine and efforts to resume remuoin
peoples
The soviet k,,v”
yt*«t o,»euea
with other ua lions.
decision.
; cepted the
were groaulng under the burden of
iviweied
own
against
held
its
ee**a
eminent
I
the
All through the .year
the
taxation and depression resulting from
revolts, which included risings of
the Turkiah tmtiona >ts *u
fought
the World war. As it drew to a dose
M mow,
'•**«
I'-tunr.
workingmen
Anatolia, with varying
and an invasion
they were atilt groaning but nad hopethe alileti powers held aloof. I >ugh acts under Antouov.
fully turned their eyes toward Wash ! offering loediutlon » huh Greece re- of the Ukraine by ivtlurn. which J*
ington. w here the i> preset.tatives of fused. In November i line* *. te a a time threatened to be >ucces»iuh
great powers were negotiating interbrought a terrlb»e
treaty with the Kerosiist g verr.ment Failure of the *rops
national agreements that would elimn>
eat
famine in the Volga region.
which aroused protests from
*•'eii
inate some of the causes of war, es*u» s
starve*! i«
Britain and led to dipiomai.c m -"nathousands
»d ministration,
pecially in the Far Fust, und limit tions.
rebel
the American
In the
the means of making war.
>,!uatn/n,
ti e
which took charge of
The United States formally made
success of this couiereiice and of oth- 1
could only parnaity check the «n -aster,
peace with the central powers, the
ers that might grow out of it lay for
’on^n the ri g
In seeking to brea*
treaty with Austria being signed Authe time helhg the hope of humanity.
it. 1 ne Moscow
25.
*
surrounding
with
August
of
isolation
that
Germany
24,
gust
Efforts to enforce the terms of the
♦■bed fr *m its
29.
August
governmeiu
with
gra»n*a
and the pact
Hungary
treaty of Versuiiles resulted In conIf sought tne
communistic principles.
In these treaties America rt served all
flicts among some of the new nations
le t
of foreign capital, and on August
aiy of
that whs given her by
aid,
created by that pact, und several of
9 It abandoned state ownership of ail
Versailles which the senate had rethe ohler nations were Involved In
but a few of the largest industries.
fused to ratify.
warfare.
Germany, working fast to
's_
:
Treai les were iua«ie with the Baltic
President Harding on J
world
recover her old position iu the
Great
states and with Turkey, and temptsued Informal invitations ti
the
of commerce, wets hampered by
concessions were heid
offers o
Britain,
France, Italy and Japan to
ing
disastrous decline a. ,the value of the
In a n»'table
send representatives to A ashington
out to other nations.
mark, mid her leaders protested conlimitation of
on October -I Premier
for a conference on
pronouncement
not
she
could
possibly
tinually that
and Far Fast i.ueslions.
armament
Lenin admitted the economic ueieat
pay the war indemni.y. Peace negotifrom all was already asof communism.
Acceptance
ations between the British government
in
d
sured by a process of "feeling out,
Oid King Peter of >. rma
and Sinn Fein were brought to u suc‘"ur days
and on August 11 the formal invitaBelgrade on August i.. *-'
cessful conclusion by which the Irish
was
tiona went out. China, Belgium, Hol- i later his sou Aiejnmdei
proFree ijlute was constituted.
land and Portugal being asked to parclaimed king of Jugo-KIavla. He was
the
ticipate In discussions involving
reluctant to leave Paris, however, and
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
Fnr Fast. The foremost statesmen of
it was not until November d that he
these nine powers were named as
h*s
went to Belgrade and a-sumed
The
hough
League of Nations,
delegates and on November 12 the tuo- ! crown.
Portugal .vas upset >>y aevfunctioning without the co-operation : mentous conference opened with Im- * oral revolutionary inoveuien s toward
of the L'ulted States, accomplished
Vinost immediateposing ceremony.
August I'd
the close of the year.
much during the y ear, chiefly through I ly
Hughes put forward
Secretary
on
and 1
its council, which met in Paris
r
reduction
America s
plan
tary coup and several cabinet meinFebruary hi and Immediately referred
limitation of naval armament, incluft- 1 hers, including Brenner it an jo., were
proposed amendments to the covenant ■ Ing a naval holiday for ten years, the
assassinated. A few days later a ph»t
President Wilson,
committee.
to a
scrapping of all shipbuilding pro- <.f the royalists was uncovered, and in
cerwho during January had withdrawn
grams. destruction of vessel* to a
November Carvalho Aicsqmia led a rethe American representatives from the I tain
point and the maintenance of
Because of these disorders ami
volt.
council of ambassadors and the repa- I the navies of America, Great Britain
of
the
spread ot bolshevism the powrations commission, on February hi
The plan
and Japan on a 5-5-3 basis.
ers began consideration of a plan for
sent to the league council a strong
the
delegates
was formally accepted by
intervention.
Spain had retails, also—
protest against the inclusion of the
of those nations mi Fiecember 15. and
Against
the tribesmen of Morocco.
island of Lap in territories subjected ! to the agreement were, added clauses
a wearying and
maintained
she
thfkn
to the mandate of Japan, and also ! for the
preservation of the status 'tic
And
expensive warfare for nv-uihs.
formally demanded for America a
of naval bases and fortification in the
while on the subject of rebellion, menvoice in the disposal of the former
western Pacific.
tion must be made of the revolt of
hue council in reGerman colonies,
of almost equal importance was me
the
Moplahs on the Malabar coast of
it
with
was not concerned
ply said
four-power pa.1 accepted by the con- India, wnieb caused tiie British govthe allocation of Yap to Japan ami
This was
ference on December 13.
ernmerd much annoyance and not a
invited the United States to lake part
cast In the form of a treaty by which
few .lives.
in discussions concerning the Turkish
Britain.
Great
the
United
Stales.
I here were communist ontureaKS iu
and African mandates. A month after
France and Japan agreed to uyi.Btuiu
i
Germany iu March, and on A gusi
look
tlie Republican administration
the
die
Bacitic,
Angm-Japjieace in
Mathias Erzberger, tiie German .statesoffice Secretary of Slate Hughes reitanese treaty being arrogated.
man who signed the treaty of Vererated Hr. Wilson's stand concerning 1
China offered some very difficult
assassinated, D-tor VVirtb,
w a
sailles,
in
and
general,
Yap and mandates
problems to the conference and ail the
Inter France and iitaiy indorsed Amerml
were
her
of
demands
delegates
signed with his cabinet on October zz.
icas position in the controversy over *
satisfied. The conferees, however, del
but was persuaded lo remain in cilice
the island, though Japan formally re
enter into an agreement to remove
!i; Nm'ctnand form a new ministry.
fused to give up tier mandate. Thereon
many of tlie foreign restrictions
her mere were riots in many German
after that dispute was the subject of
territorial
tlie
to
China and
res|>ect
long drawn-out negotiations between 1 and administrative integrity of the cities due to the high prices of food.
the United States ami Japan which
The chauvinistic element in Japan
oriental republic and preserve tlie open
led to a treaty by which the United
was active, esi-eciully after !he Washdoor for trade, and industry of .dl naStates was assured equal rights in
ington eon ter emit* opened, and on Notions. Direct negotiations between tlie
Yap and other islands mandated to Chinese and
vember J Premier llara was assassireJapanese' delegates
*
Japan.
nated. V; count TakahasBi succeeded
re lore
sulted
pan's agreeing
The council of ambassadors in Janu- 1
him.
The emiieror of Japan suffered
Shantung province to China upon re
a complete mental ami physical breasary gave Germany more time to in- 1
reiving payment for tlie railway.
arm, appointed a commission to pass
down some time iast year, and Crown
It was evident from the first that
on Austria's economic status, decided 1
Prince Hirohito was made regent on
the conference could not do much in
that Latvia and Esthonia should be 1
November
tie hail lately returned
the, matter of limitation of land armarecognized as sovereign states, and
frbro a tour of Eurofw
ments -o long us the situation .n centhen tixed the German reparations at
tral Europe remained so unsettled.
22(1.00<i,u0(J.vMi gold marks, payable in
Premier Brtaod was preseut to give
DOMESTIC AFFAIRS
annual installments, ami 12 i>er cent
voice to France's needs of protection
tax on exports during the period of
and fears of aggression by Gennaay
This reparations decision
During Uie early part of the year
payment.
and possibly by Uussia. IBs eloquent
created consternation in Germany and 1
i the country was preparing for the
so far convinced the conferspeech
Rerlin at once began efforts to per'change of administration on March 4.
!- ence that the other powers gave asPresident-elect" Harding resigned as
suade the United States to intervene
! surauce that France would never be
senator from Ohio oil January 9. ami
In her behalf. The Wilson administrashe
which
isolation’
left in tlie moral
the next day he asked that preparation made no response, but on April 1
feared.
tions tor an elaborate inauguration 'he
2 Secretary Hughes informed GerPresident iiarthug has clung to fircanceled, feeling that it would be inmany the United Sillies would not
idea that an association of naiious can
consistent wjth the urgent need for
countenance lier escaping full respon- 1
be formed which would do what the
economy, tin February 19 Mr. Harsibility for the war or getting out of I
.or.
and
cannot
do.
Nations
of
League
ding announced the upiMHutment of
paying to the iimil of iier ability. A
the
>ugNovember Jo lie put forward
Charles E. Hughes as ids secretary of
few days earlier. Berlin having failed
gestion of a continuing series of constate—a choke that met with general
to make the tirst payments, French
in
that
like
Washington,
ferences
approval—ami on succeeding days he
roups
occupied Duesseidorf. Duis- 1 which
the
in
result
might
presumably
his
cabinet
with
tltese
'‘he British ohburg and Uuhrnrt.
The i Completed
formation of the association.
names: Secretary of tile treasury, Anjeeted strongly to this independent
favor
idea was received with
everydrew VV
Melton: secretary of war.
ithdrew. it would
action ami Frame
] where, except that the French de- John W. Weeks;
be tedious to detail (tie negotiations
attorney general.
murred at the proposed inclusion of
|
over the reparations bill.
.Suffice it to
Harry M. Daugherty ; postmaster genGermany.
eral, Will H. Hays: seeretary of the
say that Germany. <*ith Doctor Wirtii i •_
as
chancellor, was compelled do acnavy, Edwin Denby ; secretary of the
FOREIGN AFFAIRS
interior. Albert it. Kali ; se«
ry of
cept the figures of 13fiMHi.U0U.UU0 gold
-e.
agriculture. Henry C. Wa<
marks finally decided on by the suDuring the iim six months of the I tary of commerce. Herb*
preme council, made the payments due ,
.1:
during the year but. ou December 14. year lire guerrilla warfare netween in- ssecretary of ;ah**r. Jab
*
British forces iu irelaud and the Irish
announced that the in major part of
unabated,
continued
with simple. dign*
the sums, due in the early part of
and
•'republicans
ilurders by the Sirin Feiuers and re- | President Wilso’
And since
•oiitiu1922 could not be raised.
ued illness, v
prisuis by the British were of almost
present.
many economists agreed that to drive
her inro absolute bankmritcv would
on. confirmed
daily occurrence. The Irish were espe- | The senate.
,ei* of other aie
the cabine
be disastrous to the rest of the world, I daily exasperated by the execution of
number of prisoners convicted of i pointiue
aimed on March
a
toward the close of the year there
was increasing mlk of arranging a
complicity in the tiiHug of soldiers. | 15.
< in tli
id rile j ear Lenerat
The appointment of Lord Talbot, lead- !
moratorium of two to three years for
-m
her.
France was the chief objector
ing British Unman Catholic, as lord j * 'rowtler w.
by i'resident Wilwneu

Philippine j

Islands das led Governor-General Woou
and his predecessor, Mr. Forbes, to tbe
conclusion, set forth in s report to President Harding, that the present general
status of the islands should be continued
until the peopie there have had time to
absorb and thorougnly master the pow
The people
era already in their hands.
are represented as happy, peaceful, and
in tbe main, prosperous and keenly ap
precialive of the benefits of American
rule, but not organized economically, nor,
from the staodpoint of national defense,
to maintain an independent government.
The government of the islands .s found
not to be reasonably free irom those underiying causes which result in the de
There is, acatruction of government.
cording to the two officials, a disquieting
lack of confidence in the administration

stopped

TaUeu”left no aiter-e.1 eelsau.i new X
do not have to use phy si.
Mrs. JOHN CAFivlrM.

PICKARD

States.

ENCE.

of

W.

as

bought one

and took
troubled any

all tlie civilized nations of the world.
But onuor wars, internal economic disturbances. chaotic hnunciai condition*
In Europe, widespread unemployment,
famine in Russia and other hindrances
made progress ui the right direction
slow, excepting, perhaps, in the United

AGAINST PHILIPPINE INDEPEND-

a

I

Mormaicy a as the si "gad
of ltbil. not only In America but in
Hack

D

A study of conditions in tbe

EDWARD

soon

1 would be Const.pu-

led and would have l’itos terrihlv.

orl’iles.

Ooetor's Prescription

This famous old anodyne has
>
equal for Coughs, Colds,
Sore Throat, Grippe, Cramps,
Colic, Chills, Strains. Cuts,
Burns and many other comFor more than
mon truuhles.
a
century generation after
generation has praised its
VorUu AU dealers. 25 andoOc.

but as

taking physic.

Important

ing's Administration and
tho Congress Have
Accomplished.

I

---

Mast

the

move;

Armament

Event—What President Hard-

I

_

an

Angrily

or

mobilized to trustraie tbe coup and the
allied council of ambassadors warned
Hungary that the restoration of
Hapaburg regime would not be tolerated. So Charles returned to Ins p ace
>f refuge in Switzerland. But be was
for on Octoiier -1 he and
rot

—

three years arid, of course, while
I took it every night my bowels w >■ *■1

over

*

state

i-whoH'*rtby refused to step aside.
Slovakia, .lugieSuiAn and Kuniunia

Ashkokij, Nw
I tried severai

|

Free

The Governor
agaiual

latter.
Charles, ex-emperor of Austria-Huno
"gam
gary. made two tuine efforts
the Hungarian throne, till March -• he
appeared In Hungary w ihoin forces
1 gent
it
and clauueii the crown,

"Fniit-a-lives Brougru
Complete Relief

•resafeguarding

HIS l-.XCtoL.XNCY IS RIGHT

\
treaty to this
Irish Free S'sta.
offset was ratified hy the British pirI liameiil and wbaiUtd to dull eirewnn.
rister waa Dot conawted. but *m
given th«* option of becoming « part

Annie A.rreu.

No of

acres,

DAVIS. ELLEN CATHERINE.
A lot ol iand at the Pairheid place, it ueing
iota No. 4 and 5.
No. of acrea, c and ;4-i00.

iot

No
.A
N

of

land

at

Naples,

Consisting

67 and 66.
Ot of land at Naples, consistii g of
loo, 1U7. 1UH, lit), 113, 116, in Range 4.

<*

MARJORIE R. MAYO a MARY R. WALLEN”
•t0*r
Laud bounded on the North by E. K.
"•
Last by iown Road; South by land of i
**
W
W
land
of
eal
burr.
T.
by
Burr;
acres. 4-6.
Buildings thereon.
ou tbe North by land
by Henry t>pratl; East by
noOscot Bay; South by laud now, or
owned oy Jesse Slimpson, West
Road. No of acres, 4.

Land bounded
ovaned

former*!
East *'•*
tormehf
Oj

-#a

EGERY. SARAH L.

SULLIVAN LIME LO.
Land bounded ou the North by land oi 1
Hsceuine and heirs oi J. A. Sprague, —»ut
b> land oi Mary U. Btgeiow; South oy ^eei
liarbor; Wse, by :>eai,iiarboi. No or uvfdL
lUlTLE. WILLARD B.
FREEMAN. H, L.
Land bounded oh the North by laud of
Land hounded oo tna North by Coomb* Cove
Foster; East by road leading to lot ol L- *’
aud land of C. E. Williams; East
by East
Heat; ooutn by land of Mary oasforu, iVe#t
Penobscot Ray and land of Alice W. Brewer;
by West Penobscot Bay, No. of acres, |*
South by Town Road; West by lands of WEBB. LEILA HOW ARD.
Frank Ladd and C. E Williams. No of
A iot of land at Giikey '* Harbor, it being ^
acres, iE
Building* luereon.
No 1X1. No. of acres, X and ill-100.
FREEMAN, HEIRS UF MARTHA A.
W HITTEN. ALEX.
Unii hounded on the North ny land ol Leon
Land bounded on the Norm by laud oi L*r*
W yman sou heirs of E. A. Wyman; Lwt bybour 4t c.readier, East oy Ryder • C*?**
T.-wn Road; couth by land of naira of E. A.
South by laud of Geo, Davenport; West l»X
A man. West by land of naira of E. A. WyTown kiomtL No of acres, g.
Build*#
man.
No. of acrea, 4- Budding* tnaraon.
thereon.
Land bounded on the North by bummer
street; Eaet by land of heira ol A S. Pendleton; bouth oy laud of neira of W. S. Pendleton; West oy Town Road. No. of acres,
1 <5.

Polish irregulars. Thinly veiled support
greetings oetween
Harding
was given them by the Warsaw
and Menocai.
gov- , on July 9 accepted the invitation of
Estate oi Laos M. Hatch, late of Belfast*
Premier Lloyd George to a conference i
ernment and also by the French aud
The United States Supreme court
First and nnai acrount presented lor aiiowthere succeeded s long series of tights I in London, and truce was announced. 1 rendered several notable derisions. On anew
GORHAM, or owner* unknown.
CONiOLlO, MARIE.
by Lilly K. Sukeforth. administratrix.
A lot of land.
No of acre*, i-16.
Land bounded on the North oy land oi
between them and Geromu volunteer Then began the series of negotiations
Landis
that
£atata
oi
William
31
held
late
of
it
Judge
January
Lobsaa,
Unity. HOUSTON dt OTIS, Heir* of.
I ism Z Clayton; East by East Perot**4*
|
forces.
that lasteu through the remainder ot
The entente cordtale of the
had no lawful right or power to pre* I First account presented ior an- wanes by
Land hounded on the North by land of AmaBsy; South by land formerly owned
A. Lot* on, administrator.
Offers and counter-offers !
George
allies was near to rupture, hut in June i the year.
riah
East
land
of
Walter
A Coombs;
Thibbetls h Clayton; West by l*oJ
Trim;
side over the trial of Victor Borge and
by
Estate ol John W. Turn at, late ol Faiermo,
South oy land of Caaaie M. heckatt; We*t by
British troops entered the territory I were made, and finally Britain prof* : other Socialists. On March 28 it ruled
marly owned by IhibfeelU 4t Clay ton. fib**"
Final account piesenled lor allowance by
center line.
No. ol acre*, a.
ings thereon
and began clearing out the Poles. Tbs i Vred Ireland full status as a dominion 1
that profits from sale of corporate Watson ts. Turner and Wended W. Tumor,
J. A. PENDLETON,
dispute was referred to the league within Ihe empire, to he known as the
'teeuiora.
J»u
I'uilNW ol Tun ut Um Tuwn ui UmMh*■>
IContinueu on Page Seven.|

Feeling Fine and Dandy?

Are You
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>"

or

«****»*’

10*

11.
4

prop^riy.

»»

t

**

**,?*?*1\
*V,'
t.

,r

a

*o

even

the Year.

During

and

local

started

employment

throughout the country.
The resulting relief was but part al.

for business itself was
eral depression.
the

one

worst

suffering
n<

race

s

in

the

the
the negro quarter
city ha 1 been burned and 3.T. person*
ded.
had been killed and many w
Labor trouble* of long st.i'.l £ n
was

quelled

*urWest Virgin!* culminated :r. an
rectionary movement by miners which
called forth a proclamation by the
President ordering them
iisperse.
*r.e reFederal tri» ps were sent
gion and the miners soon surrendered.
A commission, headed by tiers. Leonard Wood, was sent to the Philippine*.
It reported In November, re : .mending against immediate withdrawal of
is.
the United Sta-es from :h- is
iTered
Meantime General Wood was

and accepted the p«.st of govern, r genera!.
The American Legion, in sess. n at
Kansas City, elected Lieut. CoL Hanford Ma Nlder of Iowa Its natb nal
The re?
commander on November 1
Fo.-h of
g. n had as guests Marsha
France, General Diax. of Italy. Admiral Beatty of England and other
distinguished warriors. These same
visiters and many other eminent perr.s
participated, n Armistice Day.
Nov. 11. In the ereu. nv ..f the burial
of America's unknown soldier in the
Nation*
cemetery a; Arlington.
Under 'he budget law whh'h was
in
May Gen. Charles G.
«,

■

passed

Dawes was appointed dife*--or general
e and ins
nlget and
of the fed-ra
aids made notable progress in the way
f cutting down the expenses of the

putting
boots without so much as erasing tne
tar .sands that are obsolete ani unabEach iaw .a
serv ed—and unobservable
the
dea.gned to iimit the privileges or
o.
individual, to make him victim often
u

govern merit.

NATIONAL LEGISLATION

him
petty tyranny and take away from
.or
some of kis God-given right tc act
mself and in accordance with h.s coosc.eace and bei ef*.
multiws are necessary, but in the
tee of laws there is confusion, and when
to pisce
many f tneae are des.gned soieiy
and private bodies
in the hands of

was

great deal of egislati-n
the Hepu: .can
agres.during the lust two months f PresiThe
-'rat. .a.
Wilson's ad
dent
President vet-ed the bill to revive the
Not

a

passed by

_.

Id;

War

aice

<

-.n

rp.-ration

January

i.gr— pr< n.ptly repassed it.
<" was
*7 1
«>a Jan ;ar
approof prohibition.
priated for enforcement
The house decided, on January lb. that
Its
membership should not be In-

public

g

men

an

:

.gress
After much debate
creased.
a'
the i mlt >>f the regular it
Mr Wilson vet ed the
i 77. c' '1 men.
but tt w as pas-ed over a:s
measure
On February 2*3 the Preside:.-,
veto.

set
1

signed the Winslow hi', ru-.ik.ag

ad Peru agreed to na.ai iim.tation long
before the present conference at Washington. Now Cade comes again to the

i

front w.tii

a

pic

all the rest of the year it was busy
with the task of redeeming the pleds
of the Republican party, with what
must be left to individual
success
<
pass*-ju lgment. Among me first
okra
were emergency tariff ami
ti'-o a.-ts: a new army bid m”.granny down to lSo.UM.'; and the budget
On April 30 the senate a-i- pred
bill.
resolution declaring the war with
a
lertuany and Austria at an end : on
June 13 the house adopted a resol

project to e.ectnfy
Against severe Euro-

eer

a.I

her railroads.
pean competition

has awarded the
c.itraot to tne Westingaouse Internat. oai Co.
Chile produces minerals, agric.
oral products, livestock and lumber
Pier product of nitrates is known the
Covering an area of 290,000
wiridover.
of
sq.ire miles and having a population
a tout t,000,000, this electrification is oy
far the most important railroad electrifiand is the
cation undertaken in 1921
largest single order for electrification
equ:pm-nt ever received in this country.
Chile is a long, narrow country located
between the Andes Mountains and the
Pacific Ocean on tne west coast of South
It is more than double the
America.
average length of the Cnited States from
Canada to Mexico and varies from lO) to
250 miles in width, with a total railroad
K eage of 5200, of which about 30 per
Cent is privately owned, mainly for mining and industrial enterprises
!
recent
f Conditions that arose during
atthe
t.
forcefully
very
years brought
tention of the rairload management tne
necessity for electr ficatioa.more especially whxre traffic was rapidly approaching
tram capacity. In addition, fuel costs
were excessive, while the aimoat limitless water power was going te waste.
The initial contract of $7,1)00,000 provices for construction work and equipTh.s includes
ment on the first zone.
[11 miles of broad gauge ne from Valbar.so to Santiago and 23 m es from Las
ftfegas to Los Andes. Thirty-nine electric
of which
locomotives will ne req r >1,
she

tion of sim. ar purport, and the measure was finally pa-sod on July 1 and
signed the next day by President
Harding. Repeated -fforts to pass a I
soldiers' bonus bill came to naught,
but a soldiers relief bureau was create-' n August 2 and Col. C. R. Forbes
The house
was
made its director.
passed both a -si revision bill and a
tariff l.-tli bur the senate did not get
The tax measaround to the latter.
V.—tnr.
ure was ena- *e«l Into law
her 21.
Among other Important measures
passed were a bill t- exempt American
i
coastwise shipping from payment
Panama canal rolls; a bill for government reguiatl-m of -he packing indusdm) shipping b-anl
try; the
deficiency bill; the billion-dollar farm
exports credit bill: and various meas-f the
ures relating to enforcement

|

prohibition
forbidding

medicine.
of beer
The extra session can e to an end
and or Decern"er 3
»n November 23
congress met f-.r the regular session

to

be

equipped

SORE

THROAT

tonsilitis

or

gargle with

hoarseness,
warm

salt

water. Rub Vicks over
throat and cover with a
hot flannel cloth. Swallow slowly small pieces.

Great Britain's coal miners went on
strike on March 1 and f r nearly four
months the nation s industries were
The rail and transport
refused to go out and the
government would not yield to the
demands that the mines be nationalized. so the miners returned to work
on
June 2S without having gained

near

collapse.

workers

much.

SPORTS
It was a great year for sports.
In
all lines there was activity and pr -e
and
Internationa;
contests
perlty.
were numerous.

Organized baseball, which had suffr
the White s..g scandal,
rehabilitated itaelf by the appoint-

fered

of Judge Land;* as supreme arbiter.
T^e New y. rk Giants and the
New York Yankees w -n the National
and American league pennan's. respectively. and in the series for the
world championship the Giants were
victorious
The former members of
the Chicago White -S> g who were accused of conspiracy t> "throw the 1919
a
w-r
series'
were acquitted by

ment

Jury, though

by public opinion.

not

Jock Hutchinson of America
the British "pen golf championship in
June.
Tn this counrry the titles went
Wesrer:. ..mareur Charles
vs:
as f"i:
Evans Jr : national "pen, James M.
won

Barnes; western open. Walter Hagen;
national amateur, Jesse Guilford.
The feature in pugilism was the
at'le ; r t! » w.
1 s h avyweight
Jack
t'tle' between
r>emp~ey and
{ France "n July
Georges Carpent er
out
I
1
in the fourth round.
Benny Leonard
.t
the
against
R hie Mi' reil
January 14: Jack
Britton,
veiterweight champion. deTed I.ew
of England on Feb7
i:ir
and I'-te Herman, won the
bantam» eight title fr- m Joe Lynch on
...

Juiy 25.
Davis and Ji hnston, the American
tennis ream, won the Lea vis cup .n
New Zealand on January 1, and Tiiden won the international championship in Paris on June 4. and the
American
The
19.

championship

>n

September

Americans again w-n the
n September H by defeatleivis cap
ing the Japanese team.
The University "f Illinois w->n the
Western Conference track and field
National
and
'he
meet
Collegiate
Yale defeated
athletic meet in Jur:e.
Harvard in their annual boat race on
I
era
-f I
a «
T
June g4.
football
Western
Conference
the
hampionshlp tnd Harvard beat Yale
The East was give
m N-oember IP
for the Univer'...
Jolts in fc. tbs'
Princeton
sity of Chicago defeated
,d Centre college ..f Kent
ky beat

■

Harvard.
November 271 your g Take S' haefthe w.-rld's balk re 'hamplonr.e
g held t.v Wo -e H

von

er
:

WICKS
VapoRub

I

NOTICE

h

-22.

,.

Illinois; Jan.
•'.■
Booher of M
ney famous a-'-

s-esstnan

labor board

s*

were

me

1

-e

terminated

working agreements
cut averaging
on July l and a wage
effect. The railper cent was put into
they would ask
announced
ways lucer
farther

I

wage cuts.

The

membership

3. Annie Louise Cary one*
«
■! nna ; Af
a
t
J ; >
<>PP. actress, and B. E. Wallaie, pioneer
ctr< its man ; April 9. Archbishop Walsh
of Dublin. Sydney Fi«her Car.; !!sn
April

:»

and Ernesto Nathan, former
of Rome: April 11. Augusta
Victoria, former etnpre.is of Germany;
April 30. J,>iiii Robinson, noted m -js

mayor

owner.

Vassar; Jan
‘-ei Chicajp

ei*

Feb. 2, Cardinal F-var
archbishop
Ma ocmd. noted
of Milan, and La..
Kropotkin,
composer; Feb s prnihilist leader and P f. Bnrrett Wen
>
-lit on>
ieii -f Harvard Fe
a-;- or; i-'eli
a
Huneker. music ,-r
■

22. w. F. Mcii m'•rtuic national etairm
F. J. V. Skiff,
lire.Museum of Uhieauo.

tv...'
Fei 2a Dr
f the Field

r*.. —

r

ELL

is. Former S-, etary of the Inter! r
Franklin B. Lane; May 19 Edward D.
White, chief Justice of the Cnited
States Supreme court; May 29 Gen.
If. race Porter, war veteran and diplomat.

Jane 5. W. T. Crooks, note.] British
labor lender: June 7. Alvin T. Hert,
Republican leader of Kentucky, June 3,
Col. F. \V. Galbraltn. Jr., national commander of the American Legion
June
13. Gen. Jose Gomez, former president
of Cuba, and H. C. Ide. former guverm-r general of the Philippines
.tuna
15, Judge w. A. Blount of Florida,
{•resident of the American Bar association; June Id. William E. Mason,
from
congressman-at-large
Illinois;
June 22, L»r. Morris Jastr.-w, authority
• •n
Semitic literature, and Gen. C. H.
Taylor, editor of the Boston Globe;
June 2>. Charles J. Bonaparte >f Bal29
June
timore;
Lady
Randolph
<

The flour that actually costs the
least is the one that gives the greatest value for the price. In the splendid baking
qualities, purity, dependability and delicious
TELL, you'll

flavor of WILLIAM

(

HUMPHREYS’

Piles

or
Hemorrhoids,
Internal, Blind or
Breeding, Itching or Burning.
One application brings relief
at all druggists

External or

Scad Fr»« Scoipic of Oimtmmmi te

WILLIAM TELL. Judge it
We’ll
own test and taste.
take the risk for you, and guarantee
complete satisfaction.

Try

'hurehiil.

Tell

July 3. John F. Wallace, eminent engineer: July 10 Douglas Story auGi r
and journalist; July 12. Harry Hawker,
famous British aviator; July 15. Dr.
a
E. Stone, president of Purdue university; July 29. Robert E. Burge,
prominent Democrat of Chicago, and

your

Grocer—WILLIAM TELL

Yes, the price is down—about half what it
used

iries B. Cory, ornithologist; July 31.
Edgar Saitus. author.
H
A :g. 2. Enrico Caruso, the fa
;--ratio tenor; Aug. d. John G. Jend.
Wisconsin juris.; Aug. 11 William C. Hook, jurist, of Kansas; Aug.
12. Alexander Block, noted Russian

to

be when

everything

SWAN-WHITTEN COMPANY
DISTRIBUTORS Of’

poet; Aug. 13. Samuel P. Colt. lender in
i-r industry ; Aug. 17. King P-ter it
Dene-trios IP. illys,
Serbia; Aug. 19
Greek statesman; Aug. 23. Sir Sam
Hughes of Canada; Aug. 25, Peter
Cooper Hewitt* not-d American inventor. Aug. SI. Field Marshal Count von
Buelow. German war leader.
Sept. 2, Austin Dobsoa, English
poet; Sept. 11. Former Senator Georgs
1’ Wermore of Rhode Islanti; Sept. 15,
peer Strotmue. American author and
Sept. 21. >;r Ernest CasBrtnsh financier; S-; t. 23, Ki.gele.*t
Humperdinck German composer.
Oct. !. Former F-derai Judge peter
O

W L. COOK
License 377.

FOR SALE
A limited

De.
Id. Camille
Saens, noted French corapcser.

oniniirted suicide;
1:

DISASTERS
'l-1

tomad'>es and oonffagrn- ns
lives and vast
cost n. toy
property
-,-e1981. A four-mi ion-dollar
f
rire destroyed the business secti- n
The ArAthens c,a., on January 24.
mour grain elevator in Chicago, largest in the world, was wrecked by tire
and es; ’Sion on March 19. the !> «s
A thousand houses
let.'
n
were destroyed by flames
In T’ k
Manila
March and in April tire
4 ■»•»>
rendered 15.mk) h'Wneiess and
Fa

imed in Hak date.
Japan. T! e Southern states we-e
struck h’. a ton ado on April 1,5 lok)
On June 3 came
ng killed.
persons
the rerrilde floods *n eastern Colorado
in which hundreds lost rheir lives and
build:'

at

reduced

Farm for Sale
Four and one-half miles from the City
Belfast, on good main road and telephone and R. F. D. route. Farm consists
of 50 acres, cuts 18 tons of hay, 20 acres
in tillage, rest in wood and pasture, machine mowing, free from rocks, orchard,
nice place to keep nens
2 hen houses,
Buildings in good repair inside and out;
larle two-story house, 8 rooms and large
hallway all liniehei; water :a sink; bay
window, piazza and lightning rods on
building; houae saed and barn connected;
painted white; near graded school Poor
Address
health cause of selling.
of

|

Write for

t

ver

Hull. England, •« fcer

trip.

including

{

Forty-six

men

were

15

members of the
crew that was to bring the

i-

the ocean.
September 21 a great nitrate
plant at ippau. Oermany. blew up.
as wiped out. about l.flOO
The "own
persons .were killed and thouaandi
ves -e

across

Vere injured.
8 1W1 w*««r» itawansser Cslsm.)

City National Bank

SICK STOCK
BOOK on treatment of Horses, Cows,
Sheep, Dofs and other animals, sent
free.
Humphreys' Homeopathic V et•nnary Medicines, 156 William St* N. Y

They
Girla don't make fools of men.
oniy permit nature to take its course.

The annual meetinj of the stockholders of the City National Bank of Belfast
for the choice of directors and the transaction of any other business that may
legally come before them, will be held at
their banking rooms on Tuesday, January
10, 1922, at 10 o’clock a. m.
C. W. WESCOTT. President

Belfast, Dec. 8, 1921—4w50
“How did the stork come to be
ated with bnn^inj babies?”
“That’s easv.

of its bill.”

associ-

On account of the sue

Catalog HfiSttHSIlHlI

&Whitney

Kendall

Portland,Maine

FRAN'CELLO CONNOR,
Belfast, R F D. 3.
al
Tel. 28 31, Liberty line.

DrJ.C.Stephensori
DENIIST
VIYiOMC ItVIPLf.i ROOM 3
Telephone 223-3

Expert Kiano Tuning
and Repairing
LLOYD D. McKEEN,

j

BELFAST, MAINE.
Phone

12(5-4._

GRAY

41 tf

HAIR

Special Notice

Qmetrly restore* to it
jr^nulitoiorm»
few days wi til Jfiidredi&a
HiU? &.*-vIf, ia ars
a dye. it uio”ea dandruJ
nac<i:-a.

■j

^ ^

■lu-'r

mmense property damage was done,
-bin Ante I”. Tex., experienced a disastrous flood ”0 September 10.
nov
startling disasters
The fvsirred abroad. On August 24 the
nr llrlglhl# Zl:£. bu;"rf by the BrRfor the Cnired *>r:t res broke in

wh:
trial

Me.

MILTON B. HILLS,
Belfast, Maine

\ere

-s

Bridge St„ Belfast,

prices.

e

■

etc., suitable fo

fast and vicinity

railway system.
in. Sir Arthur P-n -- i. famous
•. dlsher of
England; Dec 11,
r.
-irl
f Halshury. former British
-J
gh chancellor; Dec. 12 H Clay
!v • s .f Tennessee, former conimis-r of pensions; Dec
15 CongressJ A. Elston of California. who

A. S. HEAL,

purposes. This lumber will be delivered in Bel-

Antoinette Blackwell, first woman
as a minister in rhe United
Nov. 13, C. II. Prior of St
p a
railway builder and Mrs. George
t. • ;• i’d; Nov 2'> Lawrence 0 Ear!,
a
painter Nov. 22. Christina
.\..-'oii. Countess de Casa Miranda.
er.ee
famous operatic soprano, and
Her.ry M. Hyndman, British socialist
Nov
27. Lieut. Col. C. W.
-r
I
M
sey. hero of the “lust bar a!N v. 23 Abdul Baha Abus, leadrhe Bahaists; Nov. 29,
Ivan
er
cmnfs.ser, and Lord Mount Steer.. creator of the Canadian' Pa- ifie

•

i

building

Be

i

You avoid the high cost of stock, the high
freight and the middle men’s profits, which brings
your monument down to the lowest possible price.
Call and see for yourself.

quantity of board

plank, 2x4,

•-.-•:.,ineil

>

Tel. 61-3

iritone.

a

Jam II. former king • .f Wurttemberg;
•
t. lg. Pl.o aider case Knox, senator
fro.n Pennsylvania; Oct. IS. I-udwig
L 21,
'll. former king of Bavar
Mnj. Gen. W. W, Wotherspo»>n, C. 3,
Masterson. writer
Oct. 2.".. “Bat
A.
irul ?. riaer nosed westerner: Oct. 2d,
II
:*y oyen, American novelist.
Nov. 3. I an Hanna, capitalist and
Nov. 5,
;-i.er, of Cleveland. O

FLO IT R

We take them from the ledge in the quarry,
cut, polish, finish, letter and place them on your
lot in the cemetery. One continuous process and
one small profit.

Licensed Embalmer
Kelfist, Maine.

WILLIAM TELL

Granite Monuments

Undertaker

:

of Belfast.
U6 William Street, New York.

high.

was

•

The

Romphnyc' Homi*o. H#dlctM Co mommy

find real economy,

by your

*•

March l. Nicholas I. .\l
>
neitro ; March 2. Cm.a-—
s
March : 1
Clark of Missouri
Burnham, eminent usrrotim.e-r

Wll

May 3. Hr. VV. R. Brooks, astronoMay 5. J. A S eioher. edr r Leslie's Weekly ; May 1 I. Alf Hyman, theatrical manager; May 1.7. Former Senator T. B. Catron of New Mexico
May
mer:

Charles

n*r.
22, "Cap' >
-I tn. 'kb John
lake front sipiatrer
.*. .-r: at. lands-npe
Francis Murph
H. Parkhursr
painter; Jan. 31
of Maine.

For

March 29. John
beloved American natural-

Mary M. Whit-

--

mmIn January the aatlonal

asstv
ference of state manufacturers
the open
eiatious pledged support for
the last lay of
shop movement. On
executives
that mouth the railway
g agreea’! ifk
asked that the national
be
abrogated; the rad road
ments

playwr.ght;

Burroughs,

...

COMPOIYD

the railway

■ clock p. tn., to elect directors for the
r*umg year and transact any other busPPSS 38 may legally come before the

t

former .Jermnn irnpefan. 3,
Ferdinand
rial
ehaa-*eHorv.
i.n-:n capitalist; Jai..
r
Schies..
<■
7. Janies
publisher of many
'.
Ja
Henry Reinhardt,
newspapers
art
.-oilector and
famous Amec;
Barto. profesdealer; Jan. 1'-*. Da
: e University of
ir
s.r of a<r- u
matin

Two strung tendencies in the world
J
labor marked the year in the fTnired
(>n« was toward a reduction
•Jra'es.
f wig s as a part of the “return to
••••
and the other was toward
n. rrm
»st:i' shment *f the open shop.
vere contested by orrh
Saturn v

brotherhoods appealed to Prescient
it
Wilson to prevent wage reduct-ons
c
order
By
interfere.
to
refuse*!
he

The annual meeting of the stockholdthe Searsport National Bank will
P*
F 38*d *t their banking rooms in SearsPr' 'ln Tiieahay, Jan. 10, 1022. at 2

R. BLOOGETT, Caafaaor

■■■

WITCH HAZEL OINTMENT

lowers.

Goer / 7 Million Jan IW Yearly

W

web-known
names of the
Just
ami women who passed away in
tc
d '... tn :--h space. A:..
t J21
found >y Death were
«h;ait.»
these Jam l. Dr. Theobald voa Bethmen

■

w

peei.ng.

NECROLOGY
the

LABOR AND INDUSTRIAL

tor wholly successfully.
ganized
I'he railway executives took the lead
bad many fol
a both moveman-s. but

trattan

statesman,

as

with Westingfcouse
contract inpaters. The fact that th.s
kludea only'he first ra road zone .nutates tee maghitude of the electr heat oa
bro.ect which Chile has undertaken.
■re

ne
amendment. in-Jo.ling
the manufacture and sale

■

consented to a further reduction of 10
per oent. The meat cutters repudiated
this and called a strike on Dec. 5.
There
were
many minor strikes,
most of them short lived.
Samuel
:
of
Gompers w ,s re-elect-,; pre*
the American Federation of
l.ati,r
which heid its convention In Denver
in Jane.

—

The South American republics of Ch..e

James Cardinal Gifhrii arrh si, p ,f
Baltimore; March 2S. Mrs. Ge,,rge M.
Ihillman. widow of the car builder.

ist.

in
...

'-■go: March 17. I>r. F W Gunsaulu*.
educator. lecturer and preacher, of
Chicago; March 19. Bert I,e*tf>n Taylor of the Chicago Tribune, most famom ■'column conductor”; March 24,

In th" packing Industry there was a
wage reduction in March and a strike
was
narrowly averted. In September
the large packing plants Installed the
th op representation system and In No-

t-M

able to the railroads <.T7"'»" <»> fr.
the govern::.ere g .a rah tee fun i.
o
u
Prescient Hat
in extra session on April 11 and nearly

Pioneer in South America

recognized.

was

gen-

a

history of the country broke >ut In
Be' re It
Tulsa. Okla., on May 31.

--

the right to administer he ail airs
to
le individual who should be made
1004 out for himself, then their elfect
in
ociv can be to weak n the race and
of ndiug about sue. a restraint
v .: ta
f;.. r an upr.s.ng
nerties as w.i ca
to put an end to much of it and anow the
when
return of the days of competition
bra ns and brawn counted most and w .en
u: tue regu.itioa
was called by .'.s right
name—meddlesomeness.

-»

movements

Wkat ever may be the matter with aim,
or socially, there
or
to be some board or bureau
;J sure
is to tahe his
commission whose duty it
him of
trouble* off his shoulders, relieve
and
h s •womes and kxneiicentiy to adopt
him.
trouble he
1 the old days if he got into
for *uch
bad to light hi* way out sa'-e
h->p as * few neighbors and friends might
arm of govl se n.m; he had no strong
---.ment to fail back upon supineiy.
And it was in the hard fight against
American*
barter circumstance* that the
mini and
waxed sturdy and oaken in
his
It was a man’s duty to battle
bouv
and not, on enwav through the world
to fall into a swoon
cc- itering adversity,
government stretcher13,i allow the
him up.
bearers to come along and pick
of the strong
It was considered the duty
days, to
as :■ ;.viiduals, m those far-gone
ec- the weak and they did it, figntiag
was not con
for ’hem if need be, but it
so.
dered the lu’.y of a bureau to Jo
mi.re comIt may be -a.d that u.e is
than ever
plex in these modern times
But what has made
Surely »o
oel .re
u? Our getting away from the
worth
valu.ag of tne individual at his
to
and mventiDg mac merv and devices
make him believe he ani all things
around him are complex and be hiuise.f
iacipabie of solving iife’s problem* without tne aid of institutions and oureaus
and comm ssions and wnatnotAnl every petty State legislature,
e’-erv
Congress, every town council
new laws on the
:es on

a

MEDICIN'B CO. PortUnd. Mi

reau

cnysically. economically

Chile

shop principle

leged violation of the corrupt practices act »as set aside on May Z "he
Od June 30 Wilart being held void.
liam Howard Taft was app- inted chief
Justice and was sworn In on Octobe 3.
The
unemployment situation became so bad during the summer that
President Harding called a conferee e
of experts on the subject. It began its
sessions on September 26 and. aft'r a
long study, established a central bu-

for it, sod per3 they bad to fight
bad to fight for L
rbecause they
the era of individual liberty
-s'.
the time of the
,nd It persisted until
War, after which government by
v
to supplant
commission began graduslly
form upon which the
the broadly tolerant
amtion had been built.
has
The last twenty years especially
in our governof
paternalism
a
rise
^
the individual is being
or- nt during which
resources.
*f* ess and less upon his own

of
of

L. r

[Continu'd from P»ge Six.|
Stale* and bond* *nd capital a-—T
On April 11 t
are taxable as Income.
f
refused to review the convicti -ns
Haywood and 79 other I. W W. members. The conviction of Senator >'-wberry of Michigan and others for al-

snd
turtle.
cime to Americi
„r r.srdy forefatheri
had it more
,,i'ca ot liberty sod they
of people* on this
y than soy set
since,
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even,
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American
.,
systems, or the individual
as an
uk,e year 5)22 will be at spineless
miti,-rm and have about as much
resourcefulness is the slow-
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a multiplicity
We are overburdened by
commission* and
committees,
bv
jws
0f
The Americsn peoj-nersl bureaucracy.
their free,30 long have boasted of
tearing
to
hive
will
begin
j-m. some day
»nd abolish*
some of their statutes
few thousand commission boards,
s
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that a strike should tie called on Ort«e
her 30. but nine allied unions refused
to support such a strike, and on announcement by the hoard that It would
not consider wage cut requests until
all working rule questions had been
decided the strike order was canceled,
in Ite- -nr-er 1 the ( ,ir*I rnsfltuted
the working rules so that the open

*

■

.Ur*

|

of Hi* brotherhood* derided by vofP

r *iJ coots

by

We wish to tnfor a the public that we
doini buiiness all tbe tim; an I if yarn

^

are

1

\hu

ia 5 \r.
.iaainie nai-ia
Atiucur
lac jUMt**. Lotuae Co.

wish to buy or sell real estate of any kind
we would be pi eased to talk with you.
E. A. STROUT Farm A.teocy

WANTED
We Guarantee $36
per week full time, or 75c

an

hour spare

time, selling guaranteed Hosiery. Agents
making $75 00 to $125 00 a week. Good j
hosiery is an absolute necessity, you can
seii it easily.
Our fall line ready at pre j
war prices.
EAGLE HOSIEY MILLS.
10w48$
Darby, Pa.
1

fine home for sale

|

Two atory, modern frame house. 8 rooms.
City water, 1 4 acre of land. Situated on
Northport avenue, 1 3-4 mile from post
office.
Excellent summer or year rouad j
MAURICE W LORD
dwelling.
j
5tf
Hay ford Block. Belfast, Me.
»___;

YOUNG WOMEN WANTED
Wm. Smowlton & Sons, Mfrs., want I
girls to learn to sew and trim ladies and j
children’s hats at their plant in West Up- j
Good pay and excellent opton. Mass.
portunity for ambitious girls. Ideal living condition*. Transportation advanced, j
For further information communicate at,
once with Max H. Golden, 102
44tf
St, Portland, Me.

Exchange]

ROY C. FIBH, Local Maaa«er,
Riom 2, Od i Fellow*’ Block, Belfast, Me.

A middle aaed woman in amall farm
Would like
home two miles from town.
Hood cook and kindness to children of 4
For particulars apply to
and 7 years.
H. G. TIBBETTS.
tf51

Registration
APPLICATIONS,

ALGOLA PILLS

Regulate the Stomach, Liver and Bowels.
Relieve
?or Conaopatiun.
Make. Furfe Blood.
Gas, Indigestion, Biliousness, Sick Headache.
Duane
At
)c.
25c.
I
druggists.
them.
Try
Pltormacal Co., so!- proprietor, P. O. Box
w
see
Sc
York,
Hall
Station,
HOT, City
signature on each box.

License and

1922 Auto

must

be sworn to

MAURICE W. LORD
Justice of the Peacat

Notary Public.

Belfast, Mates

Hayf .rd Stock,

tft*

!

STORMY WEATHER
cii-lla, ffltwi
pnsaiBOsiii.
| oagkct * cab
hare* jar af

>

Dr. Hester Brown
OSTEOFATHIC PRYolCIAH
30

ffitjh Street.

lei.

320
colds and pneumonia.
Don’t nano ana
unset the stomach with internal mmbat
sdiea.
simply apply MISTQl. at
oifht and year cold «i he gam in the

Subscribe today fbr The

Republican

Journal

manias. It’s inexpensive.

I

THE PROGRESSIVE STORE

The Dividend
Pays the Bills-

C B Corsets

Modart Corsets

it is our purpose to add several new items to our stocky
Items that we have never carried before for the want of
and which we feel
space. Some of these we are already receiving
about.
are really worth telling you

THIS

year

LINENS

CRETONNES

lood linens, you know, have been high We have added several NEW pieces of
They are somewhat pretty Cretonnes in very desirable patnd hard
heaper and of a better quality of late, terns for Aprons, Coverings, Draperies,
These goods are a full yard in width
ut the indications are that they cannot etc.
at
in
further
and are priced at 29c and 35c per yard.
price
>e expected to drop
his time.

of Central Maine
Company 7% Preferred Stock
went out on the first day of the new year to
the Company’s more than 7,000 stockholders.

KIMONO APRONS

BROWN ART LINENS

For more than 18 years these dividends
have been going out with unfailing regularity-at first semi-annually, now and for many

tfot for years have we been able to show We have found a wonderful line of KimoArt Linens no Aprons made up in the most attractive
rou a better quality of Brown
all art work, styles that we have ever seen and very
:pr Runners, Centers and
shelves
today at reasonably priced. These aprons take the
han we have on our
place of a house dress in most instances.
>rices that seem reasonable for such
ties. Widths: 18, 20, 22 and 36 inch.

years,

WHITE LINENS

quarterly.

The present sound financial

qual-1

i

Company gives all

customers and for every other resident of the
State of Maine, no security compares, we feel

in its multitude of

advantages with
Central Maine Power Company 7% Preferred
sure,

Stock.

TERMS CASH

grip
is ill with
Mrs. Livona Williams
street.
View
in
Bay
home
1 her
is
N J
Edgar Fuller of Brunswick,
Porter.
George
Mrs.
le guest of Mr. and

!

tween

een

Lester Berry had the misfortune
reak his right arm while cranking
utomobile recently.

Mrs. L H. Havener and daughter Mary
with
eturned Thursday from a visit
elatives in Bucksport
Mrs. Scott Downs is very ill with pneuMrs.
aonia at the home of her daughter,
B. Darling, in Belfast.

iJortheni Paper Co.
lame

and sailed for the

port Thursday.

Harold Cook of New York ism town
and
(pending a few days with Mrs. Cook
Her
Capt. and Mrs. N. F. Gilkey.

parents,

Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Arey and Randal
Arey spent Christmas day as tne guests
jf Mr. and Mrs. George Fletcher in Stock
Lon Springs.

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur T. Shute.
Mrs. Annie Verrill and her

While Mrs.

road in park.

returned

Gilmore was working near a hot stove,
her clothing caught fire and before she
cou.d succeed in putting it out, her small
son, who was handling a can of kerosene,
dropped the can, the contents spattering
on Mrs. Gilmore.
The flames spread instantly, and she was very badly burned

to
an

Steamer Ripogenus arrived from Norolk Tuesday with coal for the Great

Owen Shute returned from BangdT and
his brother Shirley returned from Monroe
in season for Christmas with their parents

practical

A sad accident occurred on Christmas
morning at the home of Charles Gilmore,
I on the Island

Bucksport.

a

tie.

Havener, postmistress, has
relatives
spending a few days with

Mrs. L. H.
i

as a
housekeeper, and returned
from the Eastern Maine General hospital
with Mrs JMorrison on Tuesday.

lively competition berival teams of girl solicitors from
in

about the
she

body and

At last

arms.

to

Belfast

Friday

son

Edward

after

a

brief

Mrs. Jennie M. Bragg closed her home
today and left for Bangor for a brief visit
with her cousin, Mrs. J. O. VV hittemore,
before going to Brookliue for the remain-

Christmas at the home of

his daughter,
Mrs. living R. Sawyer, who is slowly recovering from a serious illness.

wedding took place on Christmas
night, wheD Miss Esther Evans and AuMr. and Mrs. Fred Hendnck arrived
gu tus L. Walker were united in marriage from brewer
early last week for a short
at the home of the groom's mother. Prosvisit at the home of Mrs. Hendrick’s
Elder Perley Andrews oflipect street.
mother, Mrs. Marian Mernthew, whose
| ciated in his usual pleasing manner, after health tias been uncertain for
many weeks.
was
served,
which a wedding supper
Mrs Alice Killarney returned to boston
i The wedding cake had been made and
Dec. 27lh alter spending the holiday with
| presented to the young couple by the
of the her small daughter, Helen Joan, who is
I eighty one year old grandmother
cared for by Mrs. J. Stanley Ward! groom, Mrs. Lucy J. Wallace, who re- being
the
mother having employment.
well,
sides with her daughter on Prospect
A

Mrs. A. B. Pendleton is making a good
recovery from a surgical operation per- j
formed at the Tapley Hospital in Belfast I
Saturday, Dec. 24.

M. J. Goodere is back

The bride is the daughter of Mr.
The
and Mrs Edward Evans of Monroe
; groom is the son of Mrs. Blanche E.
will
teach
the
Miss Miriam Whittier
Walker, formerly of Swanville.
winter term of school at the Kills district
Mrs. Frank C. Whitcomb entertained
her
duties
in North Stockton, beginning
the members of the Woman’s Club on
Jan. 2nd.
street.

railroad-station alter
carbuucies.

on

the job

at

the

Me Maun.

tis.

poor fooling.

Alfreds. Trundy, Mrs. G. Renfrew Wilson, Mrs. I. H. Havener, Mrs. Melvin B.

Thompson, Mrs. Sidney M. Webber,
Mrs.
Donald
Edson
Fletcher,
was the recent guest of bis brother-inVaughan, Mrs. Harold LeMay,
law, Roacoe Arey of this town. Mr. James H. Duncan, Miss Florence
Gould ia on a business trip east and will corJ, Miss Lillian G. Runnel), Miss
visit relatives in Bar Harbor before re- riet Roulstone.
turning to bis home in Oregon. This is
hia first visit east in 19 years.
A.

Warren

Gould

of

Portland, Ore.,

j

The echoolsof the town opened Monday
The high school principal, ban

morning.

Mrs.

S. Grant returned

W.

ing

Mrs.

York

Har-

general store

at our

postoffice, always courteous

and

Lewis F. Clifford is laid up

with a car-

buncle on his neck, under treatment by
v
Dr. C. E. Britto.

Inion Hall Monday
iam winning from
Vance Wells returned to the University
and later in the
of Maine on Monday afternoon, after a
enjoyed a dance in
visit of several days in town.
i music by Hank’s
Richard Goodere, who is receiving vocational training in Bangor, came home
i Buck entertained
last week for a short visit.

Kvities
oa

Mrs. C. W. Leach is in Casline with her
Reservoir Street. Those
Mr. and Mrs. Silae Buck daughter, Mias Una Leach, a surgical patient at the C astine hospital.
Mias Ruth Smith returned to Bangor
Monday afternoon to resume her studies
lie of the Red Cross at the high school, after passing the
|Mtted <26. Christmas recess in town.
afthiatoom.

I

in

Bangor

a

the Appiin building on the
years, returned to her

home near the Mill bridge a fortnight ago,
where she is closing out the stock. Frank
has recently put in
goods at the W bite building.

from a business trip to Bangor.

Camden.
ended with a

in

Cape tor several

Thursday night ] Ducetle

Mrs. Willard Harding and her daughter
Justina returned Saturday from a visit in

alter pass-

Mrs. Nellie Colaon who has conducted

STOCKTON SPRINGS
A. M. Ames returned

Friday

making a trip which included New
and Phiiaoeipnia.

_

Tue services of our genial mail carrier,
Charias Rogers, have been greatly appreciated all along the route, both during
the holidays and at ail other times.
We
also have a very efficient corps of clerks

last

his vacation at hla home

and

Col-

j

a

down

the local live

in

Denslow hall.

somewhat out classed,

T. D. BILL

as

Patten,

played
Although

the score of

19

to 5 in favor of the home team wouid suggest, the game was especially clean and

IS COMING

fast, with Mr. Patten as referee. As a
drawing card for paid entertainment,
basket ball appears to be very much of a
failure in this village, but those present
witnessed a fine game.

Treat of

Friends of Rev. Arthur A. Blair, for
some time minister of the local Univeraalist church, will be interested to learn that
■ t a union service in the Baptist church
of Livermore Falls on a recent Sunday
evening, Mr. Blair delivered a sermon on
The Golden Rule in Industry which attracted more than passing notice by its
forceful appeal.

Watch For Him

The officers of Penobacot Encampment,
L O. O. F., were installed last Tuesday
evening by Wintield S. Richards, D D.
G. P. and John Johnson, D. G J. W of
Camden, assisted by M. C. .Vlurch, D. G.
H. P., I. T. Clough, D. G. S. W
M. W.
Lord, D. G- Scribe, and O. J. I'ickey, D*
G. Sen. A hot lunch was served in the

Good 1 imes bulletin .No. 4

banquet hail at .he close of the exercisesThe newly elected officers a re Benjamin
L. Robertson, Chief Patriarch; Harry C.

Babson says: “The country is returnto normalcy; manufacturers are
securing 50 percent more advance
orders ttian a year ago.

ing

TALK GOOD TIMES
THINK GOOD TIMES

Junior Warden.
BELFAST

HAVE GOOD TIMES

AT ROMANCE WEEK

CLRRENT

PRICE

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.

Colonial boon.

market. PAID PRODUCER
$25 00
Apples, bush (1 00 Hay,
6 Lamb,
20
Beans, pea,
9
20
Mutton,
Beans, y. e.,
60
45a
90tol
00
Butter,
Potatoes,
24 Hound Hog,
12
Cheese,
35
Chicken,
Straw, 15 00a20 00
Produce

Turkey,
Veal,
Wood, hard,
Wood, soft,

35
50
35
32

Duck,
Eggs,
howl,
Geese,
RETAIL PRICE

Young

govwrite for

positions, $130 monthly,
positions now open. R. TERRY, (forCivii Service examiner) JC6 Continental
Bldg., Washington. D. C.

The subscriber
GUARDIAN’S NOTICE.
hereby gives notice that he has been duly

in the county of Waldo, and given bonds as
Ail persons having demanda
the law directs.
against the estate of said Emma O. Wood
are desired to (.resent the -ame tor settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately.

I

*

I wish to announce that I shall
be a
candidate for the Republican nomination as Register of Deeds in the
June primaries.

EVANS,

UNCLAIMED DEPOSITS

IN THE KELFAST SAVINGS
BANK. BELFAST. MAINE

T.

>>

b.li.IfI“rebT

,b°VB

t

or

Ue^rer XZu*"''™1’

,“™ ^

Data of last

Amount

„*s,sjssr msssss

JSS.VS&.

tn,,t the

- *»» «•*•. «•»
r/*"*
de“hk " known"1
deposit,
withdrawn any pett

nof

win

pnaitor in .he Helfaat Sarlnn BanT
thereof, or anv part of the dividends thereon f
preceding November 1. 1921. and i. no. known'™ .1.

appointed guardian of the estate of
EMMA D. WOOD, of Burnham,

2 20
62
Oats,
Oat Meal,
5
9
Onions,
Oil, kerhsene, 20a21
8
Pollock^
19
Pork,
30 j Rye ipeal,
7
Cranberries,
Clover seed,
1 b5
7
1# 00al3 50 Sugar,
Flour,
H. G. seed.
Salt, T. 1., bus. 1 25
18 Sweet potatoes,
»
8
Lard,

L'-k"“*"

“

tru*

“wording

FULLER C.
_

*»*»*
<o my

«•

be., knowledge and

WENTWORTH.

Treaaurer

JAMES E. WOOD

vSjjorts,

Burnham, Me., Dec. 13. Itf21

Second-Hand Sleigh

BORN

FOR SALE.

In Belfast. Jan. 2, to Mr. and
MARR.
Mrs. Henry Andrew Marr, a daughter,
Marie Evelyn.

J.Austin Me Keen, Belfast

’;

MARRIED.
MORARITY-TAYLOR. In Belfast, Dec.
26, by Rev. William Vaughan, Harold V.
Morarity of Hermon and Sara Taylor of
Waldo.

DIED.

ADV'EK ITSEMEN

To the Voters of Waldo Countv:

17, desiring

mer

Lime,

HERRICK. In Brooks, Dec. 26, Frank
Herrick. Burial in Rockland.
In Rockland, Dec. 27, infant
ROSE
son of Mr. and Mrs. Charlea A. Rose, Jr.
Wood. In Prospect, Dec. 28, Sylvanua
In writing of the Christmaa exerciaea at
Wood, aged 84 years, 8 months.
the Congregational church on Sunday1
In Belfast, Dec. 31, ElWESTOVER.
evening, a program waa not at hand, mer P., son of James E. and Lizzie Philwhereby omissions occurred in the case i lips Westover, aged two months.

over

ernment
free list

26a32
16al8
11 00
8 00

In Searaport, Dec.
WALKER-EVANS
25, by Elder Perley Andrews, Augustus
L. Walker of Searaport and Miss Esther
Evans of Monroe.

men, Women,

POLITICAL

_

_EDWARD

WANTED;

RETAIL MARKET

j

Beef, corned, 30a32
Butter salt,
18a32
75
Corn,
75
Cracked corn.
"5
Corn meal,
35
Cheese,
Cotton seed,
2 65

stock ol

Portland arrived
Wednesday for a brief visit at the home
of his father, Alvah C. Treat, leaving
Thursday afternoon for Bangor where he
wag due to lecture before a ciaas in the
National School of Accountancy.
Crawford

came

from the Carmel

charge of Supt.
Friday* night and

in

Snow, High Priest. Arthur A. Hamilton,
Senior Warden; Samuel Adams, Scribe;
the Cape Albra J. Clary, Financial Scribe; Ralph
H. Howes Treasurer; William L. Cook,
by C. (J.

relieving mm, has gone baca to
station, temporarily beid down

present

The basket ball team

experience with
H. H. Halt, who has been
an

Monday,
It is current report that Mrs. Charles
Friday afternoon at her home in Bay
Miaa Sally Dow arrived recently from
who was badly burned on ChristGamore,
a
The meeting was
View street.
particBoston to spend the holidays with her
mas morning by her skirts catching at an
one and most of the memularly
pleasant
mother and sister, Mrs. Cora Dow and
bers were present.
At 5 o’clock delicious open fireplace, is improving alter a most
Miaa Kathryn Dow.
refreshment* of sandwiches, cake, Ru«- painlut experience, although still sutler
Melvin B. Thompson has returned to
sian tea and fancy crackers were served tng keenly.
j
Boston after spending Christmas with |
Horsemen irem the village,nortb Stockby the hostess, assisted by her daaghter, j
Mrs. Thompson at the home of her parMiss Orilla Whitcomb, and Mrs. S. M.
Prospect and bucksport, attended by
ton,
ents, Capt. and Mrs. A. B Pendleton.
Webber, after which the subject of es. ] enthusiasts in cars, assembled at Halt
Letters have been received from Mrs.
tablish.ng a district nurse in town was j Moon pond*on Sunday, but touud the
E. D. P. Nickels announcing her safe ardiscussed at length and preliminary plans i sport somewhat unsatisfactory on account
rival in Marshfield, Ore., where she will
were made.
included Mrs. ot the
Those

spend the remainder ot the winter with
her brothers, Everett and Willia n Cur

organ soli by Miss Joy Renouf who is a
promising piano pupil of Prof. Frederick

high school

Peter Anderson returned last week to
his home in Perth, N. ts., after spending

has several children.

of recitations by Amy Leach, Vaimour
Bennett and Ethan Partridge. Also an

R. Sweetser of Searsport.

ac-

w^suffering

Company

Augusta. Maine

visit with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. S
Moulton, and her daughter, Alice Verrill.

der of the winter.

She is
greatly
the wife of Charles Gilmore of Park, and

counts

Central Maine Power

W. H. Morrison has secured Miss Marie
Coose

Much

the two churches resuited

POWER C9

Belfast, Maine

64.
Merchants, $11.01; Campfire Girls
and members of the M. E. Sunday school,
! $15.63.
Much credit is due Rev. N. F.

Atwood.

The Price is $107.50 a share,
the yield is 6 l-2% net.

CENTRAL MAINE

H. H. COOMBS COMPANY,
SEARSPORT

assurance

Many stockholders have bought just enough
stock to pay their light bills. Others have
bought vastly more-enough to pay all their
bills. For small investors or for large, for

CQRSETS

High Street,

position of the

that these dividends should continue with the same regularity as far into the future as the mind of man
can be projected.

JUTE

j Signet Jute tor Bags, Rugs, Dolls, Hats,
in Handkerchief Linen. We
value
Special
| etc., is still finding ready sales. Wre are
us in this parwith
will
agree
know you
now able to get this Jute a little more
been a
ticular piece of Linen that it has
readily than a few weeks ago. We have
seen a prettier
have
since
time
you
a fine range of colors.
long
Ladies are making lots
the
at
price.
piece
of handkerchiefs now with the New Pass
MODART
Stitch Embroidery. We have some little
Each customer who buys a Modart Front
booklets on this new art which we will be
Corset is a satisfied customer and a
Laced
who are
pleased to give to our customers
for this make. Every
interested in making handkerchiefs. We steady advertiser
a
knows that she
wears
Mcdart
who
also have White Linens in 18, 20, 22, 36 lady
corseted with a garment that
and 45 inch widths suitable for all kinds js correctly
to
sure
is
skirts.
and
give her the utmost satisfaction
of art work and also for waists
to $10.00.
Prices are in strict keeping with quality. in every particular. $4.50

Masonic Tempie,

DIVIDEND

THE 61st
I
Power

to*get.

|

SOUTH BY SEA i
Via
Savannah

Two Sailings Weehlv
From Boston Tuesdays
I Georgia
end Saturdays, 3 p. m.
Monda

Superior serv ice. attract
ratfeg

About two weeks ago a female hound dog
(spaded) answering to the name of Speed;
black and white spots and mottled on one
fcide. Reward will be given on its return
JESSE H. WEBBER,
t o
21 Court Street, Belfast
lwl*

Judge John

A. Peters.

Pullets for

v

»

Cows for Salt*

n*erfart- *nd

Fasdengar fares

LOST

•

p—hr.*!,.

ALSO
ineiod*

meais and state-room

ae-

coramodatioa aboard ship.
For particulars apply to

WANTED-All kinds of
live

White Chester Boar
FOR SERVICE.

Congressman John A. Peters of EllaPIG8 FOR 8ALE
worth, who last Tuesday assumed his
new duties as judge of the U. S. Diatiict
M. A BENNER,
Court for Maine, forwarded his resignaEast Northport, Maine.
tion as representative from the third
Phone 72-11
Iwl
Maine district to Gov. Baxter and Frederick H. Gillett speaker of the national
Mary Fowler has returned to ftangor,
He is to succeed Judge
house Dec. 30th.
after passing Christmas with her parents,
Clarence Hale, who retired from active
ft Ir. and Mrs. C. C. Fowler.
duties afte r serving 20 years.

poultry.
R. d. MAYO.

Dissolution of Partnership
The copartnership heretofore existmf
between the undersigned under the hf®
name of Chase & Doak, is this dav J>*'
solved by mutual agreemenL Fred
Chase will continue the business and 1,1
debts due the tirm should be paid tu hi®.
Belfost, January 2, 1922.

ij

